Economics, cornerstone of politics
Examining politics demands understanding of economics. This science
remains the main constraint of any government’s actions.
And, money is the key to learning economics. If money is well
understood, it will clarify seemingly impenetrable economic events.
The History of Money for Understanding Economics is an
indispensable reference to decrypt economics, and it does so in an
enthralling way, from antiquity to the present day, with readily
accessible language.
The book answers the following questions: How did money appear?
What precisely is a bank? After circulating for centuries, why did gold
coins vanish? Is there anything behind the value of paper banknotes?
What is inflation? What is the IMF? Is the US trade deficit bearable?

A monetary solution, rather than a political one
This book joins other groundbreaking interpretations of history that
have underscored the influence of the management of money. This
book explains how monetary changes have significantly catalyzed
events from the fall of the Roman Empire to World War II and
beyond.
Considering such past monetary influences, could a monetary
breakthrough shake up the current economic under-performance and
exasperating inequalities? Indeed, Lannoye challenges the reader with a
monetary innovation to finance a parallel (and green!) economy which
could pull the regular economy.
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Prologue

Economics through history
Before reading a scientific book, it helps to study the subject’s origins.
Comparing the present with the past will deepen the understanding of
the facts. Books that chose such an approach exist to popularize
physics or philosophy, but no such book on money and banking – as a
foundation of economics – was available. Previous publications
recalling money history aimed at a public knowledgeable in economics,
not at novices.
This present book explains money and banking from antiquity to
modern times. This historical presentation has a pedagogic goal, but
still respects chronology. At the core of these pages, the major historical
facts are exhaustively listed. Amid these events, monetary modifications are included, with explanations to clarify progressively the
monetary system, the economic knowledge, and all in a writing style
intentionally simplified as opposed to the obscurantism of some
scholars.
Economics will be better understood once the role of money is
demystified. After all, money is just a means in economics and
economy. For now, “economics” can just be defined as the science of
improving the supply of goods and services to all, which includes
aspects of labor, commerce, trade, budget, tax, and the role of the
government. For its part, “economy” is the status of the business of
producing, trading and consuming goods and services.
Four concepts will frame the explanations: money, banks, inflation
and deflation. These four notions narrowly intertwine. Other
secondary notions are defined and referred to in the index. Lastly,
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other basic terms are overlooked such as Treasury, interest, loans,
wages, deficits, because a common dictionary can explain these. Other
economic and financial jargon is avoided.
Altogether, this book will inculcate monetary knowledge by
answering key questions:
• Why and how did money appear?
• What role does banking play?
• What binds banks and money?
• Where did the gold coins vanish?
• What is behind the value of a paper banknote?
• What is inflation?
• Why worry about deflation?
• Why do exchange rates between currencies jolt so often?
• What is the IMF?
• How was the euro introduced?
• Is the US trade deficit bearable?
And, with more answers to other questions for a thorough
understanding of economics.
In line with the pedagogic goal, this book focuses on Western
civilization and its monetary system, because it is this system that was
copied around the world. It had to ignore monetarily non-influential
civilizations such as China or India. As well, it had to overlook
counterexamples of civilizations without any monetary system, as the
Incas with their stratified social organization and rigid centralized
planning system that didn’t need money – this book will cover this
requirement – but still reached a high level of civilization, without
writing for the administration and money for the economy. Finally,
this book had to discard obsolete, forgotten, unsuccessful, neverapplied economic theories that are unrelated to the present-day system
and could confuse the reader. This book is about a narrative of the
world as it is, not as it should have been.

Historical coincidences
Monetary manipulations have influenced history with an incidence not
to be neglected. Such vision has recently emerged among historians
breaking away from an analysis exclusively political, technological or
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philological. Many monetary crucial developments or misuses coincide
with historical milestones or political firestorms. These observations are
stressed at the end of each chapter.

A monetary change for a parallel (and green!) economy
Now, should a monetary amendment steer history past the current
stagnant inequalities, which are conflicting with the funding of green
energies? Could an innovative monetary policy speed up the economy
in order to allow wage increases, reduce inequalities, and boost carbonfree developments?
Such an original monetary change is presented in the last chapter.
This monetary tool is understandable and accessible, but only after
assimilation of the first chapters. These chapters should not be skipped
before labeling the last chapter as utopian nonsense.
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Warning!

From the Magna Carta in 1215 to the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights in 1948, all reaffirmed by the International Convention
of Civic and Political Rights in 1993, private individuals clung
resolutely to their property to resist central government abuses.
Without guarantees against confiscation or excessive taxation, a
government – even representing the majority – could choke any
opposition from expressing criticisms. Nothing is easier than quieting
political opponents by confiscating their news media to win upcoming
elections. Finally, a despotic ruler will have his hands free to eliminate
his rivals in the government one by one in a faked lawsuit, in a
suspicious car accident, or just forcing them to a harsh labor of
subsistence. In this sense, abusive taxation – even in the name of the
poor – is pernicious and unacceptable.
On the other hand, a fair taxation is implicit amid Human Rights,
not only for humanitarian or social reasons, but also to provide
minimum resources allowing political expression. In particular,
economic crises concentrate wealth for some, and squeeze wages under
unemployment threat for most, leaving little energy to join political
activities. This concentrated wealth can buy political, judicial or news
media powers. Progressively, noisy blue collars are strangled with a tie
of hard labor: no witness, no money to hire investigators, no energy to
thwart corruption, all too busy in mines, fields or factories. At that
point, democracy shifts toward plutocracy.
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The
October
Revolution
triumphed on behalf of the poor.
Then, Stalin succeeded Lenin as
head of an all-powerful state. He
enforced an odious tyranny
without limits, without any
checks and balances, with the rule
of a “nomenklatura” of politicians
chosen by the gods of cronyism,
not by the people. Whether in the
Soviet Union, in China, or in
Cuba, this “nomenklatura” is
jailing journalists too critical
about their decisions. It seems that such a type of political repression and brainwashing
with the official press, is the only way for the government to have its communist model
accepted by the people.
Illustration 1: [13]

Economics is crucial to balance the system and steer clear of
extreme or inept solutions, which often seek scapegoats between social
groups or nations. This science is fundamental to tackle inequality
problems. And, studying money and banking is the first step toward a
coherent understanding of economics.

Illustration 2: [7]

During the 19th century, the economy
and the stock markets (“bourse” in
French as above) made some rich; the
census vote in proportion to personal
wealth (taxes paid) made them also
powerful.
People rebelled against such a
concentration of political and
economic power. But, most based their
counter-propositions on awkward
economic analyses, and they join
nationalistic or communist movements
until the burst of WWI and the
October Revolution.
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Preamble about chapter 1 and early antiquity ♦ xxvii

Preamble about
chapter 1 and early antiquity

Talking about early antiquity is speculative due to a lack of archeological evidence. This is especially true regarding markets and the
economy, which are at the center of a polemic between scholars since
the twentieth century.
Some historical studies consider early antiquity to be almost
hermetic to market mechanisms. They are part of the so-called
“primitivist” school.
Other studies accept significant trade and market interactions in
early antiquity. They come from “modernist” scholars, who have
recently regained ground, after being eclipsed in the second half of the
twentieth century.
To cut through such a maze of cacophonous interpretations, this
book establishes the beginning of the markets – how embryonic they
may have been – around the birth of history. This choice, as well as the
polemic between “primitivists” and “modernists” will be detailed in the
conclusion of the first chapter. Of course, history is less controversial
after the Bronze Age, as in the later chapters.
Hopefully, after reading this book, a deeper understanding of
money and markets may help to reassess one’s historical perspectives, as
a first step required to analyze economic history without prejudices
toward money.
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Synoptic Table ♦ xxix

Synoptic Table

Dates

Politics

Religion, arts and philosophy Sciences and technology

9500 BC

Neolithic (“new stone
age”) begins: men settle
and become farmers

Megaliths are erected

4200 BC

circa 4200 Sumerian
civilization in
Mesopotamia
circa 4000 first city-states
Egypt and predynastic
monarchies
3500 Semites integrate
Syria
3300 Semites integrate
Sumer
circa 3200 unification of
Egypt
3000 Sumerian civilization
is established with a dozen
city-states of Ur, Uruk, etc.

3000 BC

2925 Old Kingdom of
Egypt
2300 Sargon of Akkad
absorbs the country of
Sumer into his kingdom,
first major empire of
history

Farming
Stone and bone tools,
in the late Stone Age
c.3750 Sumer: bronze
metallurgy – Bronze
Age begins
c.3300 Invention of
the wheel in Sumer
3400 Numerical
symbols and metrology
in Mesopotamia
c.3200 First
hieroglyphs in Egypt
3000 Cuneiform
writing and numerical
system in Sumer;
beginning of history
with antiquity
3000 Abacus to
simplify calculations in
Asia Minor
3000 Plow invented in
Mesopotamia

c.3000 Arts in Egypt
c.3000 First use of iron
c.2650 Large pyramids, c.2900 First schools
Sphinx of Giza
c.2500 Glassworks
First mathematical
texts in Mesopotamia
c.2400 Sumerian
Calendar from stars
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Dates

Politics

Religion, arts and philosophy Sciences and technology

2100 Ur-Nammu
Legislative Code in
Mesopotamia
2423 End of the Old
Kingdom of Egypt
2100 Middle Kingdom of
Egypt
2000 BC

2000 Hittites arrive in
Anatolia
1900 Babylonian
kingdom’s expansion
1790 Code of Hammurabi
in Mesopotamia
1600 Old Assyrian
kingdom
1680 Middle Kingdom of
Egypt ends with the
Hyksos invasion
1580 New Theban
Kingdom in Egypt
1450 Egyptian expansion
in Syria-Palestine and
Mesopotamia
c.1300 Advent of
Ramses II and peace with
Hittites
c.1250 Exodus of the
Hebrews with Moses

1200 BC

c.1200 Catastrophic
political and economic
events linked to the “Sea
Peoples”: end of the Hittite
Empire, of many kingdoms
of the country of Canaan,
of the Mycenaean
civilization and beginning
of the Greek “Dark Ages”
– only Egypt and a few
other states resist the Sea
Peoples
1120 Bright Period for
Assyria
1090 End of the New
Theban Kingdom

scrutiny for optimal
sowing

2000 Palace of Cnossos
2000 Abraham leaves
Mesopotamia and
becomes the patriarch of
the Jews
1250 Construction of
the Egyptian temples of
Abu Simbel

c.2000 Quadratic
equation in Babylon
c.1750 Epic of
Gilgamesh, the first
literary work on clay
tablets
c.1800 Lunar Calendar
in Babylon
c.1500 Syllabic writing
c.1400 Phoenician
alphabet
c.1500 In Greece, use
of parchment replaces
fragile papyrus

c.1200 End of the
Bronze Age Beginning
of the Iron Age
c.1200 Expansion of
Phoenician trade
(maybe merging with
the Sea Peoples) in the
Mediterranean with
their “round boats”
propelled with sails
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Dates

Politics

Religion, arts and philosophy Sciences and technology

1000 BC

721 Advent of Sargon II in
Assyria
605 Nebuchadnezzar, King
of Babylon

776 Olympic Games in 800 Greek alphabet
Greece
750 Homer writes the
Iliad and the Odyssey

753 Foundation of Rome
750 Greek colonization in
the Mediterranean
621 Laws of Draco in
Greece
c.1000 Israel: David,
Solomon
721 Destruction of Israel
by the powerful NeoAssyrian empire.
600 BC

597 Nebuchadnezzar takes
Jerusalem – after his death
in 562, decline of Babylon
586 Captivity of the Jews
in Babylon
550 Cyrus founds the
Persian Empire
538 Cyrus frees the Jews of
Babylon
525 Persia annex Egypt

570 Temple of Artemis
in Ephesus; attempt to
channel through the
isthmus of Corinth
550 Foundation of the
school of Pythagoras
536 Rebuild of the
temple in Jerusalem

c.550 Cartography by
Anaximander; Thales
explains (or anticipates)
a solar eclipse
c.546 Greeks introduce
vine in their colonies in
Gaul

490 Birth of Herodotus
470 Birth of Socrates
472 First Greek tragedy
of Aeschylus, “Persians”
447 Beginning of the
construction of the
Acropolis of Athens
428 Birth of Plato

460 Development of
medicine, town
planning in Ionian Sea
(Miletus) Atomic
theory of cosmos

580 Tyrannies in Greece
504 Democracy in Athens
500 BC

485 Persia: Xerxes succeeds
Darius
480 Athens wards off the
Persian menace after the
battles of Marathon and
Salamis
460 Pericles in Athens;
return of democracy in
Greece
429 Death of Pericles;
Greece sinks in the
Peloponnesian Wars
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Dates

Politics

Religion, arts and philosophy Sciences and technology

400 BC

400 Egypt regains its
independence
341 Egypt is reconquered
by the Persians

399 Trial and death of
Socrates
384 Birth of Aristotle

387 Discovery of
parabolas and
hyperbolas; study of
the ellipse

c.340 Philip II of
Macedonia conquers
Greece; his son Alexander
the Great conquers Egypt,
Mesopotamia and Persia
323 Alexander dies in
Babylon
327 Seleucus I becomes
satrap of Mesopotamia and
Iran
323 Ptolemy I Soter
integrates the Lagid
dynasty in Egypt
301 Battle of Ipsos between
Alexander’s successors
300 BC

Birth of empire of Parthia 298 Foundation of the
and kingdom of Bactria
library of Alexandria
264 First Punic War for
Rome

200 BC

188 Seleucus loses almost
all Asia Minor
146 Destruction of
Carthage by Rome
133 King of Pergamum
bequeaths his state to
Rome

100 BC

82 Dictatorship of Scylla in 70 Birth of Virgil
Rome
4 Birth of Seneca
63 Syria becomes Roman
province
44 Assassination of Caesar
30 Death of Cleopatra;
Egypt becomes Roman
province
27 Augustus, first emperor

300 “Elements” of
Euclid
264 Observatory of
Alexandria
250 Archimedes: levers
and hydrostatics

149 Making of Venus de 149 Hipparchus
Milo
develops astronomy,
trigonometry

46 Adoption of the
Julian calendar
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Dates

Politics

Religion, arts and philosophy Sciences and technology

AD 1

54 Nero emperor
81 Domitian emperor
98 Trajan emperor

1 Birth of Jesus Christ c.100 Production of
c.75 Coliseum of Rome paper
80 Gospel of Saint Luke

AD 100

117 Hadrian emperor

120 Construction of the 140 Astronomical
Pantheon in Rome
System of Ptolemy
150 Galen develops
medicine

AD 200

284 Diocletian emperor

AD 300

312 End of antichristian
persecutions in Rome;
Constantine emperor

325 Council of Nicaea

AD 400

400 Franks conquer Gaul
433 Attila
c. 476 ANTIQUITY ends
with the fall of the Roman
Empire and the Middle
Ages begin
482 Clovis

400 Compilation of the
Talmud
480 Beginnings of
scholastic

AD 600

520 The Plague spreads in 610 Muhammad founds
Europe
Islam
527 Justinian, emperor of 650 Writing of the
the East
Koran
697 Election of the first
doge of Venice
732 Battle of Poitiers
against the Arabs
800 Charlemagne, emperor
of Occident
843 Division of the empire
of Charlemagne
c. 900 Viking invasions
and feudalism
962 Otto I, emperor of
Occident
987 Hugues Capet, King
of France

c.520 Progressive
transfer of Roman
culture to Medieval
culture (Boethius)
740 Diffusion of the
Arabic numerals (of
Hindu origin) with
decimal classification
c.840 Improvement of
the astrolabe and
translation of many
Greek texts into Arabic

AD 1000

1054 Schism with the East:
final rupture between the
Church of the East and
Rome

1160 Translation of
Almagest of Ptolemy
into Latin

275 Arithmetic of
Diophantus

910 Erection of Saint
Mark bell-tower in
Venice
967 Foundation of the

381 Publication shifts
from scrolls to books
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Dates

Politics

Religion, arts and philosophy Sciences and technology

1066 Battle of Hastings

Arab university of
Cordoba
1126-1198 Averroes in
Andalusia translates the
authors of Antic Greece
into Latin
1155 Foundation of the
university of Paris

1096 First crusade
1147 Second crusade
1189 Third crusade
c. 1184 Start of the
Inquisition
AD 1200

1227 Death of Genghis
Khan; Mongols carry on
and reach the Middle East
and Eastern Europe

1257 Foundation of the
Sorbonne university in
Paris
c.1260 Thomas of
Aquino

1202 Fibonacci
introduces the HinduArabic numbers
1221 Publication of
the Arab geographical
Encyclopedia
1271 Marco Polo in
China

AD 1300

c.1300 Ottoman Turks
succeed Seljuk Turks
shattered by Mongols
1337 Hundred Years’ War
between France and
England
c.1350 Black Death in
Europe

1307 Dante: The Divine
Comedy
1339 Foundation of the
university of Prague

1336 Metal cogwheel
and first public clock
striking in Milan
1377 Weaving machine
in Bristol
Locks on the channels
in the Netherlands

AD 1400

1429 Joan of Arc in
Orléans
1453 Hundred Years’ War
ends
1453 Constantinople falls
to the Turks
c. 1450 Beginning of the
Renaissance with the
rediscovery of the writings
of ancient Greece in Italy
before the rest of Europe
1492 Columbus reaches
America
1498 Vasco da Gama
reaches India

1450 Secular arts of the
Renaissance compete
with the religious arts
c.1450 Donatello’s
David, first monumental
naked sculpture of the
Renaissance

c. 1400 Expansion of
banking with doubleentry bookkeeping and
Medici influence
1453 Installation of
Gutenberg printing
press in Mainz.
1480 First printing of
Euclid’s geometry

AD 1500

1500 Birth of Carlos
Quinto
1519 Cortes conquers
Mexico

1503 Michelangelo:
David
1509 Birth of Calvin
1511 Erasmus: In Praise

1509 First wristwatch
1534 Maps of
Mercator
1540 Servet discovers
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Dates

Politics

Religion, arts and philosophy Sciences and technology

1521 Excommunication of
Luther
1532 Pizarro conquers
Peru
1534 Cartier explores the
St. Laurent
1558 Elizabeth I, Queen of
England and Ireland
1562-1598 France: Wars of
Religion
1588 Invincible Armada is
defeated

of Folly
1513 Machiavelli: The
Prince
1516 Thomas More:
Utopia
1590-1610 Shakespeare’s
tragedies

blood circulation
1543 Nicolas
Copernicus: Revolutionibus orbium
coelestium

AD 1600

1607 First successful
British settlement in
Jamestown, Virginia
1620 The Mayflower
reaches North America
1618-1648 Thirty Year’s
War in Germany
1642 Civil war in England
1651 Louis XIV, King of
France
1660 Restoration of
Charles II in England
1683 The Battle of Vienna
ends the expansion of the
Ottoman Empire
1685 French Protestants’
exodus

1637 Descartes:
Discourse on the
Method
c. 1650 Beginning of
Enlightenment in
England
1651 Hobbes: Leviathan
1677 Spinoza: Ethics
1689 “Bill of rights” in
England
1690 Locke: Essay
Concerning Human
understanding

1600 Kepler: trigonometrical tables
1610 Galileo’s
observations with a
telescope
1614 Logarithms
1640 Pascal: essay on
the conics and
calculating machine
1656 Huygens
discovers the Saturn
satellites
1664 Differential
Calculus: Newton,
Leibniz, Pascal

AD 1700

1715 Death of Louis XIV
of France, Regency
1740 Frederic II, King of
Prussia
1756 Europe: Seven Years’
War
1774 Louis XVI of France
1776 Declaration of
independence of the USA
1781 End of American
Revolutionary War
1787 US Constitution
1789 French revolution
1799 Napoleon’s coup

c.1700 Enlightenment
in England, then in
Europe
1748 Hume: An
Enquiry concerning
Human Understanding
– Montesquieu: The
Spirit of Laws
1776 Adam Smith: The
Wealth of Nations
1781 Kant: The Critique
of Pure Reason

1705 First steam
engine
c.1750 Industrial
Revolution in Great
Britain
1759 First production
of printed cottons
1771 Operations of
Lavoisier in chemistry
1790 Weaving loom of
Jacquard
1796 Cosmological
Assumption of Laplace
1799 Lighting with gas
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Dates

Politics

Religion, arts and philosophy Sciences and technology

AD 1800

1803 Louisiana Purchase
by the United States
1804-1814 First
Napoleonic Empire
1815 Waterloo
1848 Mexican-American
War and the US extends
west to California
1864 First International of
labor unions
1861-1865 US Civil War
1871 Germany is unified

1807 Hegel:
Phenomenology of Spirit
1867 Marx: The Capital
1880 Nietzsche: Thus,
spoke Zarathustra
1896 First Olympic
Games of the modern
era

1830 First railroads
1863 London
Underground
1866 Mendel: bases of
genetics
1869 Transcontinental
railroad in the US
c.1870 Telegraph links
England, North
America and India;
Refrigeration in rail
and boat transport
1885 Pasteur: vaccine
for rabies

AD 1900

1914-1918 World War I
1917 Bolshevik Revolution
in Russia
1929 World economic
crisis
1933 Hitler becomes
chancellor
1939-1945 World War II
1953 Stalin dies; reports of
“crimes of Stalin”
c. 1950 Decolonization
1968 Ecological
movements
1973 Economic crisis and
mass unemployment

1900 Freud: interpretation of dreams
1913 Surrealism
1932 Development of
the welfare state
1936 Keynes: General
theory of employment,
interest and money
1948 Universal
Declaration of Human
Rights adopted by the
United Nations

1900 Planck: quantum
theory; first airplanes
1905 Einstein: special
relativity
1907 Blériot flies over
the English Channel
1912 Funk discovers
vitamins
1927 Lindbergh flies
from New York to Paris
1945 First Atom Bomb
1965 Flights in space;
Nuclear power
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CHAPTER 1
BIRTH OF MONETARY UNITS
IN EARLY ANTIQUITY

From taxation-redistribution
to early market economy after 4000 BC

Production specialization and surpluses after 10,000 BC
Back around 10,000 BC, another ice age was ending. The Neolithic era
of the late prehistory had just started. Due to this warmer climate,
with fresh water from melting ice, and other reasons still debated by
historians (growing population, etc.), nomadic tribes of huntersgatherers began to settle in Asia Minor or in the Middle East, as
shepherds instead of hunters, or as farmers instead of gatherers.
Over the next millennia of the Neolithic, these tribes developed
new methods to domesticate animals on grassland and to cultivate
crops on the richest fields. A true agricultural revolution for sustained
provisioning was burgeoning.
At the same time, people were slowly specializing. Each one learned
and practiced a single occupation for better productivity. Women were
weaving, while men were plowing. People toiled as farmworker,
stockbreeder, shepherd, fisherman, miner, sculptor, potter, weaver,
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shoemaker, stone cutters, even metalworkers (smelting copper after
6000 BC and stronger bronze alloy after 3500 BC).
With the exchange of meat for sharp tools, a butcher could work
faster. The toolmaker swapped a hammer or a hoe for a loaf of bread,
rather than learning to bake it himself. Such exchanges could improve
the living conditions for the community.
Thanks to the tools of specialization, farmers generated more
output. Communities of farmers or entire villages had surpluses of
seeds, grain or tools, which could be shared or exchanged with other
farmers, or other villages… as long as they agreed on ways to exchange
their output.
Tribal communities seized and marked territories with sacred
stones, on which they protected their herds and crops. Communities
expanded in villages, fortified towns or city-states, which could only be
fed by the output of the farmers, who obviously had to produce
surpluses in order to feed themselves as much as the people living in
the cities.
New forms of authorities established themselves within such
farming villages regrouped around a city-state. The chieftain was
enthroned as monarch, king or pharaoh. Sorcerers and shamans had
been sanctified as priests. Religious and political powers were merged,
like the Pharaohs. Only slowly, they would distinguish from each
other, without truly separating.

Taxation-redistribution inside the community in 4000 BC
Around 4000 BC, the economic organization was about authoritarian
redistribution, especially inside the local community.
The authorities collected most of the crops, livestock and other
goods, although people often spontaneously presented their products
to the temples. In other words, kings and priests amassed the whole
output of production in-kind, i.e., the “taxation” rate was close to
100%, to use modern vocabulary.
After this collection or taxation, the authorities redistributed those
goods. They could redistribute one share to everyone, including to the
non-farming people specializing in common services for the city, and
expressly in military or religious tasks. Rations were redistributed
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according to each person’s rank in religious, military or civil
occupation.
In conclusion, the early economy – and its organizational science:
economics – consisted of straightforward and authoritative redistribution of production. It was probably inherited from tribal life, when
the tribe would share the catch or the game between each member,
maybe according to their social status. It had been practiced since the
Stone Age on crops, tools, or other output of each tribe member.
This early economic system can be compared to a full-taxation
system, in which there is later redistribution among the people. This
system is sometimes scientifically called “palace economy” or “redistribution economy” or “centralized redistribution”. In this book, such an
organization will be called the “taxation-redistribution” system.
Lastly, taxation-redistribution was the norm in some areas more
than others, i.e., in societies believed more authoritarian-hierarchical
than egalitarian-individualist. For example, it was the case in the Egypt
of the Pharaohs, but less so in other areas of the Middle East or Asia
Minor. In these areas, other methods of sharing and exchanging were
practiced, as explained hereafter.

Illustration 3: [7]

Some scholars believe that the
Neanderthal couldn’t compete
with the Homo sapiens sapiens
being more talented in speech,
giving him a natural ability to
share, exchange or trade
information, stories, memories,
know-how, goods, tools, maybe
weapons. The intent was
arguably only about surviving,
but it was still a first few words
for the story of mankind.

Production exchanged at the marketplace
Aside from the taxation-redistribution, people could swap their
surpluses for other goods from different origins.
They exchanged goods outside of the local community. Archeological finds dating from the late prehistory have highlighted – with
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the analyses of modern geology or metallography – the remote quarry
of flint stones, sharp obsidian knives or copper ore. Such goods may
have hopped from village to village, or they may have been carried by
travelers or nomadic tribes. In fact, archeology has revealed that
individuals or even entire villages specialized in stone carving or in
trading stones for goods.
Eventually, trade existed inside the community, as the village turned
into a city and its inhabitants exchanged locally their shares received
from the taxation-redistribution system, which they did not consume
entirely. Moreover, the people may have not brought their entire
production to the temple, as they could supplement their needs with a
secondary production not captured by the taxation-redistribution
economy. The importance of that parallel production varied within the
rigidity of the political system.
The people agreed on a meeting place on a day of full-moon to
trade their goods. This meeting place was the marketplace, or simply
the “market”, which will become the heart of the “market economy”.
Redistributed surpluses from the taxation-redistribution, reserves,
tools, skills, or even plunder changed hands in rural or urban markets.
Goods were mostly exchanged directly with other goods. Two cases
of fruit for one amphora of oil. A dried fish for a hammer. This direct
exchange of mesh bags of fish, spools of cord, ounces of silver, bags of
grain or heads of cattle for another commodity has been called
“barter”.
Marketplaces have existed for a long
time, and nowadays local farmers’
markets are probably not very different
from late Neolithic times, when villages
grew into cities.
On the other hand, marketplaces
have never been suspected among tribes
of hunters-gatherers, such as the ones
still roaming the Amazon rainforest,
who are rather representative of the
Paleolithic way of life.
Illustration 4: [7]
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Long-distance trade alongside taxation-redistribution
In late prehistory and early antiquity, the “merchants” traveled around
different regions. They were people distinct from producers. They were
nomadic tribes, seafaring people, or traveling adventurers. They were
specialized in long-distance trade, with exchanges happening between
neighboring villages or remote city-states. Merchants gathered goods
from local producers, in order to trade these goods farther by foot, by
wagons on wheels, and by boats. Merchants reached remote markets
accessible by road, river or sea.
No one knows exactly when such specialization started, maybe as
early as the Neolithic, with archeological evidence pointing to flint
stones and metals traded over long distances. The first written
historical evidence referring to trade was dated around 1900 BC. The
modern-day discovery of the Uluburun shipwreck, dated around 1300,
resurfaced a cargo of copper, tin, glass, gold, silver, quartz, ivory,
pottery, weapons, olives, almonds, coriander and so much more.
With such long-distance commerce, remote lands profited from a
local technical advantage such as a copper mine, a salt marsh, a river
full of fish, a fertile field or new tools developed around new ideas.
Communities exchanged luxury goods, but also goods to improve their
daily life, maybe just to survive. Salted fish from the neighboring
coastal country could be exchanged for redundant copper tools and
survive a bad harvest, until the next spring.
Indirectly, foreign merchants opened partially the royal taxationredistribution economy to the new ideas of the outside world. This
corollary of commerce came from the neutrality of foreign merchants.
Indeed, merchants were often foreigners, and they remained neutral
toward the kingdom. If their neutrality was threatened, they wouldn’t
come back to offer their exotic cargoes so craved by the powerful elites.
Only national subjects had no option, but to abide by the laws under
the taxation-redistribution economy.
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Slow evolution from taxation-redistribution to market economy
in antiquity
Around 4000 BC, the taxation-redistribution system dominated, while
marketplaces were constrained. This taxation-redistribution system was
imposed by nobles and priests over their people. In a way, it was
inherited from the tribal organization.
In the following millennia, i.e., throughout the Bronze Age, the
economy slowly shifted from sovereign taxation-redistribution, toward
a mix of taxation-redistribution and marketplaces for freely exchanging
goods outside the grasp of the authorities.
Three main reasons explain this shift toward trade and exchanges in
the marketplace, although historical evidence lacks to clarify the
motivations to challenge the taxation-redistribution.
The first reason came from the urban population growth during the
Bronze Age. As cities such as Uruk and Ur were expanding, an urban
class appeared composed of artisans and scribes. This urban class was
separated from pre-existing groups of cultivators, shepherds, priests or
nobles. Scribes controlled the taxation-redistribution system, while
artisans served the demands of the upper classes in art, luxury goods,
or sophisticated clothes. With the administration of expanding cities in
demand of skillful servants, the sovereign relinquished control over the
economy to his savvy officials. In fact, kings and priests rarely exerted
absolute control over production, taxation and redistribution, even in
the most authoritative or hierarchical societies. With this slackening,
marketplaces could grow within the walls of the expanding cities,
which promoted people’s economic activities, away from the pervasive
taxation-redistribution. It also meant a shift of accounting from full
taxation-redistribution to controlling the fiscal duties – partial
taxation – for the local market. Cities were not only redistribution
centers, but also trade hubs. With time, urban societies were to hasten
the evolution of the taxation-redistribution economy toward the
market economy.
The second reason for the rise of marketplaces stemmed from the
growing trade of foreign luxury goods. The authorities encouraged it as
much as they were fond of exotic jewels, obsidian knives, precious
metals, even opium. Initially, the upper classes often controlled luxury
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trade in order to redistribute the luxuries themselves to their nobles
and officials. Later, the urban class developed their mercantile business
on the side, acting as merchants or dealing with traders, as described in
previous pages. The urban class gained this economic right probably by
a combination of three reasons: failure by the authorities to control
luxury trade – easily hidden unlike voluminous grain reserves –,
handling the trade better, and political pressure.
The third reason for the development of marketplaces is to be found
in the exchange of surpluses. The urban and farming classes managed
to save some output from being taxed. It may have happened with or
without the consent of the authorities, which couldn’t collect the
whole production, so easily concealed in cities too large to be strictly
controlled. Thus, the people could open up the economy with their
exchange of surpluses, centered on the marketplace, alongside the
taxation-redistribution economy.
The cities benefited from the trade with remote regions, because
their local economy was making the most of innovative tools and
knowledge. The authorities could later increase their royal revenues
from proportional taxes following the principles of ancestral taxationredistribution economy. Markets were slowly contributing to the
growth of cities.
History started with the
invention of writing around
3500 BC. It happened when
city-states became too large to
memorize all the accounting
of
taxation-redistribution
and of trade. It is a fact that
the invention of writing
derived from economic factors
when cities strove to promote
equity in order to ease
tensions
between
their
members.
Illustration 5: [13]
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Values for exchanges

Authoritarian influences on the values of goods
In prehistoric tribes, the values of goods may have had little meaning,
when tribe members in charge of shoe making would just make shoes
for whoever needed it, and when exchanges were seldom happening
with outsiders.
As millennia passed, tribes regrouped in villages, becoming cities,
and burgeoning from the Euphrates to the Nile. Within such larger
communities, inside the walls of a city-state, it is plausible that the
behavior changed for people increasingly distant from each other.
The people wanted accounting among city-dwellers. It was required
for recording consistent taxation-shares contributed, as much as decent
rations redistributed among ruling elites, priests, scribes, or peasants.
The people always compared the amount and value of the shares taxed
or redistributed between jealous neighbors, especially among the
vociferous armed elites, more than among the muted slaves.
Such a need for accounting prompted the authorities to establish a
few standards:
• Measures calibrated in royal weight, foot, thumb or forearm.
• Early writings to record taxation and redistribution quantities, as
managing the taxation-redistribution economy was becoming more
and more complex within the sprawling cities.
• Values for tax equivalence between unrelated goods such as fruit
baskets, bushels of grain, metal bars or shoes, had to be arbitrarily set
by the king in function of the utility or the food content. This value
scale was crucial for substituting shares of equivalent quotas for
taxation or for redistribution.
In reality, even if kings played a role in determining these values,
historians reject their exclusive influence to set the values of common
goods in comparison to one another. As Antiquity was going to evolve
from taxation-redistribution to markets, the authoritative value of
goods was going to dwindle compared to the other influence of the
values: the marketplace.
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Values haggled in markets
Besides the taxation-redistribution, historians lean toward a second
influence for determining the ratios to exchange goods. This second
influence on the relative values of goods compared to other
commodities was the local marketplace.
In marketplaces, haggling quantified the exchanges of goods. In
other words, sellers and buyers put a value on objects by bargaining to
accept or refuse a deal. Each one had his criteria to estimate values and
agree on volumes to exchange. Sellers and buyers had many arguments
to obtain a better exchange value.
First argument: the utility gain was a valid measurement for
negotiation. For example, if 10 bundles of wood sticks smoked
200 pounds of fish, and if 40 pounds of salt also conserved
200 pounds of fish, then by comparing both, the peasant agreed to
exchange 10 bundles of wood sticks for 40 pounds of salt. Everyone
memorized these values related to every bundle of wood or salt bag.
Those values would be remembered in later negotiations.
Second argument: the working hours. For example, if one day in
the forest was needed to collect 10 bundles of wood sticks, his day was
worth 40 pounds of salt, according to the previous comparison. So, if
one day of fishing usually yielded a catch of 200 pounds, 200 pounds
of raw fish could be worth 10 bundles of sticks or 40 pounds of salt.
Those efforts and values would be used in later negotiations, where ten
pounds of fish were worth two pounds of salt, not three, unless there
was further explanation.
Third argument: the scarcity at the marketplace, which varied
throughout dry or rainy seasons, profusion at the marketplace, or
quality displayed. Values fluctuated with the negotiations between the
“supply” of goods presented in shops and between the “demand” from
customers strolling in markets. Any variation of supply and demand
influenced the value of goods. With complete freedom, anyone could
approve a value or wait for the market’s close and the subsequent
perishable leftovers’ liquidation – if any – for less than earlier. Anyone
was free to refuse the value demanded for fish, if he didn’t have a trust
relationship with the vendor, and if his stomach wasn’t empty.
Abundance or shortage, good or bad harvests were decisive constraints
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in haggling over values. Levels of stocks and urgency of needs
prompted values and quantities to swap.
Fourth argument: the remote marketplace, which could influence
the values through the merchants, who were specialists in commerce
values over long distances. These foreign merchants, such as the
Phoenicians, excelled in obtaining a low value here and a better deal
over there. At the local market, merchants agreed on a value that
would leave them some profit in remote markets. For instance, they
bought a pound of salted fish on the seashore hoping to resell it with
profit in the foothills. Locally, the fishmonger learned about good
catches of fish. Remotely, the same merchant knew that salted fish was
exchanged for a good quantity of wood in the foothills near the forest.
Estimating this later value was baffling; it was an art or a science in
itself for producers, consumers and merchants. To anticipate fluctuations of goods’ values, merchants kept in mind seasons, habits, needs,
and remote authoritative values of goods in Egypt or in Babylon.
Eventually, the exchange economy of the marketplace influenced
the values of grain or bronze determined by the authorities, as much as
the marketplace was influenced by the values of the authorities,
especially through commerce with foreign communities under rival
rulers and different value charts. Altogether, the values of goods were a
synthesis of both influences, i.e., the charts from the authorities, and
the marketplace exchange values between local people and foreign
traders.

Counting in intermediate-commodities

Exchanges for intermediate-commodities in the Neolithic
In the nascent exchange and trade activities, barter – i.e., goods
exchanged directly for other goods – wasn’t the only way to settle
exchange and trade.
In fact, the owners of goods couldn’t always find the desired
product to be exchanged, because it wasn’t available for trade every day.
In that case, these people could still exchange their goods for
“intermediate-commodities” to be reused in a later trade for the
desired product.
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The first reason for exchanging one’s goods for an intermediate
commodity was to increase the desirability of one’s own possessions.
Indeed, the main characteristics of these intermediate-commodities
were their imperishable qualities and unabated demand, which made
them prized counterparts in later transactions.
A “salt bag” was an example of such an intermediate-commodity. A
salt bag could certainly be exchanged later at the market for needed
goods, because the need for salt to preserve meat or fish would sustain
the demand for salt bags. In fact, remnants of these practices can be
found in English vocabulary, as in the word “salary”, deriving from the
Latin word “salt”.
Megaliths may have marked the
ownership of a community over
trade roads. In that sense, salt trade
of the Neolithic would explain the
preexistence of megaliths in coastal
areas.
Illustration 6: [7]

In antiquity, other intermediate-commodities existed alongside salt
bags. Anything that can be preserved or help food preservation was
used as intermediate-commodity. Examples could include: heaps of
wood to cook or smoke food, barley to feed cattle in the winter, wheat
grain to be stocked for baking bread when needed, flint knives or metal
tools, copper bars useful to cast tools and weapons, and cattle counted
in heads of cows, buffaloes, goats, sheep or camels. This last example
can be found in the Latin word for cattle: “pecus”, the root of
“pecuniary” in English. But, units of cattle weren’t as flexible as salt
bags for use as intermediate-commodity, because a fraction of a cow
had to be consumed quickly after the swap. Also, sustaining cattle
required pasture access.
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Like salt, cowries circulated as
intermediate-commodities
in
India or Africa for centuries.
They were shiny and rare in
inland areas, which made them
attractive. Massive amounts of
Maldivian cowries were even
introduced by Europeans in
Africa at the time of the slave
trade.
All over the world, many
forms of intermediate-commodities have existed for much longer than one might think.
Illustration 7: [7]

Simplifying transactions
The second reason for using intermediate-commodities in trade, was to
simplify triangular exchanges: X had fish and wanted a fishing net. Y
had a net and wanted an olive jar. Z had an olive jar and was seeking
fish. An intermediate-commodities such as salt bags facilitated
triangular exchanges. In a first round, X, Y and Z could separately
swap their goods for salt bags. During a second negotiation, they paid
with salt bags to get the needed goods. Of course, X, Y, Z had stashed
salt bags before going to the marketplace.
Exchanges for salt bags saved considerable time. In an instant, both
parties negotiated with the demanded salt bags. Compared to primitive
barter, each had to withstand endless haggling, because X, Y and Z had
to scurry to the other for negotiating before exchanging a first item,
while taking into account the value of the second object. Eventually,
time spared at the market could translate into more work and more
output.

Saving surpluses to postpone spending
The third motivation to trade for intermediate-commodities was their
long-lasting qualities. It can be explained with the salt bags (and easily
transposed to other intermediate-commodities). Their intrinsic
everlasting qualities have always been well known. Salt bags can be
stored for ages in a dry place without losing their quality. Salt bags had
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the capacity to be used at any time to preserve raw fish or raw meat, as
salted fish and salted meat don’t rot fast.
From their long-lasting qualities, salt bags have a natural high value
for exchanges for other goods, because salt bags have always been
sought after by fishermen, hunters, livestock owners, poachers, even
occasional hunter-gatherers. Salt bags were relatively easy to carry, and
they could withstand long travels from the seaside to the inland
markets, where villagers also sought salt bags to salt meat. Obviously,
owners of salt-water marshes or salt quarries were lucky, because their
salt production was exchanged fast by fishermen and hunters.
Of course, salted fish or salted meat could be stored instead of salt
bags, unlike fresh fruit or milk jugs. The salted aliments could feed
people during rainy days.
The salt bags themselves could represent a better value for later
exchanges than salted fish or smoked meat. In case of a profusion of
fresh fish or meat, saved salt bags could be exchanged for more goods
or food during days of plenty at the market. Saving temporarily in salt
bags could provide more food soon. In other words, savings in salt bags
optimized the purchase for a later deal in more favorable circumstances, instead of immediate consumption for poor options.
For their intrinsic value, salt bags were piled up in reserve – not the
food itself – ensuring a later exchange in nearby markets. They
attenuated the fear of lean times, delaying the purchase until real
necessity. Whether one ate or not didn’t depend exclusively on
harvests, fishing or reserves of smoked meat. Hunger could also be
satiated by future transactions settled in salt bags at the markets.
Altogether, salt bags reassured their owners against shortage and
hardship better than any other reserve.

Price in intermediate-commodities for counting and
memorizing market equivalences
A fourth reason for trading for intermediate commodities was the
measure, the amount, or the number of intermediate-commodities to
obtain other goods. This number is called the “price” in intermediatecommodity units, such as a price measured in salt bags or in cattle
heads or in bushels of grain.
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This price was easily remembered in negotiations during the next
market day. Paying 5 intermediate-commodities wasn’t accepted if 4
settled the deal previously, unless there was further explanation. The
price was convenient for simplifying comparisons during negotiations
by memorizing fewer interconnected value ratios of the barter system.
No need to remember that an olive jar was worth two wine amphoras,
or that an ox could be exchanged for 5 goats, or that a knife equaled a
bag of salted fish. A single number of intermediate-commodities
characterized the value of each object. Multiple relative values between
goods could be forgotten, replaced by direct referencing to
intermediate-commodities. All that was needed was the number of salt
bags or bushels of grain to quantify exchanges of chunks of meat, olive
jars, or wine amphoras. Quantities of intermediate-commodities
benchmarked the values of exchanges.
The prices in intermediate-commodities, such as salt bags or silver
ounces, also clarified the cheapest combination of ingredients to reach
a solution. On the contrary, tallying up complex barter ratios blurred
any comparisons. For example, it was impossible to liken the bundles
of wood sticks demanded by the sailors with the pounds of fish
required by the carter to convey a cargo of goods, either directly by
boat, or by wagon. Only the sums of all prices negotiated in salt bags
could be easily compared. This sum of each component’s price gave a
comparable “cost” price, which could serve as reference for a later
“selling price”.

Accounting in the taxation-redistribution system
A fifth reason for using intermediate-commodities from the exchange
economy was to facilitate the accounting of both taxation and redistribution. In other words, the taxation-redistribution economy has
probably welcomed the use of intermediate-commodities for its
accounting of transactions.
In the early Bronze Age, such usage of intermediate-commodities by
the collecting authorities may have been limited. Instead, that time
witnessed full authoritarian taxation, i.e., the contribution of the entire
production, as well as authoritarian redistribution, without any leftover
for equivalence between goods collected and redistributed among the
people. People were not so free, or perhaps, they still had strong tribal
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community ties, preventing them from contesting their contribution
and redistribution shares.
In the later Bronze Age, the trade for intermediate-commodities
may have infiltrated the sprawling cities, where control was becoming
looser, giving room for markets and for the urban class. The
accounting of both taxation and redistribution could also be facilitated
using units of intermediate-commodities. A contribution in
intermediate-commodities could be accepted instead of an equivalent
in other goods. As well, a redistribution in intermediate-commodities
could happen among the people, who could compare their share, even
with different goods received, by counting in price of intermediatecommodity units. Later, they could also exchange part of their
redistributed share at the local market for a counterpart in
intermediate-commodities.
In this sense, the taxation-redistribution values may have been
influenced by prices from trade and markets. The influence may have
been reciprocal. However, modern historians still debate whether the
predominating influence was to be found in taxation-redistribution or
rather in markets, as suggested previously in the section about
exchange values.

Under the authoritarian rule of the Pharaohs, rigid Egypt has left many visible
monuments, such as the pyramids, which were built in part to stave off idleness
during the flooding months of the Nile.
The more flexible Mesopotamia hasn’t left as many grandiose monuments, but it
still was the cradle of writing, mathematics... and loans from early banks. The
heritage from Mesopotamia is eventually more important than the one from Egypt.
Illustration 8: [7]
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Need for loans
A sixth reason for using intermediate-commodities was that a subject
could ask for an advance of his future ration from the taxation-redistribution. He could request this advance to pay wages to seasonal
farmworkers before the harvest.
The priests, often in charge of collecting in the taxation-redistribution system, could slice the portion that accounted for later redistribution. The priests could grant such loans from their reserves collected
in the temples. Certainly, by granting loans, priests answered the call to
worship the gods twice: they could attract devotees, and they could
adorn the temples with works financed by the profits from interest
charges.
Archeological evidence from 3000 BC attests to such loans.
Chronologically, the first loans were granted in grain, which was a
widespread intermediate-commodity, easily used in payment for other
needed goods available at the local marketplace.

Intermediate-commodities promulgated by codes from 2400 BC
Taking advantage of writing for ease of dissemination, kings imposed
codes with principles of law and justice in the form of rules to respect
and sanctions in case of a misdeed. The oldest code found by archeologists was engraved on a stele around 2400 BC. The most famous of
them was the “code of Hammurabi” from 1750 BC.
To simplify these codes (i.e., quantities to be taxed and
redistributed), all goods were valued by referring them to a standard
intermediate-commodity selected as the single unit of value. Then, the
law code could compare any good’s value to other goods through their
respective number of standard intermediate-commodities. For
example, if a cow was worth 20 standard intermediate-commodities,
and a rope of 100 royal feet was worth 10 standard intermediatecommodities, then the rope was worth half a cow.
With this simplification of the valuation in the standard
intermediate-commodity, those codes could easily quantify wages,
allowances, fines, taxes on production, or other contributions, all
valued in a number of standard intermediate-commodities. The same
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codes even regulated reimbursing loans and included rules on interest
charges, often to avoid abusive interest rates.
Grain often made up this central intermediate-commodity,
especially in Egypt. Therefore, any equivalent to grain could settle
transactions in values referring to grain bushels, even if paid in
secondary commodities. In Mesopotamia, the same logic applied, but
in reference to silver ounces.
Pharaohs and kings covered their administrative costs and their
soldiers’ pay by redistributing grain or other goods. All numbers in
these transactions referred to the standard intermediate-commodity
unit.
With these incomes in intermediate-commodities, soldiers and civil
servants could exchange goods for bags of grain or for ounces of silver
that were previously redistributed. In other words, they could buy
consumable goods at the market, and pay in intermediatecommodities.
Redistributed grain or silver was welcomed by the people. They
could use these intermediate-commodities to trade locally. They could
also store them to pay for future taxation by the authorities. They
could buy goods from foreign merchants, who avidly sought silver that
was more transportable than grain and always in demand for making
royal jewelry.
Regarding the origin of value, and as already said in previous pages,
it is plausible that all transaction values in the marketplace were
referring to the quantities in grain or silver specified in the law code of
the taxation-redistribution economy. Reciprocally, the quantities of the
taxation-redistribution system were influenced by the values in grain or
silver weights, which were practiced at the marketplace.
In the same way, the usage of pivotal intermediate-commodities
such as grain, silver and gold may have spread for two reasons. First, it
simplified the law codes, which included rules for valuing transactions.
Second, it facilitated the quantification between the supply and the
demand at the marketplace, where grain was always wanted for feeding
the people and precious metals coveted for jewelry.
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King Hammurabi sitting above his engraved code that
regulated acts and transactions. In his empire, he pushed
for laws, taxation-redistribution, but also trade,
tolerated aside the redistribution.
Some historians believe that taxation-redistribution
was anterior to market economy. Taxation-redistribution
was the norm, and markets were only embryonic and
rudimentary, because they were functioning without
money made of coins.
They accept the existence of markets but they neglect
their influence on the birth of money or on price
formation, which they believed were rooted in taxationdistribution.
Their vision was anchored to the left, which fell in
love with taxation-redistribution following the trauma
of the crisis of 1929, and which ignored the possibility of
monetary units made of intermediate-commodities.
Illustration 9: [7]

Intermediate-commodities, scientifically called “protomoney”
Intermediate-commodities simplified exchanges with counting,
accounting, payment settling, long-lasting savings, and loans. These
commodities helped both taxation-redistribution as well as exchanges
locally and outside the kingdom, and stimulated the march towards
markets, accounting and writing.
The salt bags and other intermediate-commodities practices
probably crept in markets over millennia. The use of such
intermediate-commodities may have been common at one point. As
already said, goods weren’t directly swapped for other goods, as oil was
for fish. Instead, oil was traded indirectly for fish via salt bags or
bushels of grain. Oil amphoras were first exchanged for salt bags, and
these salt bags were then exchanged for barrels of fish.
Since the Neolithic and throughout antiquity, pure barter was
slowly phased out in markets and in the taxation-redistribution system.
Over the centuries, pure barter, i.e., the direct swap for wanted goods,
probably disappeared, and was replaced by exchanges for salt bags or
other intermediate-commodities.
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Rather than intermediate-commodities, other writers talk about
“commodity money” or “protomoney”, as early forms of money. These
last terminologies bewilder most readers because of the vocabulary
overlap with the mysterious “money” notion. These “fill in the blank”money notions are a bit of a misnomer unless the reader is already
knowledgeable in monetary science.
In this book, intermediate-commodities replace the ambiguous
phrase of “commodity money” or “protomoney”. Intermediatecommodities will be used in the next pages, which will progressively
introduce the notion of “money”. The nuance between intermediatecommodity and money is subtle, and requires a gradual explanation of
money. The distinction between both definitions is specific to this
book, which aims more at understanding money and economics
through core history, than at detailing historical data.

From intermediate-commodities
to silver-ounce money

Discarding unreliable intermediate-commodities
Salt was one intermediate-commodity among many. But, salt was not
the most popular intermediate-commodity, because the value of salt
was not stable enough. Everyone knew that salt producers could easily
increase their production overnight. In that case, the value of salt
would drop in comparison to other goods. Certainly, sellers of goods
would bargain for more salt, as they would see large salt quantities
flooding the marketplace.
In the marketplace, people traded with pounds of salt, but they
didn’t stash the salt indefinitely. No owner of goods wanted to
exchange his entire stock for salt, which could be devalued in case of
an increase of salt production. The value of salt bags was not deemed
certain for long-term exchanges, and only adequate for short-term
transactions. Shops’ tenants never blindly memorized prices in pounds
of salt or saved large quantities of salt over the long term. Salt was
viewed only as a temporary intermediate-commodity, never saved for a
long period.
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In antiquity, traders sought to unearth an eternal intermediatecommodity with an unquestionable intrinsic utility, but also harder to
produce or reproduce. Such new intermediate-commodities would
settle payments and ensure savings over the long term. Eventually,
these intermediate-commodities could circulate fast, with confidence
in their value preserved over time. Of course, the perfect choice for
such eternal intermediate-commodities was the precious metals of gold
and silver.

Silver and gold, precious values
The high value of silver and gold metals had deep roots. Gold and
silver always fascinated men by reflecting light mystically with the
color of the Sun or the Moon. Gold and silver jewelry was aesthetically
pleasing, durable, unalterable. It neither tarnishes when in contact with
sweat, nor does it irritate the skin. In addition, gold and silver were
distinguished from other objects by their natural scarcity and by the
respect of the efforts from the miner to the goldsmith to obtain them.
Indeed, such metals often had to be imported from faraway mines,
where they had to be excavated deep in the mountains, then they had
to be washed from the ore with thousands of water buckets, and finally
they had to be melted out of the ore in furnaces requiring tons of
wood to heat up. Consequently, the value of these rare metals rose in
the eyes of the people and their rulers. These metals became known as
“precious”.
Kings and priests melted gold and silver into crowns or ornaments,
in order to accentuate their magnificence and persuasive power over
their servile subjects. Kings and priests paraded their gold and silver
symbols of wealth and power. Kings and priests rapaciously sought and
collected these noble metals, which boosted their value sky-high above
other goods.
Kings could reward the most faithful with gold or silver medals. In
the same way, kings could pay the redistribution shares in gold or silver
ounces, especially for religious and administrative elites. The same
elites could exchange gold or silver ounces for high-value goods at the
marketplace, or use them to pay for the next taxation by the temple,
within the taxation-redistribution system.
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To simplify the value estimation of ingots, authorities struck
hallmarks or royal seals certifying gold or silver weight and fineness.
Those seals attested the weight and above all the purity guaranteed
without common zinc or copper compounds. A sure fineness and
weight of ingots ensured the liquidity of these intermediatecommodities.

The fascination with gold was always as intense as the beauty of the jewelry made
out of it. Mycenae, 16th century BC.
Illustration 10: [13]

Silver or gold, central values or intermediate-commodities
In Mesopotamia and Egypt, precious silver and gold imposed
themselves as prime choices as central units of value in law codes of the
taxation-redistribution economy, as much as in trade and marketplaces. These noble metals were valued by weight for taxes, rations,
exchanges and loans.
Gold and silver were highly prized, as the fever for precious metals
never vanished. They were unlikely to proliferate like salt bags, due to
their natural scarcity. They were not prone to rot, would not rust or
tarnish by oxidation, and their prices didn’t fluctuate seasonally as
grain did. Precious ingots ensured an unalterable reserve protected
from any glut. Their stability made them a sought-after intermediatecommodity.
According to historical sources, Phoenicians accepted ingots in
payments in markets. Merchants embraced them because they were
inert, easily handled or quantifiable, and their compact volume still
represented a suitable value for large and remote transactions. From the
Middle East to the Mediterranean, merchants had to travel long
distances, and they didn’t want to carry a heavy bulk of bronze; they
preferred the equivalent value in the form of a small gold ingot. With
the merchants, the use of noble metals as intermediate-commodities
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traveled throughout the Mediterranean. For instance, the Greeks
adopted it after 1000 BC.

Silver ounces, main standard of value after 2000 BC
After 2000 BC, notably in Mesopotamia, precious silver trumped grain
or gold, as the standard unit of value in codes and as pivotal reference
between goods quantities. Silver became a favorite intermediatecommodity, more than salt, grain or even gold, to settle transactions
defined in the law code, or in the marketplace.
Gold, for its part, was too rare to settle every transaction from the
law code or in the marketplace. Gold was instead reserved for highvalue transactions such as for large or luxury trade with foreign
merchants. Gold could be valued through a ratio to silver in the
taxation-redistribution economy, which adopted the silver ounce as its
unit of value.
Silver, less scarce than gold, was prized to supersede grain as
advanced sum for loans because it didn’t rot like grain. It was one
argument for silver to progressively replace grain as the standard or
unit of value in the codes and the taxation-redistribution economy.
For example, around 1930 BC – two centuries before
Hammurabi – the code of King Eshnunna of Northern Mesopotamia
stipulated a compensation of one silver “mina” (± 500 grams) in case of
a bitten nose. A fine of 10 silver “shekels” (a sixth of the previous
sanction) punished a slap in the face. Also, on a clay tablet from
2000 BC, silver was preferred as advance sum for a loan granted by a
temple, and its repayment was agreed to happen during the harvest
season.

Silver ounces and the characteristics of money
The ounce of silver certainly had the characteristics of an intermediatecommodity (i.e., helping triangular exchanges at the marketplace,
being a unit of value to quantify exchange volumes, simplifying
accounting in books for taxation-redistribution, and facilitating loan
possibilities).
Silver had other characteristics, which slowly promoted it above the
rank of intermediate-commodity, and instead, being defined as
“money”.
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A first characteristic of money is that it must be handled by most of
the population, for a generalized use in trade, with a broad acceptance
in payment. In other words, money is a standard intermediatecommodity used by most, and not only by the wealthiest for a few
transactions.
With this extended definition, silver ounces tended to be a sheer
form of money in Mesopotamia, because silver was crowding out other
commodities to settle transactions. At one point, the larger part of the
population used values measured in silver ounces, even if they
exchanged goods directly with other goods without systematically
using a monetary intermediate to settle the transactions.
A second characteristic of money is a fluid circulation of its units
passing quickly from hand to hand. It had become a simple unit to
measure prices, an abstract intermediate with its origin of value almost
forgotten, a face value to count, an instrument to settle payments, to
delay exchanges, and to save for the future.
The silver ingots were starting to circulate like money, as their
intrinsic qualities never faded, unlike salt pounds and other perishable
goods.
In reality, this mutation from intermediate-commodity to fullfledged money spanned over millennia. Such a transition trudged
along slowly, spreading throughout the entire population. Bartering for
goods and intermediate-commodities was being replaced by trading
goods with money through sales and purchases.
The next few chapters will detail this transition to an economy of
exchanges creeping outside royal control. And, monetary implements
catalyzed this long transformation, this universal conflict between royal
taxation-redistribution and individual businesses. It happened in every
kingdom, although at a different pace from one country to the next.
For example, this chapter ends around the seventh century BC, when
Babylon had an economy that was more mixed and less rigid than
Egypt around the same period.
This evolution will also involve other aspects of the origin of the
value of money. Indeed, money was defined not only through markets,
trade, taxation-redistribution, but the final step will come through
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banks, following the next step of immediate monetary development:
coinage.
The transition from
intermediate-commodity
(such as salt in the
picture) to money was
eventually completed in
the twentieth century
with symbolic money in
the form of token coins
and paper notes, a
simple tool for both
payment and saving, unusable in itself unlike salt bags. In monetary history, money
hasn’t stopped moving deliberately away from the obvious utilitarian characteristic of
intermediate-commodities. The notion of money became less palpable throughout the
millennia. Money moved closer to an abstract standard. Money’s intrinsic value was
bit by bit mistakenly perceived. Slowly, the concept of money was misunderstood and
demonized, which led to recurrent monetary misuses.
Final note: “money” is a general term for widespread usage while “currency” is a
system of money – i.e., with large and small coins – used locally or within a country.
Also, the “monetary system” is a large notion that will include all of the tools related
to payments. They will appear over the centuries from antiquity to modern times,
from salt bags to credit cards bearing interest.
Illustration 11: [7]
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Historical Correlation

Intermediate-commodities or protomoney,
and early antiquity
The debate still rages between “primitivists” and “modernists” about
early antiquity. And, the scarce archeological evidence available hasn’t
ended the quarrels yet.
Primitivists claim that there was no money, few markets, but a
central administration collecting the output, and redistributing it to
every member of the community. In the mid-twentieth century, people
such as Karl Polanyi or Moses Finley emphasized that society was not
initially involved in markets, but was acting in a more “primitive” way
than in later centuries. People became market-centered later, with the
agora of ancient Greece, according to Polanyi. The people were
dragged in that direction under different influences, most of all due to
the ruling clique’s indoctrination. Certainly, Polanyi and Finley had
been traumatized by the exuberant and deregulated 1920s, by the stock
market crash of 1929, by the Great Depression of the 1930s, which all
too much contributed to WWII. As many other post-WWII
intellectuals, they were left-leaning thinkers hoping for a more
regulated society.
Modernists have gained ground over primitivists recently, although
the crisis of 2008 has affected the debate once again. Modernists argue
that primitivists had little archeological evidence to support their
thesis, and that there is no proof of the absence of markets among the
lower classes. The lack of archeological proof in favor of such marketplaces isn’t a valid argument to dismiss them, especially when
cuneiform writing or hieroglyph carving were not a preoccupation of
the common people and their trackless underground marketplaces.
Modernists add that the total absence of marketplaces would be
impractical for exchanges of surpluses. Finally, new archeological finds
tend to support the existence of cities, trade or markets earlier than
thought (Çatalhöyük, Uluburun shipwreck, and other sites).
Modernists see markets existing in the cities of early antiquity, as in
“modern” societies. It implicitly means that humans have learned to be
savvy in free-market ways since the dawn of antiquity, and that
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communist-style sharing was rather a tribal behavior of the Paleolithic
or of the countryside of the Neolithic, or imposed by the authorities of
the cities of the late Neolithic and early antiquity.
Nevertheless, both groups agree that exchanges have always
happened, and that marketplaces have probably existed as soon as the
late Neolithic, at least in the cities, whether their influence may have
been marginal according to some, or meaningful according to others.
Everyone also agrees that modern societies live in a mixed system made
of governmental taxation-redistribution (sharing, social security,
common infrastructure...) and of private free-markets (selling goods
and services...). Even in communist regimes, underground markets
existed.

Trade in the Neolithic can be tracked by obsidian stones found in tombs or in excavated
villages, with the help of modern techniques. These stones are not only signs of trade, but
possibly marks of intermediate-commodity or protomoney circulation. Later, with the
ages of metals, men have chosen metal objects more frequently as intermediatecommodities as archeological evidence has shown.
Illustration 12: [7]

Intermediate-commodities, i.e., protomoney, can also be pictured in
early antiquity. There may be little historical evidence of intermediatecommodities, but one can understand that intermediate-commodities
may have existed for their obvious benefits, rather than by imposition
by the upper class. After all, there is no proof that the rich had to cane
the poor to accept payments in silver. Instead, silver was snapped up by
the rich. Altogether, it is a bit myopic to say there was no money
among the lower class in early antiquity. It makes little sense that there
were no forms of money at all, or that only coinage was money.
Intermediate-commodities may have always roamed around
contributing significantly to the evolution of history, by simplifying
markets and accounting-writing.
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Overall, men were getting familiar with taxation-redistribution,
exchange, trade, markets, and intermediate-commodities or
protomoney. These notions all appeared in early antiquity, with a
precise chronology being impossible to determine, and not so
fundamental for this book explaining money from intermediatecommodities counted in heads of cattle to the dollars in the stock
market of Wall Street.
Around 1000 BC, as the Levant
recovers from the mysterious “Bronze
Age Collapse”, Phoenicians (modernday Lebanon) had extended their
commercial network by ground with
their carriages, and by sea with their
fleets of “round boats” propelled by
sails. Phoenicians profited from their
geographical
situation
linking
Mesopotamia to Egypt. By road and
sea, they traded papyrus, ivory, ebony,
amber, horses, copper, gold, silver,
jewels
and
precious
stones.
Phoenicians also traded goods with the caravans of the Arabian peninsula,
which transported spices, silk and incense from India and the Far East as early
as 1000 BC. Finally, Phoenicians exported their own production of linen cloth,
crimson-dyed clothing, embroideries, metal tools, glassware, earthenware, wine,
salt, dried fish, cedar and pine wood.
Foreign merchants, such as Phoenicians – as on this artifact or “coin”
detailed in the next chapter – traded goods, tools, ideas. Their influence broke
many taboos. All forms of commerce internal or external to any community, city
or country have deeply marked their respective societies. And, any society that
rejected merchants declined in dictatorship or stagnated in vulnerable isolation.
Illustration 13: [13]
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CHAPTER 2
COINS: CATALYST OF ANTIQUITY

Coins after 640 BC

Tiny ingots struck with a royal seal
Around 640 BC, the kings of Lydia (nowadays Turkey) suddenly
downsized their gold and silver ingots struck with a seal, which were so
expedient in trade. For the first time in history, the Lydians cast tiny
ingots and stamped them with a royal seal that certified legality and
weight. The name of the first king who melted large ingots into tiny
ingots is unknown. Anyhow, later rulers endorsed these micro-ingots
in their taxation-redistribution economy. Lydian kings chose to cast
micro-ingots; they could redistribute those faster than bulky and
indivisible high-value ingots. Lydian people accepted this novel form of
payment in electrum metal (natural silver and gold alloy) extracted
from the king’s mines or from the silt of his Pactolus and Hermos
rivers.
The micro-ingots became known as “coins”. Initially, their making
consisted in pouring droplets of metal in fusion on a plate. Over the
centuries, blank disks – sometimes called “blanks” or “flans” – were
made with melted metal poured in a mold. Once cooled down, these
blank disks were struck with a hallmark. Eventually, the hallmark
ended up covering the entire face of the blank disk, later both obverse
and reverse side. For the “strike”, muscular men hammered a blank
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disk between an upper die – or “punch” – and a lower die fixed on an
anvil. With the violent blow, the dies left their imprints on the metal
disk. The blank disk had become a coin with engravings to certify its
origins.
Throughout history, coin making – also called “coinage” – was to
improve to produce more uniform coins. First, more regular coins were
obtained when blank disks were punched in a regular laminated metal
plate. Finally, with the Renaissance, quasi-uniform coins were obtained
once the strike with a hammer was replaced by the screw-press, and
later by the rolling-press rotated with the power of horses.

Stater from Lydia, early 6th century BC. This coin was valued and weighted as a
small but real ingot. At that time, people probably called those objects “staters”,
because our generic words for “money” and “coin” came centuries later. In fact, the
word “money” most likely came from the Latin word “monere” meaning “informing”
or “warning” to announce the value or the metal weight of the coin; or the word
came from the temple of Juno Moneta used as the first mint in Rome. This temple
was named in homage to the geese of the Capitol which had saved the besieged city by
“warning” of Gauls sneaking in. Much later, the word “coin” came from the French
for the “die” stamping the coins. Finally, “bank” came from the Italian word “banco”
meaning “bench” for the furniture used by the moneychangers of Italy.
Illustration 14: [13]

Profit on coins
In Lydia, electrum coins were appraised at face value listed in the codes
of the taxation-redistribution economy, still well enforced in the
seventh century BC. In fact, royal coins’ face value was slightly
overrated compared to value by weight in local markets and in foreign
trade. Authorities raised real profit in comparison to ingots’ value
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traded by foreign merchants. To back this discrepancy, religious
symbols were struck on coins to entice their acceptance as payments.
For their part, foreign merchants valued precious coins exclusively
by weight compared to ingots. The seventh century BC technology was
already capable of weighing tiny objects, as uncovered by the
remarkably uniform and precise weight of coins discovered by archeologists.
Any excessive discrepancy between face and weight values of coins
was easily detected and immediately circumvented by smuggling and
the black market. Producers and traders were quick to hide their goods
and sell under-the-counter for payments in fine silver ounces or even
in coins valued by silver weight, not by the legal face value. This way,
coins could accelerate the transactions within the underground
economy. By their ease of use, coins constrained Lydian kings from
exaggerating the face value chiseled in their codes. Kings knew that
repression controlled the economy poorly, unless by reducing it to
shambles. Overall, the rigid taxation-redistribution economy took
another step toward a free market economy with coin usage.

Silver coins in Greece after 595 BC
Quasi-coins of irregular shape and format were in circulation in Greece
before coinage diffusion around 595 BC. These bits of metal were
effectively valued by weight, as deduced from regular weights of ingots’
fragments found by archeologists in lost hoards dated before 595 BC.
In view of this data, historians believe that Greece easily adopted the
monetary model from its Lydian neighbor on the opposite shore of the
Aegean Sea.
As in Lydia, Greek coinage overestimated the face value in
comparison to the silver weight value as practiced in trade. Soon, each
city struck and favored circulation of its own coins in order to profit
from this overrated value. The political independence of every citystate also had to be marked in coinage. Therefore, coins circulated in
Greece in varied forms and denominations.
As Greece had silver mines, mainly silver coins circulated. Silver
coins also complied with small value transactions, while gold coins,
even tiny, had a disproportionate value compared to daily transactions.
Instead, gold was stashed for later high-value transactions, while silver
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coins circulated for local transactions or legal remuneration, such as
soldier’s pay or civil servant’s wage.
In Greece, coinage diffusion wasn’t only linked to profit over ingots,
to trade convenience, or to the Lydian model. After all, foreign trade
could deal with payments in ingots. And, small silver coins still
represented a disproportionate value for the local market. A possible
explanation to justify the extensive use of coins originated in
philosophical and political breakthroughs. In Greece of the sixth
century BC, the birth of law codes, weights and measures, and finally
democracy fostered the fast expansion of silver coin usage.
Philosophers saw in coinage a means to apply laws. Coinage could
allow the move from the royal taxation-redistribution economy toward
a democratic market economy. Coins were well suited for any free and
individual transaction around local trade and foreign products. Indeed,
among the Greek words to name money was “nomisma” that derived
from the word to designate laws – “nomos” – and gave the word
“numismatic”. This etymology would indicate that the impulse toward
coinage adoption wasn’t only economically but also philosophically
motivated, although historians still argue about these two possible
paths of Greek coinage diffusion.

Silver coins valued by weight in the Mediterranean
As Greece traded with its colonies around the Mediterranean, silver
coins rather than gold coins circulated in the ancient world. Moreover,
before coinage appearance, silver ingots were already the predominant
intermediate-commodity or protomoney used to settle payments for
overseas trading. Finally, in the Middle East and Mediterranean
countries, silver mines were common, gold veins were rare and
electrum deposits were exceptional.

Gold and silver bimetallism after 550 BC
In foreign trade, Lydian kings didn’t benefit from the full value of
electrum coins. In negotiations, merchants underestimated the indeterminable gold content of electrum. Coins with the inconstant pale
yellow color of electrum were downgraded as silver by neglecting the
gold portion in the alloy. Merchants instead weighed Lydian electrum
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coins and compared their value to Greek silver coins or fine silver
ounces.
Around 550 BC, Lydian metallurgy achieved the feat of separating
gold and silver out of electrum in a long chemical process in a furnace.
King Croesus of Lydia was probably the first to switch from electrum
to fine silver and gold coins. From then on, his royal seal on coins
certified a fine silver or gold metal unlike previous electrum alloy of
unverifiable fineness. Foreign merchants stopped underestimating
Lydian coins as they did with electrum. They just needed a balance
with which to weigh the fine metal. Croesus then magnified his profit
from his abundant noble metals. Since Croesus, only coinage of fine
gold and silver persisted.
Stater of pure gold from King
Croesus to profitably replace
electrum coins after 550 BC.
In that way, metallurgy
contributed to the king’s
legendary wealth.
Illustration 15: [7]

Lydian codes of the taxation-redistribution economy fixed the
values of gold and silver coins. Each silver or gold coin had a precise
value and weight specified by law. Because an ounce of gold had a
stronger value than an ounce of silver, a gold coin was worth a few
silver coins. Such silver and gold coins made up a monetary system
described as “bimetallism”. This bimetallic monetary system implied a
fixed “bimetallic ratio” of exchange between one gold coin and a few
silver coins. The bimetallic ratio was the legal exchange rate between
silver and gold weights. The Lydian bimetallic ratio was decreed at
1 gold weight for 10 silver weights.
To sustain the fixed bimetallic ratio, gold and silver coins quantities
had to balance one another in the streets. Accordingly, the king had to
coin either silver or gold coins to cover his outlay depending on
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demand. This stream of silver or of gold coins prevented shortage of
either metal for exchange. In fact, a monetary system wasn’t considered
bimetallic without royal regulation, when gold value was fluctuating
freely around silver in function of the supply and the demand in the
markets.

Bimetallism in the Persian Empire after 546 BC
After the conquest of Croesus’ Lydia in 546 BC, Persia copied the
Lydian bimetallic system with silver and gold coins legally prescribed
in a fixed ratio. The Persian emperor enjoyed the exclusivity of gold
coinage, while he granted striking of silver coins to his regional
delegates: the “satraps”. Persian authorities had a monopoly on mining
in the empire, which enabled them to balance the quantities of gold
and silver coins in circulation for an effective legal bimetallic ratio. In
fact, throughout antiquity, governments controlled gold and silver
mines as Lydia or Persia did.
Persia copied the Lydian stratagem of bimetallic coinage to make
the most of its silver and gold mines. Persia also raised its bimetallic
ratio from 1:10 as in Lydia, to 1:13.33. Religious interpretations of
astrological observations justified this rise of the ratio. Craftily, the
emperor had overvalued his coins twice. First, coinage itself boosted his
revenues over the metal value by weight, practiced in foreign trade.
Second, his bimetallic ratio overestimated gold above silver. So, the
astute emperor inflated his profit with its gold bullion, in the sense that
he could acquire more goods with his gold. With these privileges, the
emperor redistributed, or rather paid his soldiers and his administration’s costs in gold coins, while the satraps covered their spending
with their silver coins.
The people accepted these coins in official redistribution and at the
local market. They preferred payments in coins to laborious barter and
other perishable or multipliable intermediate-commodities. Alongside
transactions in coins, barter – perhaps counted or referred to in gold or
silver even without coins in hand – still existed. Barter was convenient
enough for immediate needs, while coins were kept for hoarding.
Of course, this ratio that overestimated gold applied only in Persia,
while foreign trade carried on valuing gold coins freely compared to
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silver weight. Still, traffic with neighboring Persia lifted the value of
gold in Greek markets to 12 times the value of the ounce of silver.

The Persian Empire was the largest empire that the world had ever seen. It
was also the first major empire and political entity organized around nonrepressive principles and... money. Is money linked to such empires? Could
the Persian Empire have maintained its cohesion and its large armies
without taxes in coins? (Illumination by Jean Fouquet, circa 1475: Cyrus
the Great announces to the Hebrews that they are set free.)
Illustration 16: [13]
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Coins by weight in Greek marketplaces

Coinage diffusion in Greece in the fifth century BC
In the fifth century BC in Greece, coin usage disseminated in every
Greek city, long before reaching villages, where peasants rather lived in
tribal communities. Maybe, peasants may have occasionally handled
intermediate-commodities at their marketplace, but the next pages will
focus on cities and coins.
Coins settled small transactions and served as the unit of value to
simplify exchanges at the local market of the city. Simultaneously,
coins satisfied hoarding needs. In case of emergency or opportunity,
stashed coins would purchase more goods than any reserve of
intermediate-commodities. Hoarding reassured, before ever satisfying
greed. Hoards exhumed by archeologists reveal this desire to stash
ingots and especially coins. Also, buying with saved coins could
maintain peaceful relations in case of a meager harvest, instead of
wreaking havoc.
For all these reasons, the people of antiquity trusted the demand
and therefore the value of noble metal coins. Reciprocally, the demand
for silver and gold coins grew because of their generalized acceptance.
Around 400 BC in Greece, almost every social class had adopted
coinage, according to literary testimonies. In fact, as soon as they
appeared, coins swiftly replaced ingots that represented a high and
indivisible value. Antiquity made a habit of coining most of its
precious bullion. Archeologists have unearthed significantly fewer
ingots than coins from lost treasures dated after 350 BC.
In Greece, silver was neither just an accounting unit exclusively
written within law codes, nor a remote reference for barter. Silver
became tangible in transactions with payments in coins. Silver coins
were transforming into a universal and unavoidable means to settle
payments: a true form of money!

State finance increasingly centered on coins
Coinage was a royal or government prerogative, and every state’s
Treasury strove to coin gold and silver from its monopoly on mines.
Areas with silver or gold mines certainly used them to their advantage.
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Kings, emperors and governments also struck coins from bullion
looted in conquests and from tributes received from vassals. Lastly,
royal treasuries collected coins through temple offerings or taxation
principles inherited from the ancestral taxation-redistribution
economy. Raising taxes on sales and incomes was more functional with
coins than in-kind with perishable goods. For the government, it was
one additional reason to encourage coin usage. Increasingly, the
Treasury relied on its specialized branch in coinage: the “mint”.
The Treasury injected its coins into the economy through army pay
and royal expenditures. Coins satisfied the taxation-redistribution
economy by facilitating taxation, but also the market economy by
simplifying transactions, and finally by allowing hoarding in
unalterable values. Overall, coins stimulated the market economy, and
the taxation-redistribution economy profited from this growth.

Greek coins standardized around Athens after 450 BC
In the fifth century BC, no Greek city had as much commercial weight
as Athens with its harbor, warehouses and its silver mines. Since the
sixth century BC, Athens also benefited from Greek metallurgical
knowledge, which mastered separating silver from lead contained in
the local ore. These mines and this metallurgical prowess were in direct
relation with the rise of Athens.
Athens with its economic weight pressed allied and quasi-rival cities
to ratify a standardization of the monetary system. Athenians twisted
the arms of their allies to accept the specifications of weights and
formats of silver coins. This “Attic” standard defined the weight and
label of those silver coins. The weight unit was the “drachma”
(4.3 grams) and was accurately marked on the face. As opposed to
Lydia or Persia, the face value was effectively reflecting the weight
value. Thus, Greeks sold their goods for as much silver in local markets
as in foreign markets. Greeks, Athenians among the first of them, were
free men refusing any imposed value of coins. Otherwise, they could
prefer to sell their goods for other intermediate-commodities. Also,
ingots or foreign coins by weight were likely to circulate freely as
alternative currencies. Finally, the prestige of the city demanded
high-quality silver coinage.
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The Athenian coin struck with the owl made famous by the reputation of the city.
Yet, Athens succumbed once to debasement toward 405 BC, at the end of the
Peloponnesian War, when silver was gone to pay mercenaries and allies. At that time,
Athens struck disks of bronze plated with silver, which circulated among citizens
accustomed to trade at face value. Rejected outside the walls of the city, this bronze
coinage was quickly demonetized. It was only a few centuries later that bronze coins
were to reappear permanently and on a large scale...
Illustration 17: [2]

This Attic standardization clarified common payments among
Greeks without causing confusion due to the variety of coins. Greeks
even stopped complaining about greedy “moneychangers”, who
appeared in the sixth century BC. They are described in detail in the
next pages.
Monetary standardization had achieved a first step in Greece. The
march of the Macedonian and Roman armies was to go farther with
the synthesis of the empires of antiquity. A process was under way over
several centuries toward common monetary units in forms and
weights. Vast territories were to unify their currency, under the
imperial monopoly over silver and gold mines.
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Coinage: ferment of empires

Bimetallic coins in the Macedonian Empire
Bullion for coinage was a precondition to any Macedonian imperialist
ambitions. Indeed, Phillip II of Macedonia and his son Alexander the
Great owned silver and gold mines to finance and organize the logistics
of their conquests. Their armies may have spearheaded the conquest of
the Mediterranean and Asia, but critical supply had to follow, and it
depended on coins struck out of ingots carried from Macedonia or
looted. Conquered populations, already familiarized for centuries with
coins and their advantages, accepted Macedonian coins in payment for
food and materials bought by Alexander’s armies. In conquered
territories, Macedonians gave high priority to impose their monopoly
over coinage.
Inside his empire, Alexander the Great established a bimetallic
monetary system with a gold-silver ratio of 1 to 10. In fact, he
preserved the ratio decreed by his father in Macedonia. Alexander
balanced the quantities of gold and silver coins in circulation for a
continuous exchange through his bimetallic ratio. Coins were struck
judiciously with either metal and were injected into the empire’s
economy mainly through armies’ pay. Alexander had enough mines to
do so, and his conquests had also surrendered large treasures of silver
and gold.
Despite the conquest, coins were not standardized or unified.
Alexander tolerated local coinage in his empire. Nevertheless,
Alexander’s coinage was the standard or the common unit to simplify
exchange between all the varied coins in the empire. Also, the imperial
coins were struck to prevent any shortage of gold and silver coins for
the exchange with local coins through the bimetallic ratio.
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Macedonian coin struck with the face of Alexander the Great. The coin was
universally accepted in payment, which helped the logistics of Alexander’s conquests
in 335-323 BC. Aside from favoring invasions, coins also simplified taxation and
control of the conquered lands.
Illustration 18: [2]

The Republic of Rome
With the Roman Republic expanding eastward in the second and first
century BC, silver and gold coinage crossed paths from East to West
with trade pressing for handy and universal silver and gold coins in the
whole Mediterranean. Those precious coins replaced salt bags, copper
bars, silver ingots, even bronze coins formerly so popular but so bulky
(cast and not struck). Curiously, other bronze coins were going to
reappear after the Republic, in the early times of the Empire, but for
reasons explained in the next chapter.
The Roman monetary system was bimetallic as in other regions
before Roman conquest. The bimetallic ratio was copied from
Alexander’s 1:10, but later was raised by Caesar to 1:12. That way,
Caesar increased profit on gold production. This ratio of 1:12 was to
last over a thousand years, until Byzantium, as legal standard. Aside
from the modification of the ratio, the Roman government applied the
Lydian model. It controlled silver and gold coinage from its mining
monopoly, spoils from conquests, and tributes from allies. It injected
the coins into circulation through soldiers’ pay, civil servant wages, and
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other payments of the senate. It struck new coins in either silver or
gold to prevent any shortages of either metal that could disrupt the
exchange through the fixed bimetallic ratio.
Monetary systems before the Roman conquest persisted until
roughly 100 AD, although some coins quickly framed the system as
the standard between the varied coins. The standardization of coinage
was delayed until the Empire that succeeded the troubled Republic.
Then, coins of all shapes converged on Rome through taxes. In the
imperial mints of the Treasury, coins could be melted and unified at
the tempo of hammer strikes.
The volume of coins in circulation increased tenfold between 157
and 50 BC. Amid the reasons for this increase, Rome had piled up
massive silver and gold spoils from conquests, as in Gaul. Simultaneously to the rise of coinage, a formidable expansion of trade
absorbed these coins necessary to count and settle payments, as well as
for stashing in hoards. Hoarding in coins was always safer than in
other perishable intermediate-commodities. Saving in coins also
granted higher liquidity than investing in lands or buildings. In fact,
Romans craved coins to trade and stash effectively, while barter mixed
up everything. Coins rarely met the demand for trading and hoarding,
pushing back people to barter or to delay transactions – this important
economic disturbance will be detailed later. By analyzing accounts of
such coinless transactions, historians assess that antiquity lacked gold
and silver for coinage. But, despite this relative dearth of currency
upsetting the economy, the standard of living of Romans of the Empire
equaled those of the seventeenth or the eighteenth century of modern
era Europe.
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Moneychangers: guarantors of coin value

Necessity of moneychangers
Coinage simplified trading and stashing, because coins dispensed with
systematic weighing and assaying of purity. If there was any doubt, if
the value of a coin from a remote trading area was unsure, if a gold
coin had to be exchanged into fractional silver coins, then owners of
coins went to use the skills of a “moneychanger”.
Moneychangers had appeared with high-quality Greek coins valued
by intrinsic weight – in respect to ingots –, not by a code, back in the
fifth century BC. Moneychangers were a response to counterfeited
coins, which were fake official coins for cheap. Moneychangers could
also prevent a government’s secret attempt to downsize the precious
content of coins. But despite fear of counterfeit coins, forged coins
often sneaked into payments because they weren’t likely to undergo
systematic evaluation during quick transactions.
For moneychangers, one criterion was essential for coin exchange:
the genuine content of gold or silver in coins. This quantity
determined the intrinsic value of coins whatever their local, foreign or
unknown origin might have been. The weight in pound, ounce, shekel
or drachma quantified the equivalence between coins. If a foreign silver
coin could give two silver sesterces when minted, then this coin was
worth two sesterces. The same logic applied for gold coins linked to
silver through the bimetallic ratio of exchange.
Moneychangers converted dubious or unknown foreign coins into
sure local coins, which unified coins in circulation within the same
city. Moneychangers would detect forgeries – with techniques
explained in the next point. They would resell foreign coins to official
mints, which paid in local coins for the value by weight of the foreign
coins. They would also resell counterfeited coins by weight to the
official mints, although this practice has not been confirmed by
historians. Moneychangers operated near harbors, markets and
commercial centers. They charged a small fee for each transaction.
With this fee, they were the only ones to profit legally from coinage
anarchy and counterfeiting.
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Suspicious Greek tetradrachm that was chiseled for inspection. Found without
copper core, it wasn’t destroyed. This coin was struck in the fifth century BC,
when massive amounts were needed to pay for the building of the Parthenon.
Illustration 19: [7]

Moneychangers knew all the forgers’ tricks. Before exchanging a
coin, they tried to detect them.
First, forgers obtained noble metal by “clipping” or “shaving” the
coin’s rim. They could also “sweat” official coins, which consisted of
shaking a bag of coins to produce a precious dust by friction that was
collected at the bottom of the leather bag. With chips and dust melted,
counterfeiters cast disk shapes and hammered them between fake dies
imitating engravings of official coins.
Furthermore, copper could be used to debase the noble metal
fineness, because copper fuses deviously well with gold or silver.
Official silver and gold coins themselves contained around 2% copper,
because pure gold or silver are malleable and ductile, while precious
metal allied with a small amount of copper is much stronger. In a
crucible, chips and dust, even full original coins, could be melted with
a bulk of cheap copper in order to mint forged and debased gold or
silver coins.
Lastly, besides clipping and debasing, the false coin could be a
“fourée” (from “filled” or “stuffed” in French) when the fake coin was
obtained by casting or dipping a cheap metal core in molten silver or
gold. In other words, a fourée was a fake coin with a hidden and cheap
metal core plated with precious metal.
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Gold coins inspected
To check gold fineness, moneychangers practiced the assay of the
“touchstone”. This stone was cut off in a specific rock such as slate or
basanite. Scratching the coin or the ingot on the touchstone left a
mark of an identifiable shine. This test qualified gold coins in a reliable
way, but the presence of silver distorted the gleam of the mark left on
the touchstone. Perhaps this fact explains why archeologists have
excavated many forged gold coins containing a small amount of silver:
to mask the excess of copper.
A chemical assay existed to check the purity, but it was unsuited for
practical assaying on a daily basis. Indeed, it meant the destruction of
the coin, by chipping a large sample to process it through an expensive
chemical assay, which was similar to the labor-intensive processes of
refining gold from electrum.
Weighing and measuring could give an honest estimate of gold
content of ingots, because gold is twice as dense as any metal allied to
it. But this “density” method was useless for small and irregularly
hammered coins. Historians note that coin weighing was practiced
essentially after the Renaissance, when coinage became more uniform
as it was struck with a screw press. Gauges and a precision weight scale
or balance could then compare regular dimensions with real weights.
Altogether, the moneychangers of antiquity opted for empirical
assessments based on the senses, when other gradations such as the
touchstone damaged coins, and evaluation by weight and dimensions
was too vague. Moneychangers preferred to examine engravings, marks
or symbols of the coinage’s workshop. They observed, made the coin
ring and listened to the sound so characteristic of full and pure gold. If
the coin resonated like a fourée, it was chiseled to visualize its impure
heart. Since then, from the characteristic sound of gold ringing or
tinkling, came the expression of “sound money” meaning good
currency.

Silver coins suspected of forgery
Most methods to estimate gold fineness weren’t applicable to silver
coins. A chemical assay to determine the purity of silver-copper alloy
was only defined in the fourteenth century AD. Coin weighing wasn’t
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applicable to verify the silver content, because copper and silver have a
similar density. Even with the Renaissance’s regular coinage by screw
press, weighing and measuring to estimate purity didn’t apply to silver
coins, but just to gold coins.
There was only the expert eye that remained to authenticate silver
coins. Visual examination of coins pointed to engravings and seals
made of effigies, symbols, initials, dates, or arabesques. But, such
control was rudimentary from antiquity to the Middle Ages because
coinage was marked with rough metal technology. Only much later, in
the Renaissance, were regular coins struck with sophisticated imprints.
Only in the seventeenth century AD, was the rim of the coin “reeded”
against a grooved marking wheel and lettered with Latin words or
other recognizable details to thwart clipping.
With such silver characteristics, forgery targeted silver coins rather
than gold coins. One more reason to hoard the surest gold coins and to
pay with silver coins. One more explanation of the faster circulation of
silver coins that adds to others explained previously. For their part,
gold coins, even struck as tiny as possible, represented a high value that
was inappropriate for exchanges, and they were too scarce to cope with
the numerous commercial transactions.

Banking as an offshoot of money in antiquity

Money safe in banks
In antiquity, “banks” appeared and specialized in handling precious
valuables, especially coins. Along with knowledge of grain or coin
manipulation, banks offered various services, which brought them
fame, success… and notoriety. The first of these services consisted in
securing “deposits” of barley, corn, jewels, ingots, silver and gold coins
in an impregnable safe or a temple protected by fear-inducing gods.
With deposits increasingly in a common currency, the safes could
become one. The cost of this single safe made it cheaper to safeguard
currency. And, the banker just held accounting of entries and exits of
currency in and out of the safe. He noted currency movements for
each client in a register on papyrus or a clay tablet, which was named
later with the invention of paper and the book: the “book of
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accounts”. Therefore, bank clients could easily carry out currency
“transfers” between their respective accounts by written or oral
mandates. With this method, a payment between two accounts didn’t
displace any currency unit, and prevented robbery on the road. In a
transaction between accounts, the seller and the buyer communicated
an order to transfer the sum between their accounts. The banker
transcribed this transfer order meticulously in his book of accounts.

Banking evolution in antiquity
In Mesopotamia and Egypt, the genesis of banking was rooted in
bushels of grain, then silver bullion and finally coins. Archeology has
dated early temple or state banking around 3000 BC in the Euphrates
area. Much later in Babylon, the first fully private bank is attested to in
writings from the seventh century BC.
With coinage expansion in antiquity, banking found renewed vigor
with this payment tool that was much handier than grain or bullion
money. In the Mediterranean, banking around coinage appeared in
Greece as early as the fifth century BC, and in Rome as soon as the
fourth century BC. This new impulse originated from moneychangers
who were already used to preserving the assets of their regular clients.
Perhaps they had heard through travelers about practices and skills
from Mesopotamian or Egyptian bankers.
A remarkable fact is that Egyptian banks reached their most
advanced level in Ptolemaic Egypt from 323 to 30 BC. This time, a
reverse knowledge transfer from Greek and other foreign bankers
instigated this evolution in Egypt. With grain used as currency and
compulsorily stored in banks, the Ptolemaic Pharaohs institutionalized
banking usage. By monitoring grain stocks, the Pharaohs could
strengthen their authority and supervise the books of accounts to raise
taxes from this accounting. Objective numbers also prevented taxation
grievances. This shrewd control justified in itself the mandatory
character of grain deposits in banks. Moreover, painstaking transcripts
of entries and exits of grains averted payment disputes.
This principle must be noted: control of money is only possible
through banks. Money circulating outside bank accounts is untraceable
and undetectable because most monetary mediums, such as coins, are
easily hidden for under-the-counter transactions.
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Delos, island protected by the gods, first famous tax haven for maritime trade.
Trade without taxes had a clear benefit: allow cargoes to be split, mixed or rebalanced tax-free between boats anchoring in Delos before the final destination
where it was taxed once and once for all.
Delos was also a renowned banking center of the Mediterranean, and notably
the principal center of “clearing”, for “compensation” or “cancellation” of debts
between banks. Bank X owes 100 units to bank Y that itself owes 100 units to
bank Z. As bank Z owes 100 units to bank X, the bankers balanced their
respective debts without displacing any currency unit, and in this example, they
could cancel their respective debts. In the Mediterranean, the various centers of
clearing by debt cancellation helped to limit dangerous money transfers between
countries. The major portion of transfers was simply balanced on paper. Thus,
clients could deposit currency in a bank in Rome, and withdraw their deposits in
a provincial bank, without any anxiety of robbery during the voyage.
Illustration 20: [7]

Loans as a consequence of bank deposits
The next logical service in banking was about granting “loans” by
taking advantage of grain, ingots, and especially coins in safes. Of
course, bank loans were only plausible with a common currency. Loans
hinged on savings in money. With the coins left in deposit by their
clients, banks could grant loans. Loans acted in the opposite direction
of savings: loans permitted early buying when savings were about
delaying the purchase. With the loan, it was the payment that was
delayed and became a reimbursement.
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As the currency was shifting from grain to coinage, the business of
loans was moving from the temples of taxation-redistribution to
private banks. Among them, some moneychangers, who often stored
the coins of their customers, became bankers. These banks with coin
deposits became the specialists in loans. Of course, bankers, who
granted loans with someone else’s money in deposit, must be distinguished from lenders who loaned with their personal fortune. Such
individual lenders have loaned to other people well before bank loans.
The “interest” was to be added on the repayment of the loan
granted by bankers or lenders. The interest was to cover administrative
expenses and to profit bankers. Obviously, this interest was moderated
by the competition between bankers or lenders. There was no real
opprobrium on interest charges in antiquity, unlike during the Middle
Ages. Antiquity took a malicious pleasure circumventing legal
restrictions on interest charges.
Never would banks lend every coin from their deposits in safes.
Banks always preserved an important “cover” or “reserve” of coins in
safe in order to face sporadic withdrawals from deposit accounts by
their owners. The more deposits in safes, the happier the reserves. Yet,
some banks of antiquity went noisily under, when facing withdrawal
by nervous depositors.
In order to prosper, banks had to gather reserves in coins to
multiply loans and consequent lucrative interest. Banks attracted
stashed coins into deposits by paying them interest. “Stashing” under
the mattress matured into “savings” in banks. Banks favored written or
oral transfer orders between bank accounts to settle payments without
coin withdrawal. Banks accepted “endorsements” of written debt
certificates. Endorsements were annotations of the new beneficiary’s
name on the debt certificate after the transaction. Banks also
handpicked borrowers most inclined to proceed with written orders
and to leave loaned coins in their bank account and thus in the bank’s
safe.
With these banking rules, a loan without coin withdrawal was then
secured in a loan account that was written in the book of accounts.
The money was merely written or credited in the loan account, but the
operation had happened without coins. The volume of such written
loans could increase, as well as banks’ incomes generated from the
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discrepancy between incomes from interest on loans deducted from
interest paid to depositors.

Banking services privileging merchants
As trade meant long and risky travels, it needed instruments for
protected payments. The written orders for transferring deposits or
loans satisfied merchants, more than having coins to withdraw. And, as
banks handpicked clients who didn’t withdraw coins, commercial and
banking activities perfectly matched. Moneychangers evolving as
bankers had obvious affinities with partnered traders and merchants.
Therefore, bankers directed their loans toward trade, between acquaintances and trusted people. Handshakes, orders or mandates on papyrus
were nominal and circumscribed within this circle.
Other activities were turned away from bank loans. Small sales by
peddlers were loathed as fast profit, when enrichment by wholesale was
perceived as necessary provisioning that justified loans. For their part,
non-trading activities such as start-up industries with their tiresome
creation of original objects in poorly lit workshops rarely received
loans. With their profits low and uncertain, workshops were sidelined
by large-scale trading which attracted most loans.

Antiquity without scriptural money
For banks, the volume of deposits normally exceeded the volume of
loans. To increase this volume of loans, synonym for juicy interest,
banks encouraged depositors and borrowers not to withdraw coins
from deposits and loans. As already explained, they did so by selecting
their clients among traders dealing with large commercial transactions
settled in writing to transfer sums between accounts. This selection of
clients decreased the probability of withdrawal of deposits and loans,
and the bank had managed to transform loans in coins into written
numbers in bank accounts.
At one point, banks could loan the coins twice instead of loaning
them once. With the coins of deposits and loans left in their safes,
banks could grant written volumes of loans higher than inscribed
volumes of deposits. Obviously, this “surplus” of written money was
exclusively visible in the books of accounts. Specialists speak about
“monetary creation” by banks, or about “bank money”. But, this book
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will select the expression of “scriptural money” to reflect this money
created by written entries in books of accounts. Finally, this scriptural
money is to be differentiated from the ordinary techniques favoring
deposits and dissuading coin withdrawals. Mandates and transfers
between accounts were only early signs of scriptural money. Scriptural
money is exclusively created by banks as soon as loans outstrip deposits
in books of accounts.

Since antiquity, banks have offered two main types of accounts written on
papyrus or in books of accounts:
-“deposits” with the money that clients could withdraw at any time because it
was their money. In modern days, they are “checking accounts” or “savings
accounts”.
-“loans” with money that clients could withdraw under strict scrutiny from the
bank because the money was granted by the bank for the duration of the loan
and other conditions. In modern days, they are bank loans for a house, a car, or
a “credit card” account, and it is commonly paid back to the loan account in
monthly payments with interest.
Illustration 21: [13]

Few banking vestiges and archeological remains hint at the birth of
scriptural money in antiquity. Perhaps, a few clay tablets were
unearthed and showed monetary creation in books of accounts of
Babylonian banks. It isn’t known if these practices spread from
Babylon to Rome. The fragile papyruses and wax tablets of Roman
books of accounts have disappeared. No other written testimony has
reached us. In order not to frighten their clients, banks never loudly
advertised that they loaned more than they had coins in their safes.
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Historians do not attest to the evidence of scriptural money in
antiquity.
In any case, only an impressive quantity of surviving copies would
have proven recurrent scriptural money, by revealing a volume of loans
higher than the volume of deposits. But banking in antiquity was
concentrated around merchants. If any, monetary creation would have
lingered among a small circle of merchants and notables. In
conclusion, mass scriptural money was nonexistent for centuries, until
the Industrial Revolution of the eighteenth century AD in Great
Britain. Some scholars insist that this was the main difference between
ancient Rome and modern Europe. This crucial point will be detailed
in the next chapters.

Banks inaccessible to non-trading people
Aside from merchants, most people had only a limited access to banks.
The banks disliked business with the common people, who would
withdraw the coins from the loans, ruling out any additional loan in
scriptural money.
Those people rebuffed by the banks often included the middle class.
But, the restriction was even stiffer for the plebs, incapable of offering
any guarantee to banks in case of insolvency. The absence of
guarantees, such as a secure income or consolidated real estate, always
barred access to loans from antiquity to modern times. Prohibitive
interest rates or flat-out refusals of loans kept these lower classes from
receiving bank loans.
Some remote areas didn’t even have banks. Banking didn’t
disseminate throughout the Roman world. Banks were only accessible
in areas focused on trade, and their business with the middle class was
only a complementary business for banks. In the later centuries of
Roman decadence, merchants left the declining Italian peninsula, and
banking services regressed in these areas, especially outside the main
Italian cities. In the Western Roman Empire, a general stagnation
affected the banking and financial structures. Roman authorities didn’t
intend to develop a banking system in the West that reached the high
degree of the East, culminating with the model of Ptolemaic Egypt.
Banking didn’t diffuse throughout the entire Roman world, but rather
dwelt in the Eastern Roman Empire.
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The middle class and the plebs could only obtain loans with
exorbitant interest charged by scoundrels. This type of loan was called
“usury” and could accumulate unpaid interest fast, plunging people
into debts. For this reason, loans were perceived as a cause of impoverishment by the people of antiquity. This bias had come from the Greek
tribes who discovered loans when bankruptcy was punished by
enslavement, although this form of repaying was quickly abolished.
Still, debt and usury were inveterate evils for the common people in
antiquity, up until the pre-industrial era.
The Roman government itself kept its distance from loans. Instead,
the senate and emperors eschewed debts and the notorious political
aspirations of lenders and bankers. The Roman authorities fell back on
financing the government by taxation and coinage from bullion. But,
financial contingencies were going to emerge in the first century AD.
These obstacles would contribute to the economic stagnation of the
Empire until the Crisis of the Third Century AD, and all the way to
the fall of the Roman Empire.
Spartacus, symbol of the
slaves revolting against
injustice. Eventually, the
inequalities
between
slaves, plebeians and
patricians demoralized the
Roman society and its
armed forces until the fall
of Rome. Was the
frustration of the poor, due
to the near impossibility of
obtaining a bank loan,
connected to the desperate
situation?
Illustration 22: [13]
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Historical Correlation

Coins: more peacemaker for civilization
than “sinew of war” for empires?
To analyze history, prejudices toward money and banking must be set
aside. The distrust of the monetary system is as ancestral as its
misunderstanding. Money usage wasn’t decided, invented or imposed.
Money usage is linked as much to the market economy as to the
governmental taxation-redistribution economy. It evolved from
intermediate-commodities counted in heads of cattle or in gold coins.
Its core principles haven’t evolved much from the local market in
Babylon to the stock market on Wall Street: money is only aiming to
speed up exchanges by counting goods, by settling payments, and by
offering secure savings for future outlay.

Illustration 23: [13]

For some, Plato was a genius of
“Reason” (based more on logic than
on facts, i.e., more rationalism than
empiricism). For others (including
Karl Popper), “rationalism” is
baseless, and Plato became the patron
saint of all finger-waggers, and the
father of all totalitarian experiments.
With his “logic reasoning”, Plato
has opened doors, but he also wrote
the worst villainy, as his preference
for an elite ruling the inferior people,
as his naturalistic theory of slavery, as
his disdain for homosexuality or... for
money. His influence was much more
“rational” than libertarian. His
legacy is still very much felt today.

Misunderstanding and scorn aimed toward money have roots as
deep as the birth of money in antiquity.
As coined money had progressively detached itself from the notion
of intermediate-commodity, its advantages were lost in abstraction for
most. Writings of Greek philosophers largely distorted and vilified
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modern perceptions of money. Their writings denigrating money, trade
and work came late in ancient Greece. Those Greek philosophers
forgot that they had achieved a life of leisure and cultural life at the
expense of cheap, and often enslaved, laborers.
Among those thinkers, Herodotus pointed out that money came
from Lydia where traders supposedly prostituted their daughters and
opened their shops permanently. Socrates considered that wealth was
incompatible with generosity, and that gold and silver favored accumulation and excess. Socrates was shocked by the demagogy of sophists
who defended any cause for a bribe paid discreetly with silver coins.
The good guards of the City were not to have money in their pockets.
Admittedly, money represents a little freedom for oneself, but also an
instrument to subdue others. Later, Plato only tolerated money as a
purely abstract symbol to expedite exchanges. He proposed a copper
currency for domestic trade. For Plato, money was futile compared to
the merits of the heart and the soul. Finally, Aristotle, perhaps inspired
by his father-in-law and banker, warned about money surpluses and
counterfeit coins. For Aristotle, gold and silver were suitable intermediaries to improve barter and exchanges for cattle and salt bags. He still
chastised the quest of unnecessary excess, profit at the expense of
others, and above all interest on loans.
For Romans, money – of silver and gold – was the “sinew of war”
(“Pecunia nervus belli”). Empires and kingdoms expanded with finance
of gold and silver to pay for the logistics of conquests. Silver and gold
coined from tributes and spoils was effective immediately and was
adapted to simplify the armies’ logistics and to pay infantrymen or
mercenaries, unlike taxation in-kind. As a consequence for the
collective unconscious, coins antagonized saber-rattlers.
Correlations exist between crossroads of political history and
happenings within the monetary system, not just economic progress
but rather variations of the forms of money (e.g., in heads of cattle or
in coins). Of course, no analysis should play down other obvious
implications of politics, religion, philosophy, climate, discoveries, and
science on the economy and on history. But, monetary implications
should be incorporated. The sum of all these elements made history.
Finally, one must keep in mind that money usage in antiquity can’t
be linked simplistically to greedy trade, to military conquests, and to
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being the root of all evil. Instead, money diffusion coincides with the
burgeoning of trade and civilization around a rigid and autarkical
taxation-redistribution economy, and slowly evolving toward unified
Empires organized with somewhat democratic, productive, open and
free markets that favored the flowering of... the Pax Romana.
The
Roman
Legions
imposed the Pax Romana,
as historians called that
long period of peace
maintained by force. The
strategy of “conquering and
taxing” may have been
facilitated by coins, but
trade organized around
money certainly contributed
to the stability of the
Empire, too.
Illustration 24: [13]
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CHAPTER 3
THE ROMAN EMPIRE
AND COIN MULTIPLICATION

Financial concerns for the Empire
in the first century AD

From restrained gold and silver monetization
to recurring lack of coins
Century after century, coins prevailed as the main – if not the only –
organized system of payment in the Roman economy. Silver and gold
coins were welcomed to settle transactions, facilitate accounting, stash
in a hidden strongbox, or save in banks. Coin usage was generalized in
the urban environment, although long-established barter or exchanges
for intermediate-commodities long persisted in rural areas. For
example, peasants of Britain didn’t use coins before the third
century AD.
Such a deficiency in rural areas was due to a dearth of noble metals,
and their monopolization to satisfy urban demand for coins. Over the
span of the first century AD, Romans increasingly craved coins because
mines became exhausted and raids of conquests were spaced apart. The
two principal sources of noble metals were drying up. Worse, the trade
with India and China absorbed considerable quantities of silver and
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gold. Romans were fond of delicate Chinese silk for clothing and
Indian spices. Gold and silver for goods from the East was a one-way
trend, because these metals didn’t return to buy Roman goods, which
were of a lesser value to Asian people. A last reason for the lack of coins
was the growing urban population of the Empire, with each citizen in
need of coins for daily spending. Obviously, the production of goods
accompanied the population increase, and the demand for coins was
spurred on for transactions and payments. But, with insufficient supply
to face the rising demand, coins were lacking more and more in the
early days of the Empire.
Petra
– in
present-day
Jordan – dominated the
caravan roads from the East.
Through this town, silk and
spices were flowing to Rome
while gold and silver were
flowing to India and China.
But, in the 3rd century,
Palmyra – in present-day
Syria – pushed Petra slowly
to oblivion until being
rediscovered in 1812.
Illustration 25: [7]

The effects of the lack of currency will be detailed in the third
chapter. For now, the explanations will admit the strong need for
currency due to the limited supply of gold and silver. This strong need
for coins was reinforced by the demographic rise, aside from the spread
of the coin usage.
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Debt accumulation
Without coins in hand, the Romans still counted in coins and settled
transactions by adding the sums owed in a register of debts. Customers
commonly purchased bread or vegetables with the promise to pay later
in sound coins. This type of loan was noted on degradable papyruses or
fragile wax tablets. Maybe it is historically questionable without
preserved evidence; still, it can be understood that coins offered
enough benefits to prefer soon-to-be-paid coins over immediate barter
or payments in intermediate-commodities. After all, coins had
circulated for centuries offering the most adequate unit for accounting
and hoarding, while other intermediate-commodities were bulky or
had an unsure value.
Later, the creditor claimed his coins in hand for obvious security
needs. In case of non-payment, the debtor was declared bankrupt,
which meant shame and punishment. In fact, plebeians were
constantly indebted by the endemic usury, and they were often
complaining against sanctions for inescapably defaulting.

Recurrent financial crises during the first century AD
With the lack of coins, lists of people owing money inevitably
lengthened at the shops. Retailers insisted nervously to recover their
dues. Everyone claimed his reimbursement. Suddenly, rumors of
bankruptcies and the “debt crisis” burst. It often led to a “payment
crisis” destabilizing merchants and peddlers. All stopped selling on
credit. They almost stopped selling, despite the need to buy and eat.
Hoarding increased in the turmoil, which aggravated the lack of
currency, and thus the payment crisis. The plebs especially endured
poorly the lack of coins and the payment crisis, while the upper classes
just had to tighten their spending and stashed instead, without real
suffering. The city was agitated by the plebs, not lacking food, but
rather lacking coins (“inopia nummorum”). The economy was
teetering. A wave of expenditures or remissions of tax arrears by the
government usually solved the crisis with funds from coins in reserves
or exceptional taxes immediately spent to end the crisis.
Governments themselves had experienced cash shortages
throughout centuries. In the first century AD, a few Treasury crunches
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prevented the government from paying armies and civil servants.
Belated payments had sparked mutinies and riots under the reigns of
Augustus and Tiberius. Also, armies and civil servants were becoming
voracious for money. Worse, the Treasury battled to collect coins. The
Empire desperately needed a solution to the recurrent lack of coins,
but still emperors refused to borrow from bankers. At that time, the
Empire introduced several palliatives to attenuate the lack of coins and
alleviate the treasury crunches.

Quick fixes to treasury crises
in the first century AD

Tax reform under Augustus
At the beginning of the Empire, the tax system inherited from the
taxation-redistribution economy had not changed from previous
centuries. Emperor Augustus – founder of the Empire – reformed the
tax system in the early first century AD, despite the unpopularity of
additional charges. Three new taxes were levied on sales, on each adult
in age to work and on lands. This land tax was soon ranked as the
principal income of the Treasury over any other tax or over coinage
from monetizing precious metals from mines’ output, allies’ tributes
and spoils from conquests.
Nevertheless, coinage and taxation couldn’t cover imperial expenses,
even with Augustus’ tax reform. Treasury crises still threatened.
Coinage supply was to be reorganized by other means.

Token coins under Augustus
Emperor Augustus may have remembered the use of copper bars and
heavy bronze coinage that had existed for several centuries. Such
bronze currencies had a value linked essentially to their bronze weight,
hence their large volumes.
As early as the fifth century BC, Cities in the Southern Italian
peninsula had used bronze coins, though they had a local circulation in
a confined and controlled taxation-redistribution economy. After the
fourth century BC, the Romans produced bar-shaped copper money of
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the “aes signatum” or cast bronze coins of the “aes grave”, which had an
intermittent circulation in different Roman areas.
In the following centuries, the Romans had some success to switch,
through different monetary reforms, from heavy bronze coins valued
for their intrinsic bronze content, to somewhat lighter bronze coins
with guaranteed equivalence to a fraction of a silver coin.
But, in the first century BC, the still heavy and obsolete bronze
“aes” had been superseded, by the success of gold and silver coins,
easier to handle and characterized by a sure and universal value.
Emperor Augustus reintroduced
copper alloy coinage in the form of
“token coins” to compensate for the
lack of coins. Token coins were
small value coins. They were struck
out of non-precious metals, such as
bronze or pure copper, and
sometimes out of an alloy called
“billon” composed of copper with
very little silver. Whatever the cheap
metal, they are regrouped under the
denomination of “token coins”
injected into circulation through
soldiers’ pay and civil servants’
wages.
Unlike earlier times, the light
token coins of the Empire were
widely accepted by the people. They
After numerous civil wars, and disillu- trusted that the coins could be
sionment due to economic woes and exchanged at any time into silver or
unemployment, the unpopular Republic
gold coins by the imperial mints. It
gave way to the strong power of the
emperor. However, Emperor Augustus was said that token coins were
and his successors didn’t prevent the legally “convertible” into precious
decline.
coins, as silver itself was legally
convertible into gold through the
bimetallic ratio. Thus, token coins were a legal fraction or a legal
division of silver coins, themselves a subdivision of gold coins through
the official bimetallic ratio. The value of the imperial token coinage
Illustration 26: [13]
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emanated from the legal “convertibility” guaranteed by the imperial
mints, and from the authorized use of token coins as a means of
payment of imperial taxes.
Among the first convertible token coins to be introduced were the
“as” of copper and the sesterce of brass that replaced the sesterce of
silver. The Empire’s “as” of copper were much lighter and easier to
handle than the cobblestone dimensions of the Republic’s “aes” whose
value clung to intrinsic bronze weight. Paradoxically, the new token
coins in copper had germinated from the use of silver and gold coins,
which had replaced earlier copper coinage.
The demand for coins made accepting these intrinsically valueless
token coins pressing. Token coins satisfied immediate consumption for
plebeians with their single function of payment in daily trade. Token
coins alleviated the plebs from humiliating begging or abusive usury.
In the countryside, token coins supplanted arduous barter or bulky
intermediate-commodities. Token coins circulated everywhere, except
for trade beyond the borders of the Empire.
Token coins were not hoarded, only replacing low denomination
silver coins from circulation. This substitution left more silver available
for stashing. And, a handful of token coins was converted in silver or
gold coins for stashing under the mattress. This observation comes
from archeologists who have seldom unearthed hoards of token coins,
but rather found a multitude of isolated token coins.
Perhaps token coins circulated after a “legal tender” decree, which
obliged peddlers and merchants to accept token coins as means of
payment. Such obligation was relative, because it was easily circumvented. Facing payments in a suspect currency, sellers yanked their
goods from the official economy to deal under the counter for a better
currency. The lashes for not abiding by the legal tender could never
alone explain the success of token coins. The principal reason for any
coinage diffusion was its convenience for trade accounting and for
hoarding. The demand for coins was strong enough to see token coins
circulate. Any copper, silver or gold coinage was embraced for its useful
nature, not simply imposed.
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Coins discovered in Pompeii buried by the Vesuvius in 79 AD.
1 aureus (gold)
=25 denarius (silver)
=100 sestertii (silver then brass)
=400 asses (bronze of the size of a US quarter)
=1.600 quadrans (bronze)
These bronze coins were the first currency that was convertible into
precious metals, well before paper money.
Illustration 27: [3]

The government didn’t dare overproduce token coinage. The
moneychangers would have decried an accumulation of token coins at
their tables, while observing a disappearance of precious coins. Token
coins were struck in function of the silver and gold coins reserves
available by the imperial mints and by the moneychangers. Altogether,
the summed-up face value of all token coins represented between 5 and
10% of the total value of all coins of copper, silver or gold. Token coins
were perhaps numerous, but the sum of their face values remained low.
As the centuries progressed, Romans were getting used to coinage in
various metals, including copper. It was an additional profit for the
imperial Treasury, as long as it was accepted. Yet, the Treasury was
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barely relieved from financial worries. One reason was the coinage cost
that was not negligible compared to the token coins’ value. Still, token
coins signaled a small but appreciable monetary creation without gold
or silver. In this sense, token coins can compare with the previously
described “scriptural money” created by banks.

Nero: coins multiplied by debasement and weight- reduction
Emperor Nero was infamous for his property confiscations from
condemned people, iniquitous expropriations and sales of
government’s assets. Coins from such demagogic abuses soothed the
crowds steeped in debt in times of rare cash.
Nero should also be notorious for having engaged in another fast
way to inflate his Treasury… and not just to cover up deficits. Nero
inaugurated a discreet game to supplement his Treasury by disguising
the Roman government as the principal counterfeiter of the Empire.
Imperial mints were to multiply coins by debasement of the gold or
silver content for an unchanged face value. This multiplication of
precious coins was to reflect proportionally on token coins. And, Nero
injected his multiplied coins discreetly by the usual imperial
expenditures and armies’ pay. Debased coins mixed with almost
identical older coins in circulation.
Silver coins saw their fineness debased by adding copper during the
coinage process. The official engraving wasn’t anymore an assurance of
fine silver, and the Roman people had no quick detection method of
debased silver coins. Thus, the slight modification of coins’ silver
fineness could only be accepted in Rome’s streets. Metallographic
analyses of excavated coins confirm it: the hitherto quasi-pure silver
coins contracted to 90% silver under Nero. In the following two
centuries, silver fineness was gradually to decline to 40%.
Gold coins were shrunk by revising the norm of coins struck per
pound of fine gold. Such modification wasn’t easily detectable when
hammer strikes produced irregular coins. Nevertheless, gold coins were
mostly spared from debasement or weight-reduction, because they
stayed hoarded as prime quality coins, due in part to easier assaying on
gold coins, compared to unsure silver coins.
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Under his reign, Nero
maintained
bimetallism
with the usual gold-silver
ratio.
Coins
recycled
through taxation were still
struck at standardized
weights, though revised to
lower values, which left
gold and silver coins
proportionally struck. It
would be only with Nero’s
successors that the ratio
was to diminish gradually
Nero’s recipe to calm the plebs: bread, games and... in favor of gold.
devalued money! Nero’s cooking is still appealing to
The debasement was
many modern apprentices.
continuously applied on
coins collected by taxation.
In a few years, the gold or silver content of most coins was adjusted to
the revised imperial standards. Decade after decade, Nero and his
successors could slim down weight standards more and more. The only
limit was the slow cycle between taxation and restrike that somewhat
moderated the “counterfeiting” process. There were no other safeguards
or accounts to report.
Few loopholes existed for the Romans to avoid the scheme. Foreign
ingots or quality coins had become inaccessible in this vast Empire that
had moved the borders far away, and imposed its imperial monopoly
over mining. Moneychangers who estimated silver coins by weight
since the times of Lydia, Persia or Greece were almost gone, except on
the borders to deal with foreign merchants. Most moneychangers had
lost their trade when they became part of the Empire, which progressively unified its coinage.
Without change alternatives for Romans, the Empire had escaped
the constraint of the disparity between the legal value of metals and the
value practiced by foreign merchants, as in Lydian or Greek times. At
least officially, the Romans had to accept silver and gold coins at face
value from soldiers and civil servants. Altogether, the debasement and
weight-reduction decided by Nero was imperceptible. On no account,
Illustration 28: [7]
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Romans’ reactions facing differences in coins’ coloring or size were ever
reported.
A moderate multiplication of coins wasn’t perhaps such a bad thing.
It only seemed to fend off coin shortage and payment crises. The coins
were just slightly debased and still received in payments at the same
face value. The trick was tolerable. During the following two centuries
of the Roman Empire, such multiplications were occasionally repeated.
But, in the late second century AD, debasement and weightreductions became rules, and their pace was hastening. Debasement
after debasement, a tipping point was approaching when the face value
of the coins could spur a gallop of rejection. In other words, coins were
dangerously moving away from intermediate-commodities in precious
metal weight to approach a mysterious form of “pure money”
estimated only by facial engravings.
Moreover, another danger loomed from an exaggerated multiplication of coins. If some supplemental coins could relieve the lack of
coins, an excess of coins could ignite an unprecedented phenomenon:
inflation!

Inflation in the late first century AD

Rising prices: a fallout of coin multiplication
In the early first century AD, the colossal injection of coins was
absorbed by the economic and demographic expansion of Pax Romana
at the beginning of the Empire. But, the expansion was slowing down
by the late first century AD. This slowdown met with rising coin
quantities injected into circulation. A curious phenomenon suddenly
appeared in the Empire: a slight and continuous rise of all prices.
The plausible scenario of this mechanical rise in prices happened as
follows. Soldiers, civil servants and customers with their pockets full of
coins – multiplied by Nero – rushed into shops. With these customers
rich with coins thronging the stores, sellers couldn’t please every
customer, because their stocks were obviously dwindling. Instead,
sellers haggled prices bitterly, without granting the usual discount.
Eventually, they increased their prices following the negotiations
between supply (of goods) and demand (of coin owners). Experienced
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peddlers also wanted to preserve stocks for their best customers. If the
surge of customers full of coins continued to flow, prices memorized
after negotiation were irrevocably increased. As coin multiplication
continued, prices increased month after month, year after year.
In the explanation, it was also plausible that merchants had raised
their prices rather swiftly, but not instantaneously. Merchants needed
to see repetitive surges of customers with extra coins to memorize the
new prices. Only after a while, did sellers and buyers record
permanently the rise in prices, which had echoed from the coin
multiplication in the hands of customers.

Bargaining in Arab countries. If one has any doubt about the fast increase of prices
linked to expanding money supply, he can show the camel owner a bundle of banknotes
before negotiating the price of the camel ride.
Illustration 29: [7]

Continuous and prolonged rise in prices, or inflation
This phenomenon of generalized, continuous and prolonged rise of
prices has been called “inflation” or sometimes “price inflation” since
the twentieth century of the modern era.
Modern economists agree: inflation is a monetary phenomenon.
They explain that the Roman inflation came from a lopsided multiplication of coins in relation to the quantity of goods available. Persistent
inflation sprung forth from currency excess – in purchasers’ hands –
increasing faster than a “lazy” production of goods. Coin multiplication combining with a stable production resulted in price inflation
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through haggling between consumers and suppliers. This explanation
of inflation – with monetary roots – is the most influential in the
twenty-first century. This book subscribes to these predominant
theories. Explanations are better understood when they refer to
modern-day theories and practices.
Consequently, according to those economists, the quantity of
money must vary in proportion to the quantity of goods to avoid
inflation. This assertion seems reasonable, especially in the modern
industrial era of resilient production, stabilized demography, and
finally of an elaborate and “compressible” monetary system – with the
“compression” of the quantity of money in circulation being studied in
the later chapters. In Rome’s era, the volume of goods produced was
probably more far-reaching than the incompressible quantity of
money.

Inflation in the Empire
In antiquity, people such as Aristotle or other Romans observed price
spikes, but without systematically taking note of the price variations.
The measure of price levels, and thus of inflation, by a methodical
recording didn’t exist in antiquity. It is only in the twentieth century of
the modern era that economic historians compiled price levels from
the annals of antiquity.
From their research, historians have estimated the price inflation at
the time of the Empire. They concluded that price inflation was
moderate for a long time in the Empire. This rise in prices took place
in the East as well as in the West of the Empire. For example, the rise
in legionary pay suggested inflation at the pace of approximately 1%
per year in 100-220 AD. This tendency was confirmed by the study of
the prices of all other goods and services.
So, emperors of the first centuries AD were compensating the silver
and gold shortage by multiplying coins with little excess in reference to
price levels, according to the study of inflation by historians. Metallographic analysis by archeologists reveals that emperors have certainly
debased coins, but they still contained a substantial quantity of gold or
silver. Overall, even if coin multiplication was exuberant, even if
debasement was intense, coins continued to circulate at their face value
and it only led to limited inflation.
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In the later centuries of the
Empire, the tempo of monetary
creation sped up with the drum
of hammers in imperial mints.
By then, the supplement from
coin multiplication to the
Treasury
coffers
was
an
established
rule.
Utmost
debasement and coin multiplication accelerated the inflation.
At the turn of the third
Greek Papyrus of the 2nd century. Written
sources from antiquity are rare. The figures century AD, the annual raise in
are
controversial
and
interpretable. legionary pay jumped from 600
Nevertheless, the analysis of economic data to 1800 “denarii” over 20 years.
supplements, moderates or disturbs history The raise of legionary pay had
explained exclusively by philology.
long been moderate, but reached
an alarming 5% per year in the
early third century AD. That inflation was to hasten the economic
degradation down to the “crisis of the third century AD”, and to drag
the Empire closer to the precipice, as it will now be explained.
Illustration 30: [13]

Other price variations not considered to be inflation
It is important to specify that the rise of a single price doesn’t define
inflation. Instead, inflation is the average rise of every price of all goods
and services. An isolated price may increase from occasional, climatic
or seasonal factors, while another price is simultaneously decreasing for
a resulting null inflation.
A temporary surge in all prices is neither to be confused with
inflation. Inflation only relates to a rise of all prices that is continuous
and prolonged, as in the case of the Roman Empire, with a general rise
of prices whose origin was primarily monetary.
Shiny new coins struck from the spoils of a recent conquest could
agitate prices higher. In this case, the price surge was only momentary,
not unrelenting like inflation. A rise in prices can only qualify as
inflation when prices increase for months because of a disproportionate
coin multiplication compared to a negligible production increase.
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Any panic could also bring back coins from hoards into circulation
with purchasers in a rush for flour or salted meat. To make things
worse, producers and traders facing a somber outlook refused to sell
their last stocks or sold fewer goods for more coins. Prices rose due to
this destabilized balance between money and goods. The crises of the
Punic Wars spurred prices temporarily between 3 and 4% in the
second and first centuries BC. Such price rises are not regarded as
inflation because they were short-lived.
After such events, prices in coins reached an updated balance with
stocks of goods. Prices would stabilize once the injection of coins into
circulation had stopped, or prices would drop down to their previous
levels if the event was a calamity. Producers, traders and customers
referred to the revised prices, and they forgot previous prices.
A last observation is that any wage increase is not at the root of
inflation. Wages could perfectly double for workers capable of
producing twice as much. In this case, the productivity gains allowed
wages to increase, while the goods were sold for the same price, as
determined at the marketplace. It meant no price inflation at all. As
concluded by economists, wages are never to be considered as goods
and services, and they must be excluded from the compilation of the
price levels in order to determine inflation. Wage increases only tended
to accompany inflation. Wage increases were demanded to keep up
with the inflation of food prices, but without having ignited it. Finally,
the legionary’s pay and the civil servant’s wage had to follow the
inflationary trend as much as the competition of the wages of workers
or peasants. For historians, wages and pay are still useful figures to
detect underlying inflation or to confirm scarce price data.

The key to inflation: excess of spending and lack of investment
by the Roman government
Inflation erupted from this imbalance between rapid striking of coins
and lagging production of goods. Money was spent faster than goods
were produced.
In the first century AD, the injection of multiplied coins benefited
the economy by averting payment crises, easing Treasury troubles, and
generalizing coin usage in the countryside of Western provinces. Extra
coins also facilitated trade throughout the Empire by allowing
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counting and settling payments, and people could hoard after
changing token coins into silver coins. As well, moneylenders could
grant more loans in coins. This injection of coins into the economy
invigorated – almost unconsciously – the formidable expansion of
trade with the peace and the Roman roads of the Empire in the first
century AD. The volume of goods increased in proportion to the strike
of extra coins. Therefore, inflation was non-existent at that time.
In the late first century AD, the pace of coin multiplication
insidiously exceeded the slower increase of production. The true
explanation of the imbalance was linked to the government.
On the one hand, the government only poured extra coins into
unproductive undertakings. They included the pay for the army, the
bureaucracy, the construction of prestige monuments or religious
temples, as well as bread distribution and circus games.
On the other hand, the government invested few coins to create
profitable industries. The emperor barely spent to improve the
infrastructure for effective economic purpose. There was the
construction of roads, aqueducts, channels, or ports, but it was
primarily intended to strengthen the military or to favor political
alliances. These public works may certainly have fostered trade, and
thus the economy, but it was unconscious, and it had little effect on
funding or developing new manufacturing.
With more new coins in buyers’ hands than new goods in sellers’
shelves, inflation was rearing its head in the late first century AD. The
measure of inflation – from historic compilation – guides to this
conclusion. The Empire was unaware of the consequences of inflation.
Except for ephemeral episodes, the Republic had never met such a
phenomenon over such a long time. The Empire of the first
century AD didn’t know how to plan productive investment. The
following centuries of the Empire were not going to outperform the
past. Rome would never master the conversion of spending into
investment. Rome would pay the price of this failure... and fall.
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According to historians, no Roman road was ever built to promote the economy,
but only for the rapid movement of legions. Rome knew only expenditures for
military or political ends, not economic investments.
Illustration 31: [13]

Winners and losers of price inflation
after the late first century AD

Losses for some
Inflation slashed the face value of coins saved under the mattress or in
banks. Obviously, it had to profit others, as the next point will explain
it. Now, an example can explain the cut taken by inflation. It can start
with a farmer selling 5 pigs for 10 coins, so a pig was worth 2 coins.
The farmer stashed or saved his 10 coins. Later, a wave of inflation
followed another coin surge. Suddenly, a pig was worth 2.5 coins
instead of 2. The 10 coins of the farmer were then worth 4 pigs, with
one pig virtually taken during the lapse of time to memorize the new
prices. Inflation had eroded the value of the 10 coins hoarded and
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worth 4 pigs and not 5 pigs anymore. In other words, the coins
couldn’t keep their promise obtained at the initial sale, for an equitable
purchase on later production. Coins had lost one of the characteristics
of money that had encouraged their use: to ensure stable savings after
selling.
Inflation trimmed expected profits. An example can clarify this. A
potter agreed to supply 50 ceramic jars within one month, for 10 coins
total paid at delivery. The potter produced his jars by buying clay and
wood for the furnace for a cost of 8 coins, and then he shipped the jars
to his remote customer. One month later, the 50 jars were delivered for
the 10 coins. Meanwhile, inflation had taken its toll. Current local
prices were 40 jars for 10 coins. Inflation had confiscated 10 jars. The
potter found himself fooled by inflation. The theft was similar for any
other worker paid at the end of his labor, not in advance. Later, the
worker was paid the sum initially agreed and saw his profit cut down
by inflation.
Transactions with payment at delivery could still anticipate
inflation, and prices increased by so much over the contract’s term.
This anticipation intensified inflation at short-term and penalized
longer-term transactions or hoarding, which had rarely foreseen such
an increase.
Most Romans couldn’t compensate for inflation. They couldn’t save
in banks remunerating interest, as banks didn’t grant full access to
everyone. In particular in the West, deficient banks banned access to
most Romans. Romans could neither save in fine gold or silver bullion,
which was ruled out by imperial monopoly over mines. Land sounded
like a solid investment, but it was burdened by property taxes. Romans
were left hoarding their debased coins. Romans could only watch the
loss by inflation increase month after month, year after year.
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Roman peasants had long avoided markets, money, debt and inflation. They had
preferred barter as during the Republic. But, the use of money eventually spread
throughout the time of the Empire.
Illustration 32: [13]

Gains for others
Inflation profited the borrower of coins. He would see the
reimbursement of his loan lightened by inflation, because his later
income had aligned with the inflated selling prices. For example, his
initial debt was 20 coins, and was formerly worth 10 pigs. After the
rise in prices, this same debt of 20 coins corresponded perhaps to
9 pigs. For the pig breeder who had borrowed the coins, his debt had
melted by one pig under the effect of inflation.
Inflation profited the buyer who had agreed to pay over time. He
had previously bought 50 jars for a price of 10 coins. On the due date,
he paid the 10 coins, and he could immediately resell 40 of his jars for
the 10 coins demanded by the market. Finally, he had 10 jars for
himself without having spent any coin.
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Short-sighted gains for the government
The profit for the Roman government was hardly related to any debt
alleviated by inflation, because the government avoided debts
synonymous with political pressure from lenders. Without debts, it
couldn’t gain much from inflation. Only borrowers profited from
inflation hurting lenders. Instead, the profit for the Imperial
government came from coin debasement and weight-reduction to
maximize the number of coins struck per ingot. The government
gained only by spending this extra amount of coins.
With inflation, the coins injected into the economy had ceased to
energize trade and facilitate hoarding. Instead, inflation pestered
merchants and traders. It frustrated savers by the loss in value of coins.
It discouraged people from toiling to save or stash for later. Inflation
was hindering the economy. And, as the economy and production fell,
so did real tax incomes. Inflation actually accelerated the decline of the
Roman Empire. Moreover, inflation could slide over a tipping point,
escaping any control and shake the Roman Empire with economic and
social convulsions.

Economic stagnation from the first
to the third century AD

Demagogy financed by taxation and coin multiplication
Since the Republic in the first century BC and later throughout the
Empire, cheap wheat was poured in the Italian peninsula in massive
amounts after the conquests of Sicily, Asia Minor and Africa. This new
competition from the remote large farms, the “latifundia”, ruined the
small farmers of the Italian peninsula. They could only sell their
properties to large landowners who harvest them with slaves. The small
farmers, dispossessed of their lands, could only swell the urban
population of the plebs. Idleness became manifest in Rome and in the
Italian peninsula.
Emperors were perplexed and incapable of giving work to this
unemployed crowd. They eluded the problem by different means.
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Bureaucracy was on the rise in an ill-advised palliative to absorb jobless
Romans. Emperors took from the rich with tax increases, requisitions,
confiscations, in order to give anesthetic handouts to the poor,
especially in the cities. It was the time of the full-fledged demagogy,
when the voice of the people was the voice of the gods (“Vox populi,
vox dei”). Of course, this demagogy fed the Roman decadence, with
emperors soothing the woes of the crowds with “bread and circuses”,
even gaining power from the 200,000 subsidized plebeians thronging
Rome.
In fact, the Empire embraced the same logic of taxation-redistribution and coinage in place since the Lydians. In Rome, coins could
buy any goods or services. Wealth was associated with shining coins
rather than perishable goods. As the government was obsessing with
growing richer in coins and nourishing its inactive citizens, it thought,
why not increase the demagogic distribution of bread and pay for it by
striking coins? Serious mistake! The Romans were blinded by the
glittering coins due to the ignorance of the dangers of excesses. But,
what could have cured the cancer of the unemployed masses? This
conundrum will be clarified in the next few chapters.
Were the gladiator games sponsored by
the government to recall the values of
courage during times of peace? Was this
due to unscrupulous demagogy for pure
political gain? Or because emperors had
simply no alternative to calm the
inactive plebs?
Illustration 33: [13]
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Work discouraged by demagogy and inflation
With the demagogy, an unproductive creed eclipsed the traditional
Roman values of courage and hard work. With more coins and less
production, inflation was on the rise.
Work and production intended for stashing were discouraged by
inflation that eroded the value of coins. In the same way, sales with a
delayed payment, contracts paid over the long term, and investments
in tools or machinery lost profitability. Inflation was unrelentingly
cutting down profits of transactions.
Traders and producers discarded the least profitable activities.
Nobody liked to see his pay squeezed lower over time, with no means
to preserve its value. Year after year, inflation diminished the value of
coins in hoards. Once again, few alternatives existed to coin stashing.
Saving in banks with interest to compensate for inflation was seldom
possible. And, land investments were burdened with taxes.
Other producers of goods, not yet discouraged by inflation, found
fewer buyers, because inflation eroded the savings of consumers. The
people inevitably cut back their expenses, buying only food supplies.
Producers also reduced their labor and their output to match this bare
minimum demand.
The global production was shrinking. The effects of inflation were
discouraging the economy, at least slightly. The Empire was
impoverished partly by the effect of inflation on consumption, on
production, and thus on the economy. Of course, other explanations of
the decline of the Roman Empire are still ardently debated in the
twenty-first century.

Limited coin multiplication and subsequent moderate inflation
until the late second century AD
Inflation was limited in the first centuries of the Empire, according to
historical diagnosis from compiled price data. Such low inflation only
upset the economy of the first and second centuries AD, but it didn’t
paralyze the activity.
Inflation was rather a mark of the problem, a symptom of an
anomaly, although not the true virus of the decadence. Inflation was
only a minor nuisance for the economy, a secondary cause of the
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decline of the Empire. Meanwhile, if the root cause of the downfall
wasn’t inflation itself, the decline may still derive from the monetary
system, as the next chapters will explain it.
Debasement was quantified by modern metallographic analysis of
excavated coins. According to this study, debasement accelerated in the
late second century AD, at a time of an increase of imperial spending
and of a drained supply of gold and silver bullion.
Silver coins looked tarnished from the copper in the alloy, but still
with an intrinsic and appreciable silver value. Circa 250 AD, silver
fineness had slowly fallen to a still respectable 40%. But, silver coins
were moving away from noble metal intermediate-commodities to
approach a form of pure money valued by figures on the face of the
coin.
For the token coins, the production costs eventually caught up with
their face value that had been ground down by inflation. Logically,
these coins disappeared for the most part in the Empire in the late
second century AD, where the transport costs of the coins proved more
expensive than the value of the token coins themselves. The token
coins only persisted in areas surrounding Rome.
Commodus, emperor from 180 to
192, was too corrupt to prevent the
decadence of Rome, especially
according to Hollywood and its
gladiator movies.
Some
historians
disagree.
Commodus couldn’t have done
much as the root cause of the
decadence was outside the realm of
traditional politics of taxationregulation-redistribution.
As
explained later, Romans lacked
financial and monetary tools
capable of funding economic and
industrial reforms.
Illustration 34: [13]
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The Crisis of the Third Century AD

Declining economy in the early third century AD
At the turn of the third century AD, inflation accelerated to become a
major concern. Inflation piled on top of other counter-incentives to
hard work, weighing on the economy.
The Western provinces were stagnating after benefiting as much as
they could from the competition induced by the trade with the Eastern
provinces. The peace and the laws of the Roman Empire were not
sufficient for the West to catch up with the East. The trade and the
economy in the Western provinces vegetated without a well-voiced
support of the banking structure, which had evolved little since the
Roman conquest: still vigorous in the East, still underdeveloped in the
West. Worse, banks retreated on large-scale trade and had nothing to
gain from an ailing local production disheartened to request loans.
In the third century AD, bankers even deserted the Italian
countryside. Those Italian provinces were in trouble. Farms were
deserted, leaving many lots uncultivated. The factories, which had
emerged considerably since Augustus, couldn’t find potential buyers
among inactive urban masses who had no counterpart to exchange. All
social classes were affected. Discouraged production was dwindling.
Tax income for the emperor diminished in proportion to the
production shrinkage. The Italian peninsula imported more than any
other province.
On the other side of the Mediterranean, the Eastern provinces
simmered in anger at the obnoxious decadence of the Italian peninsula.
Tax collection was disputed, perhaps eluded. Still, the Eastern
economy and its long banking tradition continued strong. It showed
little gasping for air like the Western Empire, despite the slight
inflation. Its sound banks kept remunerating deposits with interest.
Perhaps these facts significantly stabilized the Eastern economy.
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The Antoninianus coin (worth two denarius) was introduced in the early 3 rd century. It
was rapidly debased and ended without silver as this coin of Valerian, emperor in 253.
This emperor became famous for his humiliating defeat in Asia Minor in 260 and for
serving as a footstool for his captor, king Shapur of Persia. Perhaps Lactantius, the
Christian writer who narrated the captivity, distorted the facts to humiliate the emperor
responsible for Christian persecutions.
Illustration 35: [7]

The Crisis of the Third Century AD
Between 235 and 284 AD, a crisis as much political as economic
brought the Empire to the edge of a cliff. Historians speak about the
“Crisis of the Third Century AD”. It was marked by pervasive
pessimism and mistrust in trade and production. To make things
worse, the legions, whose morality was lost or whose stomachs were
empty, harassed and extorted civilians. Another reason was a plague
epidemic that added to the economic and political distress in the 240s.
The Empire was unable to support the military defending its
borders. Barbarians and pirates, especially in the West, infiltrated the
Empire to plunder lands and seas. The severity of the crisis is difficult
to estimate due to the scarcity of preserved writings. Archeology
illustrates somewhat the situation: those troubled times saw palisades
and fortifications built around cities and villas.

Peak of coin multiplication around 260 AD
The imperial Treasury was drained by the slump of tax incomes. The
only escape was the senseless coin multiplication, when loans had
never been the habit. Coin multiplication reached its apogee with
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Emperor Gallienus (260-268 AD). Only the tedious casting process
and manual striking limited the pace of coin multiplication. Under
Gallienus, the strikes of token coins – still in circulation around
Rome – were suspended for lack of profitability. To compensate for
halting the token coin strikes, Gallienus shifted the obstinate coin
multiplication on silver coinage to fill the Treasury coffers. The
debasement of silver coins was dramatic. In a decade, the fineness of
silver coins plunged from 40% around 260 AD, to 4% toward
270 AD. Silver coins degraded into bronze disks coated with a silver
film. Coins of debased silver were increasingly rejected during
transactions. The confidence in these debased coins was collapsing.
Coins were slipping away from the notion of intermediatecommodities with an intrinsic value of silver. Coins were approaching
the unknown notion of money. They were received in payment only
because it was necessary to feed oneself, without discarding them
systematically. And, everyone paid with debased coins to get rid of
them, only stashing older valuable coins. The circulation of these bad
coins accelerated to buy food or to purchase some kind of
intermediate-commodity.
The less debased gold coins had been stashed under the mattress for
decades, maybe centuries. These precious and valuable coins hardly
circulated, as it can be deduced from their high concentration in
hoards discovered by archeologists. In these hoards, the prevalence of
gold over silver is clear in terms of face value. Only quality silver coins
were stashed, when they had escaped the cycle of taxes and coin
debasement.
At the time of Gallienus, the bimetallic ratio between silver and
gold coins, already extremely slackened, dislocated. The sound gold
coins were kept home by Romans and vanished from coin circulation.
A common saying was: “Bad money drives out good”. In other words,
where there is bad money, this bad money drives good money out of
circulation, because sound coins are stashed under the mattress while
bad coins are used for payments. Gresham stated this iconic comment
in the sixteenth century AD. This monetary law is known as the
eponymous “Gresham’s law”.
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Antoninianus coin in billon. Obverse: Salonina, beautiful wife of Emperor
Gallienus, son of Valerian. Reverse: goddess Juno. Gallienus was assassinated in
268 with an Empire in crisis. Perhaps, he was one of the first political rulers to pay
for his monetary incompetence with his life.
Illustration 36: [7]

Inflation takeoff after 260 AD
Inflation accelerated with the hammer strikes of debased coins.
Peddlers and merchants haggled higher prices to compensate for
numerous – bad quality – coins and inflation.
Bank clients saw their assets in deposit accounts melting by the
effects of inflation and of the rapid debasement of coins. Their own
desire to purchase goods fell, and producers trimmed their output after
this drop of demand. But with fewer goods available and more coins in
circulation, inflation accelerated faster.
Sellers and buyers ended up programming inflation systematically
in their price calculations. They slowly became wary about inflation
and debased coins, and they spent them faster to cut their losses.
Inflation nourished itself from this behavior. Eventually, intermediatecommodities started to reappear.
The infernal cycle of economic crisis, demagogy, taxes and inflation
was unleashed. Coin multiplication continued as a vice. Rightly,
abusive coin multiplication by governments was compared by modern
economists to alcoholism: relief after one glass, but worse the next
morning. Alcoholism of coin multiplication for emperors;
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malnutrition of economic descent for plebeians excluded by factories
frightened by the crisis, the demagogy, taxes and inflation. Under no
circumstances did production increase when coins were multiplied.
Only prices rose. Eventually, the government counterfeiter was
punished by lower fiscal incomes proportional to ailing production.

Monetary and banking crisis circa 265 AD
Payment crises had lessened since the practice to multiply gold and
silver coins. Around 265, a payment crisis reappeared with coins being
rejected because of their bad quality and because of inflation. The
payment crisis due to the lack of currency, as described at the
beginning of the Empire, was converted into an economic and banking
crisis by an excess of currency.
The banking structure, already eroded by decades of dwindling
desire for loans, was temporarily shut down after failures in series of
broke clients. This Crisis of the Third Century AD deeply shook
banking and financial activities. Toward the late third century AD,
hoarding of sound coins partially replaced savings in banks, still
shunned since the banking crisis.

Military rescue of the Empire financed by…
coin over- multiplication
Emperor Aurelian (270-275 AD) saved the Empire from breaking
apart by his military victories over invaders, but also over insurrectionists infuriated by unfair tax and perfidious inflation. On the other
hand, he didn’t solve the economic crisis. He even further falsified the
monetary system by striking new coins with a facial denomination
equivalent to 2.5 times the value of the old coins… still with little
silver. Each hammer strike coined 2.5 times more. The profitability of
coinage restored, Aurelian unscrupulously resumed coin multiplication. Aurelian was thus the first historical character to finance his
government by adding some digits on the face value of money.
Inflation took off with those dubious coins. After Aurelian, inflation
cranked up until the fall of the Empire. From a minor accomplice of
the economic stagnation, inflation became a major culprit of economic
disarray. Inflation was erasing the advantages of money, which were:
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count with a stable unit, settle payments, and delay spending through
secure savings. Under Aurelian, trade in coins partially stopped. Coin
usage, ubiquitous until then, yielded to barter or intermediatecommodities to ensure the bare minimum. Perhaps people continued
referring to sesterces in their bartering, but without coins in hand and
without accepting coins in payment unless at a price overestimated to
anticipate inflation. The economy was in shambles, especially in the
Western part of the Empire. Outlying areas were uncultivated due to
the lack of markets to sell goods or from the growing peril of barbarian
raids.
The economy of the Empire was in decay at the death of Aurelian.
The fall of production interacting with the rise of quantities of money
in circulation had multiplied prices by 10 between 256 and 280 AD.
The downward spiral of inflation, demoralization, lower production
and consequent inflation seemed inextricable.

Palmyra and the East grew tired of paying tributes and taxes to decadent Rome. In 267,
Queen Zenobia declared the independence of Palmyra before being defeated by the
Emperor Aurelian.
Illustration 37: [7]
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Failure to curb inflation
in the late third century AD

Ineffective monetary reform to subdue inflation
Emperor Diocletian (284-305 AD) launched major monetary reforms
to cope with the economic crisis. He redefined coinage standards. First,
he struck a bulk of fine silver and gold coins. Loots from Diocletian’s
conquests contributed to this new coinage. Subsequently, token coins
were injected into circulation as fractions of the new precious coins.
The new coins of fine and precise silver or gold weights were again
close to intermediate-commodities.
To the surprise and the despair of Diocletian, inflation continued
after the spending of his high-quality coins. Diocletian had certainly
injected sound coins in his economy, but he had also increased the
quantity of money in circulation. Eventually, the new coins were
hoarded instead of the old coins returning into circulation, and
inflation continued with prices in old coins.
The economy kept shrinking, although a black market perhaps grew
in parallel to the official market, which was paid in coins from soldiers’
pay and civil servants’ wages. Unlike a tax that a simple decree could
suspend, inflation had created an unstoppable snowball effect. Inflation
was irresistibly rolling as bad currency was pushed away under the eyes
of emperors blinded by the glittering coins of their monetary practices.
After all, striking coins was a deep-rooted instrument to supplement
the incomes of the imperial Treasury.

Unsuccessful “edict of the prices” to freeze inflation
Diocletian fought back by promulgating the memorable “edict of the
prices”. He decreed maximum prices of transactions in order to control
price inflation of payments in coins. Romans risked death penalty in
cases of disobedience of these ceiling prices.
Remarkably, the initiative failed to contain inflation. Instead,
traders and producers broke away from the official economy. The black
market blossomed despite the menacing sanctions. Why sell during the
day at low prices, when one can sell at higher prices during the night.
Farmers and peddlers chose to sell to their faithful customers at an
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honorable price. Thus, goods vanished, instead of being sold at the
official prices, and coin circulation relentlessly accelerated under the
cover of darkness. To obtain vital food and essential supplies, other
customers had no choice, except for buying at night the goods
concealed during the day. Prices of the day ended up aligning with
prices of the night. They were caught up in the inescapable inflation,
which lifted prices higher and higher.
Fragment of the “edict of the prices”
excavated in Aphrodisias (Turkey).
First price freeze of history, and first
failure.
Illustration 38: [12]

Inflation circumvented, reviving the Empire
during the fourth century AD

Tax reform of Diocletian
Among Diocletian’s reforms, the lonely triumph was the taxation
reform. To circumvent inflation in coins, taxation was collected inkind. Taxes in-kind were quantified like in the law codes of the
taxation-redistribution economy; in other words, they were estimated
as for a modern budget. On the one hand, needs were calculated to pay
the armies and to provide the essentials for the large cities. On the
other hand, production was estimated by harvests, crops, equipment,
season and other factors. The system was quantified in tax units, rather
than in coins.
Despite its intricacies, the tax reform succeeded and increased the
income of the emperor. It also improved tax equity, which made the
contributions for armies and administration more bearable. Taxes inkind replaced large transactions in coins between the provinces and
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Rome. Last detail of this was the “edict of the prices” that was used to
calculate the budgets of this taxation in-kind.
The tax reform stabilized the crucial sectors: agriculture, the armies
and public administration. Administration and the armies were
restructured to rebuild and strengthen the defenses of the Empire.
Trade recovered partially with the return of peace and stability. The
Empire was solidified for another century.

More good coins under Constantine
Emperor Constantine (306-337 AD) prolonged the wave of reforms of
Diocletian. He created a parallel monetary system founded on gold
coins of high fineness supplemented with silver coins to a lesser extent.
This time, no bimetallic ratio ensured exchange between new and old
coins. Exchange values fluctuated according to the goodwill of
moneychangers. Again, the intrinsic weight in ounces of gold and
ounces of silver mattered for these new coins. For his new coinage,
Constantine obtained the bullion from his conquests in the East and
from the confiscations out of the temples declared pagan after his
conversion to Christianity.
The new coinage was spent to cover administrative costs and armies’
pay. At least, civil servants and soldiers could escape inflation in old
coins. To loop the circulation of the new coinage back to the imperial
treasury, taxes had to be paid exclusively with the new coins or in
equivalent ounces of gold or silver. But, this tax measure only applied
to civil servants and soldiers, not to the private economy grappling
with old coins and inflation, as the tax collectors were told to turn
their head while counting or weighing their old coins.
Trade benefited from the return of quality coinage not concerned
by inflation. The revival of the economy continued to support stability
and peace under Constantine.
For old coins, inflation in face value wasn’t contained at all. New
coins were added without replacing old debased coins still in
circulation. Moreover, imperial mines continued to produce gold and
silver bullion for coinage. Lastly, the strikes of coins according to the
old standards of low weight and poor fineness never really stopped
during and after Constantine’s reign.
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Inflation in old coins bothered primarily the lower classes that
handled them. The poorest only received payments in bad coins, and it
was inconceivable to refuse such payments when stomachs were empty.
The situation was inextricable for the plebs struggling with inflation,
while the higher classes invested their wealth in lands or in fine gold
coins, preserving their assets. The system was certainly unfair.
The plebs couldn’t easily dodge inflation linked to old coins. There
was no time to waste to test, exchange and save each coin after each
payment in old coins. It was impossible to get rid of each bad coin
with a secure investment or safer intermediate-commodity or any
foreign currency. The plebs could only spend the coins as fast as they
could to stave off inflation, and thus speeding it up even more.
In fact, modern history has shown that inflation must reach higher
levels than the one irritating the Roman plebs in order to see the
people return to barter. Even in a swirl of inflation, money holds
advantages over barter.
Solidus coin. To the dismay of the
emperor, the return of quality coins
didn’t stop inflation.
Illustration 39: [7]

Fall of the Roman Empire in the fifth century AD
A century after Constantine, the Western Empire was not economically much more advanced than four centuries earlier. It was incapable
to maintain, motivate and equip his armies correctly, and it broke
down under rising pressure from the invasions of the fifth century AD.
The West collapsed in a few decades and its people fell from a high
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level only equaled by Europe of the seventeenth century AD, down to
the quasi-prehistory of the Middle Ages.
On its side, the East, mostly spared from the economic decline,
could regroup in Byzantium around Constantinople.
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Historical Correlation

Monetary obstacles contributed
to the fall of the Roman Empire
For some scholars, the Western Empire broke down under the
increasing number of attacks by barbarian tribes, which were
themselves cornered by the Huns’ migration. For its part, the Eastern
Empire managed to survive because it had fewer borders to defend.
For other historians, it was
the
political
and
social
weakening of the West that
precipitated the collapse under
the
continuous
barbarian
pounding that finally smashed
the Roman defenses. The
Western
Empire
had
experienced too much unrest to
close ranks. The vague rules of
the imperial succession had
generated too many rivalries
ending in civil wars. The
religious crisis due to the
encounter of many religions in
such a vast Empire, had favored
the irruption of sects, which
If there are 500 theories to explain the fall
undermined the political unity.
of Rome, why are there few explaining how
The moral crisis was marked by
Byzantium survived? Indeed, the West of
demagogy and decadence. It was
the Roman Empire may have sunk, but
this social crisis that shook the
Constantinople and the East carried on for
another 1000 years.
economy with ups and downs,
setbacks
alternating
with
advances, crises with recoveries,
again and again. Eventually, it demoralized even the armies.
Meanwhile, the Byzantine Empire was less concerned by decadence
and could withstand attacks. Byzantium long braced for the push of
Arabs after the seventh century AD. The Arab world itself thrived by
Illustration 40: [13]
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preserving the Byzantine administration of the conquered countries
until being overwhelmed by the attacks of the Turks. Byzantium finally
disappeared with the fall of Constantinople in 1453 to the Turks. The
Arabs also fell – less than a century later – to the Turkish Ottoman
Empire.

Roman cutting edge technology encompassed catapults, mechanical levers,
gears, aqueducts, and so on. Yet, little technology spread outside the
military. Worse, its military progress stagnated, which combined with the
disheartening decadence during the last centuries before the fall. Eventually,
the Western Empire was overwhelmed by more determined barbarians.
Illustration 41: [13]

Since the mid-nineteenth century, researchers have been exploring
history out of the narrow framework of philology. Within this original
approach, a singular thesis of the Roman Empire disintegration was
presented by historian Moses Finley, whose explanation was economic
rather than external or political. For Finley, the demise of the Western
Roman Empire was inescapable due to the failure to industrialize and
keep its economic and technological edge over the Barbarians. The
implementation of productive ideas was somehow blocked, even
though technologies were available for industrialization. That
knowledge included the inventions of thinkers, craftsmen and
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engineers in many fields such as architecture of aqueducts, mechanics
of catapults, metallurgy of weapons, weaving of linen, mathematics,
and much more. Yet, the Western Empire remained primarily
agricultural, with no Roman city ever expanding around industry. The
Western Empire frankly didn’t know how to reach the upper economic
stage: industrialization.
The defective Roman monetary system can explain in part this
theory. The emperors lost themselves in compulsive coinage to cover
their sterile spending. They multiplied the coins without re-examining
the monetary, fiscal and economic system. Coins could settle any
purchase, thus coins appeared as wealth. Tragic mistake, because true
wealth is in goods, not in coins! And while unemployment and
decadence ate the Western Empire from inside, Byzantium survived a
few centuries longer with its more prosperous banking tradition
supporting trade. Byzantium was finally overrun in the fifteenth
century, like the Western Empire, failing to finance its industrialization
and to armor plate its military.
In the next few chapters, industrialization will be detailed.
Obviously, this higher economic stage was reached in modern times,
showing that not every empire is destined to fall as Rome did. It
happened in two major steps. First, the Renaissance initiated the
practice of loans granted to governments for a relative stabilization of
the treasury in quality coins. Second, the Industrial Revolution in
Great Britain was sparked by daring monetary innovations to finance
the takeoff of industrial production.
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CHAPTER 4
FROM LACK OF COINS
DURING THE MIDDLE AGES
TO BANKING AND THE RENAISSANCE

Coin circulation in Western Europe
from the seventh to the twelfth century

With neither coins nor banks since the fall of Rome
After the fall of Rome, a taxation-redistribution economy similar to the
one in early antiquity governed the life of barbarian invaders, especially
inside the tribe. These barbarians didn’t rely on organized financing
orchestrated around taxation in coins. They had neither a regular army,
nor an administration, nor a public infrastructure. They didn’t have
any city centered on trade, just farming villages, breeding livestock and
occasional barter with the external world. Plundering neighbors was
more frequent than exchanging stocks to resolve food shortages. Nearly
one millennium was to pass before equalizing the economic, administrative, fiscal and monetary efficiency of the Roman Empire.
Barbarians valued precious coins as intermediate-commodities to
trade outside the community. They had long been familiar with the
coins of the fallen Empire. They certainly raked gold and silver from
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the burned remains of the Western Empire. They stashed coins in
coffers with other ingots and jewels. They valued the whole by weight
to settle transactions with other tribes or with the surviving bishops in
their dioceses. Gold and silver were rarely coined for the purpose of
settling individual transactions. Indivisible ingots were sufficient to
trade with remote communities.

Like this Saxon coin of the 8th century, early medieval coins were only used as
medals or rewards. No need for coins with the taxation-redistribution economy with
its redistribution system inside the community. Coins obtained by merit were
occasionally spent in trade with foreign lands.
Illustration 42: [7]

Barbarians let gold and silver drain from the West to the East,
where the Byzantine Empire and its flourishing economy was selling
luxury goods and demanded payment in precious metals. No goods
from Western Europe interested Constantinople. This gold and silver
flow helped Byzantium to maintain its monetary system with coins
and banks to support the administrative heritage from antiquity.

Payments in coins returning in the seventh century
In the seventh century, opportunistic dynasties somewhat controlled
the disorder in Western Europe. Again, organization emerged.
Embryonic markets, fairs and trade reappeared. Cities were erected
around trade. Taxes were collected in-kind at the gates of the cities and
redistributed for the administration, for the armies and for building
fortifications. Such a return of trade and taxation created a need for
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cash to facilitate their administration. Also, the clergy favored coin
usage for donations.
New coins were struck mostly in silver, in part because gold was
snatched by the clergy for tabernacles, chalices and candlesticks in its
churches. Aside from this silver standard, gold circulated by weight
referring to silver. Gold was reckoned as an intermediate-commodity
counted in silver coins. Obviously, both metals weren’t bound by a
fixed bimetallic ratio as in antiquity. Occasionally, gold disks were
struck, but rather as medals for ceremonies, not for coinage.
In the eighth century, the Carolingians introduced a new silver
coin: the “denier”, called the “penny” in England. This silver coin
spread as the medieval monetary standard. The Carolingians
maintained the circulation of their silver deniers through taxation and
by the output from their silver mines in western France. Also, the
burgeoning trade was starting to balance silver and gold flows with
Byzantium and the Arab world.
In the ninth century, gold and silver were scarce, because the active
mines couldn’t compensate for the leaking of coins to the East and
because of the high tributes demanded by the ruthless Vikings raiding
Europe. With little silver left, strikes of deniers declined.
In the tenth century, European expansion by Christianizing and
colonizing Central and Eastern Europe led to the discovery of silver
mines in the Harz Mountains in what is now Germany. Silver coinage
could resume. In the tenth and the eleventh centuries, this silver
scattered in the Holy German Empire, Bohemia, Hungary, Poland,
Scandinavian countries, and finally in all feudal Europe. Silver coins
were diffused by the expanding trade. Of course, countries without
silver mines had to make extra efforts to obtain silver coins. Such coin
import was worth it. Coin circulation facilitated counting during
trade, settling of payments and possibilities of hoarding.
In the mid-eleventh century, silver coins kept circulating in Europe.
At that time, the trade balance with Byzantium and the Arab world
was tilting back towards Europe. In the East, Byzantium and the Arabs
were disrupted by the invading Turks since the early eleventh century.
In the West, Europe had passed the low point of the year 1000, and
was picking itself up to surmount the political, economic and
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monetary chaos counting from the fall of Rome. This reversal of
fortune compensated for the exhaustion of the German mines.

Diverse coins of feudalism
from the tenth to the twelfth century
From the ninth century, Europe had rushed to build castles to resist
the raids of Vikings, Saracens and Hungarians, and to fill the void
from the breakdown of the Carolingian dynasty. From the tenth
century, earls and barons in their strongholds, defied their respective
kings, and the political power was left fragmented for a few centuries.
Coin variety arose from this feudal territorial division, because each
lord printed his effigy on his local coins, and because each lord defined
his own rules to recycle coins, worn out by daily handling.
Silver penny of Herbert I, count of Maine
(1015-1036). Diameter: 21mm, thickness:
0.3-0.5mm (as small as a US dime).
Later, in the 12th century and after
much deterioration, the penny was often a
metal sheet that could bend under manual
force. The penny wasn’t adapted anymore to
widespread trade that only valued pure
silver.
Illustration 43: [7]

The local potentate excised a toll on coinage recycling called the
“seigniorage” to defray himself of casting, calibrating and striking
costs. After the restrike, old coins were simply paid back for a lower
number of new coins – often coined with new graphics to enforce the
exchange – and the discrepancy in overall silver weight was the
seigniorage. Such a seigniorage tax began with Pepin the Brief, father
of Charlemagne, according to historical sources.
Lords and bishops taxed the seigniorage, not only to cover the cost
of the restrike, but also to collect silver, sorely needed to pay
mercenaries, tributes or ransoms never accepted in-kind. In fact,
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seigniorage was the only way to rake in silver for local powers when
medieval taxation was often collected in-kind as with the “taille”,
because of the insufficient number of coins. Taxation was underdeveloped compared to the Roman Empire with its efficient organization
centered on coins.
With the hunger for silver, seigniorage varied from negligible
gouge… to outrageous excess. Some witnessed seigniorage levying half
of the silver in the case of a political crisis. Tempted by lucrative
seigniorage, restrikes often melted all coins in circulation and were
repeated at regular intervals by the authorities. Such seigniorage levied
any silver object or any coin stashed or in circulation.
Discreet debasements and weight-reductions happened with the
new coins straying from the legal silver standards. The authorities were
then taxing coins twice: with the alteration in fineness or weight and
with the official seigniorage. Although, a limit existed to such taxation:
restrikes were to repay enough coins to somewhat satisfy the owners of
old coins. If not, coins could disappear toward other safer heavens
before the next restrike.
In conclusion, feudal restrikes were varied, quasi-anarchistic and of
uneven quality. Restrike after restrike, coins lost in brightness, size or
thickness. For example, around 1160, a denier contained 1.3 grams of
fine silver in England, but only 0.05 grams in Venice. The silver
fineness was 92.5% in England, but had tumbled to 20% in Barcelona.

Coins transmuted in the thirteenth century

New wave of silver and gold coins diffused by trade
In the late twelfth century, fabulous silver mines were discovered in
Central Europe. This discovery disseminated a pile of silver coins by
trade. In France after 1200 and until 1320 at least, a slight price
inflation in silver coins appeared as a sign of abundant cash. Silver
coins became the universal currency in every corner of Europe. Silver
triumphed as the central monetary standard for several centuries, and
before the much later and exclusive use of gold. Since then, the French
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language uses the word “silver” for money, as both money and silver are
translated into “argent”.
In the thirteenth century, mines provided enough silver to strike
multiples and fractions of silver coins. The high-value coins often
equaled 12 silver deniers. They were called “gros” in France or “grosso”
in Italy. In England, the “groat” was worth 4 “deniers”. The fractional
coins were half or quarter deniers, which were coined out of silver
despite a low profitability due to the cost of coinage. These small value
coins popularized coin usage in the various social layers. Laborious
barter lost ground. Due to religious bans on interest on loans, smaller
coins were preferred to settle transactions, instead of micro-loans
reimbursed later with a large coin. Occasionally, taxation was excised
in coins instead of in-kind. Still, coin usage penetration was relative in
the thirteenth century. Taxes in-kind were still the rule, as with the
taille. Rulers still paid their subjects with land, rather than with coins.
Armies were still raised by simple conscription among the people. No
coins were available in sufficient quantity to pay an army of
mercenaries or professional soldiers. Economic and fiscal organization
was well below the level of the Roman Empire with its taxation and
expenditures generalized in coins.
In the middle of the thirteenth century, a new batch of gold coins
spread throughout Europe. Gold originated from the mines of Sudan
and West Africa. It was traded through the Sahara and the Arab world
to finally reach Italian towns such as Genoa, Florence, and Pisa. With
this gold, Florence coined its gold “florin” renowned for guaranteeing a
solid gold content. The Venetian “ducat” had a similar success. These
coins circulated toward Northern Europe where they were esteemed
payments by their accurate noble metal weight, and where they fed the
demand starved by the lack of coins.
In the late Middle Ages, all these silver and gold coins finally ended
the shortage of coins of feudal times, when silver deniers in circulation
couldn’t cope with the demand for settling payment, saving or
hoarding. The massive gold and silver flows eased the great era of
commercial and economic expansion from the first half of the twelfth
century to the late thirteenth century.
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Bimetallism and the fluctuating gold-silver ratio
In the thirteenth century, and for the first time since antiquity,
bimetallism was coming back. Initially, silver was still the monetary
unit of any official accounting. An ounce of silver was the single
measure to price all goods including gold. The value of gold was not
tightly fixed in relation to silver, so the official mint would not convert
gold into silver coins. Only the moneychangers bought gold at a
fluctuating price in silver ounces by market rules. These rules were
influenced by any debasement of silver coins, discovery of mines, or
leak of coins by foreign trade. There was no fixed bimetallic ratio
because no authority enjoyed a monopoly over European mines, and
therefore, kings across the European continent were unable to imitate
antiquity and to control the quantities of noble metals in circulation.
During the following centuries, mints gradually fixed the bimetallic
ratio. The ratio aimed at the continuity of exchange between gold and
silver coins to facilitate payments in metal and taxation in particular.
This ratio was around one gold ounce for fifteen silver ounces.
Sometimes, the mint had to adjust its ratio to rebalance the
volumes of silver and gold coins varying due to the loss or the surge of
one metal. The revision of the ratio consisted in downsizing the coins
of the missing metal. For example, with a gold shortfall, the existing
ratio of 1 gold grain for 14 silver grains had to be revised closer to 1 for
15 to reflect the disappearance of gold. The modification of the ratio
was achieved through a general restrike, which could modify coins
(e.g., from 1/30 to 1/32 of a gold pound). Thus, for an unmodified
fineness, gold coins were shrunk. Through the restrike process, coin
owners preserved their gold or silver. In the previous example, the mint
would exchange 30 old gold coins for 32 new gold coins, although
subtracting seigniorage. The inflation consecutive to the slight coin
multiplication was negligible, because coins continued to be eagerly
demanded.
Finally, revisions of the ratio faced tricky estimations with famous
underestimates and blunders characterizing its management from the
Middle Ages to modern times. The next chapters will narrate some
hesitations and protestations of the adjustment of the bimetallic ratio.
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Silver penny probably of
Henry III of England (12511272). Cut in half, it kept its
value of a half-silver penny.
Only silver mattered.
Illustration 44: [7]

Moneychangers increasingly vigilant
In the thirteenth century, the expanding trade enhanced the central
role of coins. Naturally, moneychangers appeared beside this
development. They used the same practices and skills as in antiquity.
Of course, private moneychangers offered their services for a fee lower
than the royal mints.
In the late fifteenth century, coinage started to use the screw press.
Strikes on a screw press finally produced coins with regular
dimensions. From measuring and weighing these uniform coins, gold
purity could be deduced, because gold density was sufficiently higher
than copper, silver or any cheap core, as in a fourée. This method was
appropriate to value gold coins, and replaced the touchstone assay on
gold coins, as in antiquity. Increasingly, coinage’s enhancements
thwarted counterfeit money, especially unsophisticated imitations.
During this same century, testing the fineness of silver became
possible, unlike in antiquity. The metallurgical assay “of the cupola”
was created. A chip of the polemic silver coin was melted with a given
quantity of lead in a cupola heated in a furnace. Lead amalgamated
with copper and precipitated under the silver. With a precision
balance, weighing the pure silver cooled and scraped from the lead
alloy determined the discrepancy in weight and therefore the fineness
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of the silver chip. A similar assay existed to check the fineness of goldcopper or gold-silver alloy.

To verify any coin from any origin: pocket size precision
balance with a series of weights and a conversion table.
(18th century.)
Illustration 45: [7]

Trade pressure for better coins and moderate seigniorage
Merchants exhorted their ruler to produce quality coins for price
clarity and fluid transactions without systematic assay by
moneychangers in fairs and markets. Moneychangers could still
underestimate coins to protect themselves from any loss. From
antiquity to Modern Times, the habit of undervaluing a suspicious
currency remained a timeless practice. The ounce of noble metal was
still the monetary standard, not the face value of the coin.
People were also on the lookout for abusive local seigniorage. One
ounce of gold was to be exchanged for at least fourteen ounces of silver.
Tolerable seigniorage couldn’t seize more than a few percent, even if it
was the principal source of silver for the ruler.
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In case of poor-quality coinage
or abusive seigniorage, traders and
their coins vanished toward less
greedy mints. Foreign merchants
would avoid the area. Local
merchants chose to export goods
for valuable foreign coins rather
than selling locally. Local fairs and
markets threatened to move
altogether to another country.
Like in ancient Greece, there was
an undercurrent competition of
foreign coins in trade.
In conclusion, a poor quality
coinage or an excessive seigniorage
could backfire and cut down the
mint’s incomes from seigniorage.
Moneychangers have always protected Montesquieu wrote it: “Exchange
people from abuse of despotic powers too is a constraint on despotic
inclined to manipulate the currency.
power”.
(Statue from “rue du Change” or
Under
pressure
from
“Moneychanger street” in Tours, France.)
merchants and moneychangers,
coinage improved with time in the late Middle Ages. In Italy and in
the Netherlands, where trade expanded fast, silver coins were restored
to a high-level of fineness.
Other reasons contributed to quality coinage. First, the new mines
discovered in the thirteenth century favored fine silver coins. Then, the
latest assays on silver and gold staved off the strike of poor coinage.
Finally, peace increased the competition between quality coins from
merchants of all countries.
Even fractional silver coins were struck with the correct weight
specified on the face. In England, the silver fineness was preserved, and
small value coins appeared with such tiny dimensions that they were
difficult to manipulate. In other countries, small face value coins kept
large dimensions for a lower silver fineness, which made them easier to
handle. Such low denomination coins contained a large portion of
copper that blackened the alloy of the coins. They were qualified as
Illustration 46: [7]
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“black silver” coins. Still, they contained the quantity of silver
announced on their face value. Archeologists confirmed that the
discrepancy with the supposed quantity of silver never exceeded 20%.
The Middle Ages didn’t deal with token coinage convertible into
silver, as the Roman Empire did. According to historians, coins
without silver were unthinkable for medieval people. Token coins
would have been rejected, regardless of their convertibility into safe
silver coins. Unsophisticated coinage prohibited such easily imitated
token coinage. Noble metals still meant intermediate-commodities
more than money.
In the thirteenth century, commercial contracts barely started to
note down prices in face value of coins, rather than in silver or gold
weight. This new trend was possible by the improving gold and silver
quality of coinage. At last, a step closer to money, a step farther from
noble metal intermediate-commodities. Token coinage was slowly
approaching.

Progressive unification of currencies
In the thirteenth century, in addition to the frustrating assaying of
coins, merchants complained about the variety from feudal times.
Only moneychangers profited from it. With advancing political
unifications, with mounting pressure from merchants and with the
increasing role of money in the economy, coinage became a royal
prerogative at the expense of feudal currencies. Local lords stopped
enjoying the privileges of restrikes and seigniorage. Each nation’s
coinage progressively unified.
In the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, the pace of monetary
unifications differed from one country to another. In England, coinage
had always been a royal privilege. English mints were circumscribed to
a limited number, and controlled by London. In contrast, royal
restrikes in France took over feudal restrikes gradually. In the Germanic
Holy Roman Empire, some quality coins circulated all over the Empire
and federated local coinage.
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Medieval moneychangers
adapted to the various scales
around gold and fractional
silver coins, themselves worth
a handful of black silver coins.
To
convert
coins,
a
moneychanger
used
an
abacus, which was a grid with
columns of equivalence with
chips moved from one case to
another
for
counting
purposes.
During
the
fourteenth century, common
coin
standards
between
countries
simplified
calculations in order to satisfy
powerful merchants guilds.
For example, under Charles V
Conversion table of foreign currencies to the of Spain, the florin and its
weight (groat and grains), to the fineness (in subdivision
in
twenty
carat and 32th of carat) and to the value
standardized in the countries
(pound, shilling and penny), circa 1788.
around the Netherlands. But,
it has only been since the twentieth century that currencies have been
subdivided in one hundred cents.
Illustration 47: [8]

Debasement contained
During the thirteenth century, coinage and assaying influenced the
quality of one another. Altogether, the screw press, roller press,
precision balance, and assay of the cupola permitted a precise checking
of coins and pushed for better strikes guaranteeing a good value of
silver or gold in the coins. The face value of the coin had to represent a
specific noble metal weight. Restrikes, generalized or not, shifted
toward quality coinage without underhand debasement.
In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, debasements only
happened episodically. For example, Philip VI of France debased his
silver coins around 1340, to face the expenses of the beginning of the
Hundred Years’ War. Around 1360 and despite the dragging war,
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French coins returned to an honorable fineness when King John II “the
Good” (Jean le Bon) restored a quality coinage in order to preclude
coin disappearance by foreign exchange or stashing, and to assert his
royal primacy over vassals. Around 1420, France succumbed again to
the temptation of debasement, and sank into the anarchy of the last
years of Charles VI drowning into madness. In 1436, rigor was back,
thanks to the efforts of Charles VII upheld by the victories of Joan of
Arc. Stability wasn’t constant, but fewer silver and gold debasements
happened. The long progress toward coins of absolute quality was to
last until the late 1600s with the new technologies of the Renaissance
in coinage and assaying, and with the metal influx from the Americas.
In the sixteenth century, one of the last debasements happened in
England, until then a beacon of monetary stability. England mired in
this “great debasement” in the last years of Henry VIII around 1545,
and with his successor Edward VI. The coins were seriously debased to
finance the upgrade of the Navy. The kingdom required it under the
threat of the Catholic Spanish empire.
Around 1560, all the energy of Elizabeth I was needed to restore
monetary order. She was advised by Thomas Gresham, already evoked
for his famous eponymous monetary law. Gresham, as a man of his
time, estimated that coins had to be valued by silver weight as
intermediate-commodities and not by their face value as money. An
old and debased silver penny was to be exchanged for a fraction of a
new penny in function of the silver left in each old coin. The new
refined coins were hoped to please the people with their high fineness
and regular form, benefiting from a screw press that was used for the
first time. Discreetly, the silver weight of the penny was underestimated, because the public was to bear the cost of the restrike. The
people contested the exchange values and were getting tired of deteriorations and debasements on their backs. Elizabeth admitted that the
operation was a “bitter medicine”. At least, monetary stability had
returned.
Governments often tried to enact devious monetary laws in order to
fool the public, the merchants, and the moneychangers from
neighboring countries. First, the government would debase and thus
multiply coins, such as sesterces or pennies. Second, new laws banned
exports of gold and silver trying to escape the restrike. Sometimes laws
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compelled the foreign merchants to spend the coins acquired locally. In
addition, a prohibition to exchange coins without a royal authorization
letter could be promulgated.
All these laws to restrict coin circulation often proved ineffective.
They only encouraged underground transactions. Since time
immemorial, parallel markets and smuggling have been thriving.
One question arose from the impossibility of debasement: how
could medieval kings overcome a persistent lack of coins? Indeed, it
was unthinkable for the Middle Ages to copy Nero and his successors
continuously debasing sesterces, at least for such a long period as for
the Roman Empire. The kings of fragmented Europe couldn’t relieve
their finances by an improbable multiplication of deniers. Instead, they
had to compete to strike high quality coins respecting the face value
labeled in ounces of precious metal. In the earlier Middle Ages,
notorious and abusive debasements took place here or there, but none
was as continuous as for the Roman Empire. The consequent quality
coinage was about to unveil a new monetary phenomenon: deflation.

The economic decline
of the fourteenth century combining
with deflation in the fifteenth century

The decline of silver supply hidden by the plights
of the fourteenth century
In the fourteenth century, the demand for silver coins was frustrated,
due to the depletion of mines in Europe, due to the metal leaking out
of the continent for payments for spices of India and silk of China,
and due to the payments in silver coins replacing barter and exchanges
for intermediate-commodities. Lastly, in the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries, the dreadful political outlook of the Hundred Years’ War
encouraged everyone to stash their silver coins. For the rich, gold and
silver were almost surer than land investments in these times of moving
borders. This insecurity reinforced the demand for coins that were
accepted universally. Of course, the reserve function of money
concerned less those who were indigent, whose spending was
immediate.
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Despite noble metals’ disappearance, prices rose during most of the
fourteenth century. A few coin multiplications by debasement didn’t
explain this inflation. Those debasements were spaced apart with the
trend of monetary unification toward quality.
The plague killed so many people
that the lack of arms meant
wages renegotiated upward. Some
historians claimed victory for the
workers. It was a bitter victory as
being richer in coins didn’t
equate richer in goods due to the
inflation of the prices of goods.
Illustration 48: [13]

The germs of this inflation are to be sought in the tumble of
production. The vibrant economic and demographic expansion of the
previous two centuries was over. In the fourteenth century, famines,
diseases and epidemics were incessant. From 1315 to 1317, torrential
rains provoked the “Great Famine”. It is considered as the start of the
“Little Ice Age” that was to afflict Europe for 400 years. Around 1347,
the Black Death arrived in the wake of Italian merchant boats. In three
years, that plague killed a third of the European population. The
Hundred Years’ War added to climatic cataclysms and plague. The
population was decimated. The contraction of production linked to
war, floods and finally to the lack of laborers was tragic. This
diminution of goods available confronted a stable quantity of coins.
This imbalance stimulated the prices upward. Strictly speaking, it
cannot be compared to inflation by prolonged multiplication of
money, as explained with the Roman Empire. This time, prices rose
due to a production breakdown. Besides, the losses from the nuisances
of inflation were insignificant in opposition to the ordeals endured by
the people.
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Deflation reflecting the lack of coins
in the late fourteenth century
After the mid-fourteenth century, the price tendency was reversed.
From that time and until the late fifteenth century, price declines were
more frequent and prolonged than rises. This curious phenomenon of
a generalized and continuous fall of prices was called “deflation” in the
twentieth century.
This deflation followed the dwindling of silver supply previously
mentioned, the leaking of coins on the silk road, the population
recovery of the late fourteenth century, the demand for coins for
hoarding, which all collided for a lack of coins in the hands of
customers. Without coins, it wasn’t possible for everyone to pay due to
the shortage of coins. Inevitably, the few customers with coins in hand
negotiated their prices in coins downwards, otherwise they threatened
to walk to the next shop. Eventually, all the prices kept falling and
falling.
Maybe, transactions were initially settled on credit by the butcher
or the baker. Sooner or later, debts saturated this butcher and this
baker. They claimed their due to customers and demanded payments
in coins. The butcher and the baker were also hassled to pay their own
debts or were eager to stash some coins.
Peddlers had little choice but to switch to archaic barter or exchange
for intermediate-commodities, which hampered the economy of the
Middle Ages. Perhaps barter and intermediate-commodities explained
the rare instances of payment crises in the Middle Ages, unlike
Romans obsessed with transactions in coins. Payments were discharged
in-kind or for intermediate-commodities without demanding coins
and sparking a payment crisis. In the fourteenth century, Europeans
were far from the Roman sophistication. Medieval people were
breaking their back hoeing the ground just to survive, they were
unaware of hygiene, they often slaughtered one another, and they
commonly used barter. Romans, on the other hand, had much higher
living standards with their blooming production, their trade based on
money, their efficient government taxation and expenditure, and finally
the refinement and serenity brought by the Pax Romana.
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It is important to note that deflation was not a single price fall.
Deflation must be distinguished from the fall of an isolated price,
which is normally a good thing. Healthy competition favors higher
production and price drops. For example, a sunny spring can explain
the price fall in produce. At that time, the drop is explained exclusively
by increased competition among sellers of a large production. By
contrast, in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the fall of prices
concerned all prices of all goods and was prolonged over decades. In
fact, production improvements were rare in these gloomy centuries.
Instead, the generalized fall of prices, therefore deflation, came from
the lack of coins needed to trade or hoard.

People resist pay cuts, even if prices of goods are dropping
People profoundly dislike times of deflation, while they can stand
moderate inflation. People rail against deflation for a few reasons.
Sellers and producers know their cost prices, stock valuation, and
other prices of providers. No workshop or farmer accepts to lower his
inventory price and sale price if the neighbor has not already done so.
Wages must often be paid before sales, due to production lag. So,
workshops can’t imagine to hire, pay and produce for less money.
Sellers and producers will pressure wages down, or they may fire people
if workers resist a wage cut.
Workers will complain about such wage cuts or firings, following
the lower nominal profits. Workers will complain even if prices of
goods are dropping more than wages are cut. People want their income
to grow, even if prices of goods may vary in their favor. People are
focused on their income, even if they like bargain prices. But, people
know what they earn, better than what they spend, or better than what
goods cost.
Borrowers will complain. Deflation brings sorrow for paying back
the debts, because the borrowers only consider their dwindling
nominal income and ignore the price drop of other goods.
Maybe, workshops, servants or borrowers shouldn’t complain, and
they should accept lower incomes, which could buy the same amount
of cheaper goods. But, people don’t react like that. People are only
willing to see technology lowering production costs and sale prices, if it
raises simultaneously wages or profits.
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Deflation marked by a slow decline of prices
A remarkable consequence of this resistance to income-decline was that
prices-drops were seldom strong in deflation, meanwhile inflation
could take off much faster. People have always resisted the drop of
prices. Deflation rarely displayed price drops of more than a few
percent per year when inflation could spike at tens of percent.
With such a slow decrease, price deflation of consumable goods
barely benefited coin savers. Deflation was only a sign of the lack of
coins in circulation. This lack of coins left unsatisfied the needs for
hoarding and especially for trading.

Trade obstructed by the “bullion famine”
In the fifteenth century, people complained about the lack of coins.
Without silver or gold coins, transactions were problematic to settle,
even if people wanted to consume. Merchants rejected new sales on
credit from already indebted customers. Producers of goods were wary
of buying raw materials. They couldn’t promise a fast payment in coins,
because they anticipated few customers paying with coins. They saw
little interest in barter for unnecessary or perishable goods. They
minimized their production of potteries, metalwork, fabrics, leathers,
jewels, or pieces of furniture. Workshops laid down their tools.
Craftsmen had to fire their inactive workers, while confidence
continued to degrade. The lack of currency seriously damaged
production and trade of any craft work. Overall, goods production
slowed down. Only food was bought with the rare coins in hand, and
all other purchases of goods were deferred until the morning after
hoping for a payment in coins. All economic activity was compressed
toward agriculture of subsistence. Painful barter and intermediatecommodities had to reappear everywhere.
The “bullion famine” of the fifteenth century, as it was later called,
hindered trade and impoverished all social classes. Deflation, even if it
was marked by low figures, signaled an economic situation more
degraded than in times of mild inflation. Inflation upsets the economy
when it rises over 5% per year as during the “crisis of the third
century” of the Roman Empire. For this reason, in the twenty-first
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century as it will be explained later, governments target inflation
around 2% per year because of fear of skirting too close with deflation.

Growing tolerance of interest on loans
The early Middle Ages had reinforced Aristotle’s condemnation of
interest on loans, because it was considered that interest inevitably
accumulated with the loan for poor mortals. Borrowers incapable of
repaying loans that were bloated with interest could only end up as
slaves or serfs of creditors.
It was a deep misjudgment. The disgrace had flared from the lack of
currency possibly reflected by falling prices, not from interest on loans.
It wasn’t normal to have the people constantly indebted to each other.
Obviously, the people worked, and their production was consumed.
They bought on credit because of a shortage of coins.
Interpreting the Scriptures, the medieval
Church allowed loans but banned interest.
In reality, the Church systematized
exceptions to the ban on interest. This
ambiguity came from the power struggle
between feudal strongholds (nobles and
bishops), overlord governments (kings and the
pope), and commoners (traders and
moneychangers). The pope and the kings
pushed interest on loans that favored traders in
order to weaken the influence of the regional
nobility and clergy. In the picture: Pope
Callixtus II who convoked the first Council of
Lateran in 1123 that excommunicated
counterfeiters and barons for overtaxing
merchants, among other measures. The power
was starting to shift from feudal brutality to
papal and royal order.
Illustration 49: [13]

In the thirteenth century, the condemnation of interest on loans
was attenuated by Saint Thomas of Aquino – present day Italy – who
condemned usury more than interest. In the late Middle Ages,
religious bans on interest on loans were lessened.
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In the fifteenth century in Italy, Franciscan monks founded the
“mounts of piety” in this new tolerant spirit toward loans with interest.
These mounts of piety lent with collaterals left in pawn (typically,
jewelry or real estate titles). Mounts of piety weren’t banks loaning
money left in deposits by other clients. Loans were granted in
proportion to the value of the goods left in pawn, with no interest
charges in the Middle Ages, and with reasonable interest in the
Renaissance. Loans were entirely withdrawn, which made loans on
paper impossible. These too rare establishments helped some to avert
bankruptcy and preserve their assets, while avoiding abusive interest
rates demanded by usurers.

Deflation circumvented by Italian merchants
in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries

Reappearance of banks
Banks, gone since the fall of Rome, were back in Europe with the
Knights Templar who had rediscovered banking in their raids in the
Middle East. They had founded semi-banks to finance the crusades
and to grant loans.
Thereafter, in the Italy of the thirteenth century, an urban economy
and a middle class of merchants emerged around markets and fairs.
These merchants often left their coins by their moneychanger, and they
settle payments between them by written order. This accumulation of
coins on the tables of the moneychangers allowed them to grant loans
with profitable interest, taking advantage of the need for coins that was
so afflicting in times of deflation. Such loans were the clear sign of the
return of banking in Italy. And, these Italian moneychangers turning
into bankers were called the “Lombards”. They were registering the rise
of banking in their books of account. In fact, this rebirth of the banks
was a sign of an early “renaissance” of antiquity.
With innovative commercial or financial practices, Lombards came
to control European trade. They offered insurances on voyages. They
sharpened up their administration with easier double-entry
bookkeeping. They granted loans to rich merchants paying with
written orders rather than with coins. This last practice left many coins
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in their vaults and allowed more loans. To amplify it, they even
introduced the usage of their iconic “bill of exchange”.
The impossibility of a Nero-style
debasement to circumvent coin scarcity
ignited banking. Indeed, the main
alternative to deflation was to loan the
stashed coins, such as this silver Grosso
from Venice under the Doge Ranieri Zeno
(1253 – 1268). Venice, whose origins may
be linked to Romans fleeing invasions,
contributed to the rebirth of trade, which
required money for accounting and saving.
Then, bankers followed, and they obtained
to remove the ban on loans with interest.
It all happened in Italy.
Illustration 50: [7]

An innovation: the bill of exchange
Templars had already introduced a financial “mandate”, or “letter”.
This paper mandate guaranteed payment to his bearer in remote
Templar compounds. Henceforth, it was safer to walk on the scary
roads with a nominative letter in hand than with a purse of silver coins
at the belt. Naturally, this contract stipulated weights of gold or silver,
and not face values of coins.
In the thirteenth century, trade between East and West via Italy
needed new monetary tools. Lombard bankers, contemporaries of the
Templars and probably inspired by their financial letter, introduced a
contract of exchange that was called the “bill of exchange” or the “draft
of exchange”. The bill of exchange improved throughout the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. It was comparable to a modern
“registered check”, with the bank ensuring the payment of the
document on the basis of its confidence in his client or by blocking the
clients’ coins left in deposit.
Although, the Templars’ letter implied two parties, the owner of the
coins and his bank; the bill of exchange of the Lombards implied a
third one, the beneficiary of the bill. To settle a payment, it was
enough for the signatory of the bill, the “drawee”, to have the letter
countersigned by the representative of the bank, the “drawer”, in order
to pay the recipient of the bill, the “beneficiary”. This way, the
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payment was settled without coins. Later, coins were payable at the
same bank that had issued the “bill of exchange”. Of course, the
undertaking or guarantee from the bank included a fee for the service.
Finally, as a modern check, the bill of exchange could be endorsed to
settle a payment.

Before the bill of exchange, the tally was one of the first substitute to coins. (As it
was not a generic substitute, it cannot be classified as money.) The tally was a
wooden stick that was marked with notches and then split lengthwise with
debtor and creditor receiving one half of the stick as proof. The split tally was
often used in medieval England as a tool of the Exchequer for the tax collection
by local sheriffs. This split tally ceased to be used in 1724, but was only officially
banned in 1826. In 1834, the tallies themselves were ordered to be burned, but
the fire went out of control, setting the Houses of Parliament afire.
Illustration 51: [1]

Unlike a certified check payable immediately, the bill of exchange
was only payable in coins at the end of a fixed term at the Italian bank.
This term was of a few months, in order to allow the travel from the
foreign fair back to Italy. With the bill of exchange and with the
branches of Italian banks spreading over Europe, Italian merchants
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avoided carrying coins when visiting a foreign fair. One merchant sold
goods paid in coins at the fair, while another merchant bought local
products with a payment in coins demanded by the seller. With the
brokerage of the Italian bank’s representative, both Italian merchants
signed a bill of exchange, and the coins of the Italian seller settled the
payment of the other Italian purchaser at the foreign fair. Just a bill of
exchange in one’s purse, no clinking coins to carry. The final exchange
of the bill for silver coins was carried out later at the bank, after the
return in Italy.

The bill of exchange: source of loans
The bill of exchange enjoyed enormous success for commercial
transactions, because it allowed merchants to buy without coins in
their pockets.
The bill was also a virtual loan in coin equivalents. The bill made it
possible to buy before cashing the coins from pending bills obtained
from recent sales. A merchant could buy by endorsing his bill of
exchange for settling a payment. The bill of exchange could be
endorsed several times consecutively over its term. Bills of exchange
partially replaced coins in pockets, as they were used for payments
instead of coins.
The bill of exchange had evolved into a tool of payment on credit,
rather than pure exchange. Merchants could buy with the virtual loan
running until the day of the payment in coins stipulated on the bill of
exchange.
With the bills, the Lombard banks had ingeniously found a way to
prevent withdrawals of coin deposits, thus increasing the volume of
coins available for loans, a source of profitable interest.
In times of deflation, bills of exchange were vital for banks to
increase the volumes of deposit, and to grant loans to clients who were
definitely able to repay, such as princes and bishops. Loans in coins to
these borrowers were withdrawn, making the creation of “scriptural
money” – already evoked in the first chapter – impossible. Inevitably,
the volume of coins lent to rich nobles were lower than the volume
deposited by merchants.
Italian banks didn’t yet create the famous “scriptural money”, but
they approached it. Historians only grant to Italian banks the premise
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of scriptural money with short-term loans in the form of bills of
exchange, as there is little historical evidence of creation of scriptural
money through loans in the Italian banks.

The bill of exchange possibly discounted
The bill of exchange was to be paid in coins at the end of the term.
Still, recipients of bills of exchange could cash in silver and gold coins
before the end of the term. For that, they had to “discount” their bills
of exchange at the bank.
Of course, the bank would deduct a “discount fee” for repurchasing
the bills of exchange with silver and gold coins. Discount fees were the
interest of the virtual loan between the day of the discount and the end
of the term specified on the bill of exchange. Interest of the virtual loan
was calculated based on an interest rate specific to bills of exchange:
the “discount rate”. Discount fees included administrative costs and
profit margins for banks, which were responsible for collecting
payments at the end of the term from clients who had “drawn” the bills
of exchange.

Bankers financing the Renaissance
in the fifteenth century

The nobles, the Church, the bankers and the Renaissance
Medieval rulers were in a situation more precarious than the Roman
emperors. At the very least, Romans could strike coins with metal from
imperial mines and ease financial troubles. In the fourteenth century,
governments ended up succumbing to the temptation of loans. They
needed loans to stabilize their Treasuries. The need for loans
surmounted religious edicts against interest charges. Hysteria due to
empty coffers during turbulent political times pressed to allow loans,
when coins were the best means to pay for mercenaries or food
imports.
In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, Lombard bankers lent to
kings, princes, cardinals and bishops of Europe. Governments had
sufficient guarantees to offer to banks. Lands and taxation were secure
incomes for repaying loans and interests. Governments could concede
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to banks those future land incomes or collections of taxes. This
procedure of “renting” the tax collection was called tax “farming”. This
word came from the French word “fermage” (“ferme” in French
translates as both “firm” and “farm” in English) from the times when
incomes from land were often a fixed or “firm” rent paid by farmers.

The most famous bankers of the Renaissance appear as the three Magi on Botticelli’s
masterpiece (circa 1470) who painted himself at the side of his powerful patrons:
Cosimo, Lorenzo and Giuliano de Medici. Their wealth was linked to the
circulation of bills of exchange that allowed them to pile up coins for their banking
business and for their political activities.
Illustration 52: [13]

The Lombards could extend their network of influence because
governments had nowhere else to borrow scarce coins. The Lombards
could enter the political game with loans as their trump card. They
pressed for the brutal elimination of the competition of the Knights
Templar, whose financial power had become threatening. In exchange,
bankers rarely denied loans to the powerful people of the nobility and
the clergy, risking bankruptcy in the case of bad debts… or unwillingness of debtors to pay back bankers ascending too close to power.
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Defaulted loans bankrupted Lombard bankers. In 1343, the Scali went
under. In 1346, nonpayments of Edward III of England sunk the
Bardi. In 1494, the legendary Medicis capsized in a storm of unpaid
loans and political conspiracies. Bankers had brilliant positions but
fragile social status.
From the new competition between nobility and bankers, a fierce
game of propaganda agitated the fifteenth century. Until then,
painters, sculptors, writers and architects were to please the royal and
religious establishment. Suddenly, non-conformist artists were
bankrolled by commoners such as the Medicis. The resulting power
struggle between commoners and the nobility was to last for centuries.
It was the Renaissance that reshaped Europe in the 1500s.

Government bonds and state banks
Beside banks owned by commoners, governments still wielded their
own financial tools. Since the thirteenth century, royal authorities had
introduced new financial practices.
Governments of France or England were organizing public loans,
without involving private banks. These loans were guaranteed or
consolidated in real estate, and reimbursed by tax farming. Paper letters
attested to a loan in coins to the government. Those letters also
specified the term and the sum including interest of the repayment.
Later, these documents were grouped under the label of “bonds”. These
bonds included long-term “Treasury bonds” (paid back after a few
decades), shorter-term “Treasury notes” or very short-term “Treasury
bills” (repaid in a few months), and guaranteed with later tax incomes.
Governments progressively bankrolled on debts, sometimes abusively.
In the fifteenth century, state banks were founded by Spanish cities
to break the monopoly of Jewish bankers. Italian cities instituted
similar entities to clean up their finances that were sagging under
debts.
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Deflation dodged in the sixteenth century,
and economic improvement

Token coins re-introduced
In the late fifteenth century, mints started to strike token coins, which
were convertible into silver coins. The kingdoms of Naples and Venice
struck token coins as early as 1472, inspired by the Byzantine model,
by the lengthy Italian financial experience, and perhaps, by the
experiments in some besieged cities that had struck token coins. This
model allowed them to withdraw silver coins out of circulation in
order to pay a ransom to end the siege. Such a trick had happened in
Spain within the bulwarks of Gerona around 1462.
In the sixteenth century, other European countries entered the
dance of striking token coinage made of pure copper, sometimes allied
with a negligible quantity of silver.
A new perception of coinage contributed to the return of token
coins. With the Renaissance, the virtues of money were rediscovered in
ancient writings. This was another sign of the renaissance of antiquity,
like mathematics, philosophy, medicine, architecture. Coins had
become familiar units to medieval society. Coins were heading from
intermediate-commodities toward pure money. In this new spirit, legal
contracts mentioned the face value of coins rather than silver or gold
weight.
Improved coinage technologies also provided less imitable token
coins. Regular strikes by screw press and markings with sophisticated
engravings inspired recognition, as much as they dissuaded counterfeiters. People and mints felt confident enough to exchange silver coins
into fractional token coins. The respectable token coins became legal
tender as a fraction of silver coins.
Token coins were full profit for the Treasury that spent these coins
struck by its mint. It was welcome when the financial contingencies
were recurrent for governments’ Treasuries with their coffers often
empty. Some governments over-issued token coins leading to quick
discredit by moneychangers wary of piling up too many of those coins.
Occasionally, mints suspended changing token coins. These temporary
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demonetizations were intended to contain a rapid outflow of silver
coins from the mint’s coffers.
In full-fledged deflation, token coins were received in payment
without protest. Token coins alleviated debt accumulation. They
facilitated payment in trade and helped generalize coin usage. Of
course, these token coins circulated mainly for transactions, and were
not hoarded.

Spanish Maravedi in copper. Such token coins somewhat replaced gold and silver
from the Americas. But, precious metals weren’t deposited in Spanish banks, as they
rather paid for imports from other European nations.
Illustration 53: [7]

New sources of noble metals and economic improvement
At the outset of the sixteenth century, new silver mines were found in
Tyrol and in Bohemia. After 1503, Spain also imported tons of gold
and silver from the Americas that had just been discovered. In the
sixteenth century, European countries traded with Bohemia, Spain and
Portugal. Europe obtained enough silver and gold to satisfy the
demand for coins to trade and hoard. These gold and silver flows put
an end to the “bullion famine” of the fifteenth century. Business was
relieved from the strangling dearth of coins. The specter of deflation
faded away.
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Mined since the 16th century, the silver of Joachimsthal in Bohemia gave its suffix (thal
= valley) to the iconic thaler coin. And, the thaler inspired its name to another coin: the
dollar! Above, thaler of 1624. Coin of higher silver content than medieval coins.
Diameter = 20 mm, thickness = 0.5 mm.
Illustration 54: [7]

The newly minted coins accompanied the flamboyant economic
expansion of the Renaissance, which was to last from 1500 to 1650.
That expansion was demographic, economic, financial, commercial
and definitely monetary. The two axes of this revival were Spain and
Portugal, the principal importers of gold and silver from the Americas.
Remarkably, the economy grew all over Europe despite chronic
religious wars between the winds of the Reformation and the storms of
the Inquisition.
Technical innovations nurtured this economic revival. In
agriculture, peasants increased their production with new knowledge of
crop rotation between parcels, fertilizing with manure, and improved
plow technology. The industry mechanized slowly with hydraulic
wheels to spin or rotate tools such as saws, drills and hammers. Later,
the farmers can sell their production to the craftsmen who could pay
with circulating coins collected by selling their goods and services. In
fact, inventions of the sixteenth century blossomed at a faster pace
than in the fifteenth century. It seemed that the market economy
always had to compose a coherent system with goods and coins
circulating between the businesses of the people. If coins were missing,
the economy stuttered without innovations, production and trade.
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Deflation followed by slight inflation
Before the sixteenth century, price levels were rather flat. A few mild
nudges of inflation had barely budged prices. For its part, the toxic
deflation rarely curbed price levels considerably.
In the sixteenth century, people started to notice upward movement
in prices. Between 1540 and 1640, prices were multiplied by seven.
This phenomenon challenged thinkers of the Renaissance, and they
tried to interpret this price inflation. Some rightfully suggested that
inflation could result from an increase of monetary quantities. This
supposition is credited to multi-field thinker Jean Bodin, already an
inspiration of religious tolerance ideas to the King of France, Henry IV,
in the late sixteenth century.
The price inflation of the time was very relative. It only represented
an average inflation of 2% per year. Altogether, token coinage and coin
strikes with gold and silver from Bohemia and America alleviated
deflation, and barely generated inflation. Quantities of coins in the
hands of buyers increased mildly. Historians of the nineteenth century
may have written about the “Great Inflation” of the sixteenth century,
but their analysis was biased by prices rising after a long period of
stability and by the quasi-deflation of the nineteenth century of those
historians.
Some historians wrongly explained the price inflation of the
fifteenth century. For them, the low productivity of the time was
insufficient to cope with the population growth, which was on the rise
after two centuries of epidemics and wars. Agricultural goods would
have been harshly negotiated between more buyers than sellers, and
prices would have risen. Yet, prices couldn’t continuously increase if
coins were missing to settle payments. Additional coins for higher
payments had to be found. Maybe, a prolonged production shortage
has initially awakened inflation by bringing the coins that were
hoarded into circulation, and by extending loans in notebooks of
butchers and bakers. But later, other coins had to be found to feed
inflation. Only coin multiplication in the hands of countless buyers
could explain inflation, not the low productivity of the time.
In conclusion, the flows of new bullion ended the shortage of
coins... with some excess. Modest inflation may have irritated savers
who saw their capital somewhat eaten away, but it was less disturbing
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than for the Romans of the third century, who had suffered an annual
inflation of over 5%. The same depositors of the Renaissance may have
been offered an interest – partly compensating for inflation – by banks
and Treasury bonds as early as the sixteenth century. Overall, the input
of gold, silver and copper coinage didn’t unnerve the savers with its
inherent mild inflation. Instead, it benefited the economy and satisfied
the need for hoarding, which was exacerbated by the rising “mercantilism”.

Inflation limited by mercantilism
in the sixteenth century

Stashing tolerated, thanks to the Renaissance
Contrary to medieval ideas, the Renaissance was accepting trade
enterprise and wealth accumulation. Silver and gold input from
Bohemia and the Americas facilitated such accumulation. Religious
wars were then permanent, and they legitimated this practice for
survival. Silver and gold reserves were a last resort for the Treasury in
case of war, as governments shunned loans from banks eager to charge
interest and demand political concessions. Silver and gold ensured
kingdoms the capacity to promptly raise armies of mercenaries. These
ostentatious reserves may have dissuaded insurrections and foreign
offensives. Gold and silver could also pay for imports of grain in case
of famine. Stashing gold and silver seemed imperative, though silver
and gold coins were perceived as the manifest “sinew of war” as in
antiquity.
In order to amass coins, governments promoted taxation in coins.
During the sixteenth century, financing principles were increasingly
centered on money with taxation in coins supplanting tailles in-kind
and seigniorage. Taxes were mostly applied at the gates of cities or
markets to levy a few coins when entering. Tax organization was
approaching the effectiveness of the Roman Empire with coin
circulation looping between taxes and expenditures.
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Painting by Van Reymerswaele (circa 1539) inspired by Metsys’ masterpiece. The
woman diverts her glance from the Bible to the coins handled by her husband, the
moneylender. Very symbolic of the Renaissance.
Illustration 55: [13]

Mercantilist policies put in place
During the sixteenth century, the need for reserves of silver and gold
justified European governments intervening in the economy. The
government had to stash silver and gold. Such an interventionist policy
was labeled as “mercantilist”.
Without silver or gold mines, governments strove to redirect gold
and silver flows, or rather to absorb coins by trading with other
nations. Imports paid with precious coins couldn’t exceed exports. In
other words, the trade or commercial balance was to favor inputs of
silver and gold.
To stimulate exports, national industries were supported by
subsidies and protected by monopolies. Colonies were to help the
homeland monopolies by absorbing their production of manufactured
goods and by providing raw materials. Savings were favored in order to
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drive back internal consumption that could divert goods from
exportation.
For their part, imports were penalized. “Useless” luxuries, such as
perfume or alcohol, were prohibited from being imported, or were at
least levied with customs duties. Other imports were curtailed as well,
except in times of starvation for food imports, or during epidemics for
drug imports.
Despite rationalist justifications, mercantilism with a goal of
protecting national economies to pile up coins in the royal treasury was
economically absurd. Nations unconsciously shackled their economies
by stripping their corporations from capital and competition. The lack
of financing hampered new activities and technological progress.
Monopolies consolidated obsolete production while ensuring
comfortable incomes to companies protected from foreign
competition. Mercantilism confused silver and gold currencies with the
genuine wealth of goods and services.
The only benefit of mercantilism may have been to limit inflation,
as governments absorbed part of the excesses of coins by stashing them,
if they could resist spending them immediately.
Of course, an unleashed competition freed from mercantilism could
have produced better results. With a broader competition, a
production increase in proportion to the surge of coins in circulation
could have kept inflation in check.
Either way, those inflationary consequences of the gold and silver
influx were accidental and unconscious. The risks were neither
understood for the opposite assumption: for instance, what would
happen if the flow of gold and silver was to dry up. At that point,
mercantilism threatened the economy with deflation. In fact, deflation
was back after 1650. To overcome that new period of deflation, the
liberalism of the Enlightenment was about to dispute mercantilism and
favor audacious monetary techniques.
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Historical Correlation

Dual evolution contrasted
with or without banks
A geographical coincidence exists.
In Italy, historians explain the changes of the Renaissance after the
mid-fifteenth century noting several factors: the compass that enabled
sailing farther, gunpowder that bolstered sovereign powers to end the
fragmentation of feudal times, the printing press that diffused ancient
texts for a “rebirth” of antiquity. Yet, the works of Greek antiquity had
already reappeared via the Arab world as soon as the twelfth century.
Did these texts, as much as the Arab influence, really need three
centuries to awaken European intellectual challenges?
Noticeably, the dynamics of the Renaissance spun off the emergence
of trade and banks in the thirteenth century. The rebirth of trade and
the ramifications of powerful bankers are not to be underestimated,
especially when loans to governments short of cash were harshly
negotiated in times of deflation. At that time, the bills of exchange
were crucial to accumulate bank deposits and consequent possibilities
of loans.
With trading and banking weapons in their hands, the middle class
encroached on the privileges of despotic governments and of a Church
divided between Avignon and Rome, drowning in scandalous matters,
and financed by its contested sales of indulgences. Facing the risks of
nonpayment, bankers demanded to share some power with the Church
and the feudal nobility.
The monetary findings and the conceded commercial monopolies
allowed merchants to finance their sponsorships and propaganda.
Bankers and merchants competed fiercely against the Church in favor
of the schools and arts of the Renaissance. So, the Renaissance did
explode, inspired or propped up by the Reason and Humanism from
ancient philosophy. The Renaissance opened its doors to the
architecture of Brunelleschi, the sculptures of Donatello, the paintings
of Botticelli, the works of Leonardo da Vinci and Michelangelo. The
Renaissance encouraged new translations and interpretations of
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original Greek Biblical texts, which confronted the Latin Bible of
Rome. These works later inspired Luther, Calvin and the Reformation
to a revolution with far-reaching consequences.
What could have happened without the bill of exchange helping
accumulate funds to support allies and grant loans in exchange for
political power? Could the Renaissance have bloomed so superbly
without the bill of exchange?
On another shore of the
Mediterranean, Spain reacted
against the Renaissance and
especially
against
the
Reformation in the sixteenth
century.
The Crown of Spain had
enough gold and silver coins
– from ransacking the entire
American
continent –
to
bypass its middle class of
bankers and traders, who
could defy its royal diktats and
resist brainwashing from the
Church. The Spanish financial
class, mainly Jews, had even
been expelled in 1492 and not
Philip II of Spain. With the gold brought by replaced.
his fanatic conquistadors, he built his
Without
internal
Invincible Armada to conquer the too liberal
opposition from bankers and
England. He lost.
traders,
Spain
let
its
Inquisition weaken its economic development with strict controls on
money and loans, and while the clergy was stashing blatantly. Spain
neglected any production by its American colonies apart from imports
of silver and gold. Spain remained petrified in religious CounterReformation and in economic stagnation, at best. Spain only
maintained high living standards by spending its precious coins to buy
European-produced goods. Spain was living like the Roman provinces
of Italy: at the expense of the Eastern provinces.
Illustration 56: [13]
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Eventually, the first European power of the sixteenth century
suffered the same fate as the Roman Empire. Spain truly sank in the
seventeenth century.
In Northern Europe, a major change was to follow in the wake of
the seventeenth century. In the North, the coin was about to flip.
Banks were to introduce bold monetary mechanisms with alternative
currencies. Full sail ahead toward a Revolution of a type hitherto
unknown!
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CHAPTER 5
FROM PRINTING BANKNOTES
TO THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

Scarcity of coins in the seventeenth century

Deflation in Europe
From 1650 to 1730, stagnation – at best – followed the previous
economic expansion. Its reasons were partially political. First, Catholic
kings fought to fend off the quest for broader liberalism rising up since
the Renaissance and the Reform. Second, nations of the European
continent clashed in order to complete their formation.
Confrontations for Europe’s hegemony were constant. The period was
violent.
Other explanations were economic. Essentially, Spain fell from its
pedestal as Europe’s dominant economy. Spain had only thrived on its
silver and gold mines from the Americas, but smugglers, pirates,
buccaneers, corsairs and privateers brutally pillaged Spanish galleons
and stole the noble metals. Spain’s economic downfall disrupted
international trade. In the rest of Europe, some progress was visible,
but success was scarce; meanwhile, mercantilist monopolies supported
only established factories and industries with merchants and producers
growing richer while pauperism characterized European masses.
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Aside from mercantilism, coin scarcity stressed economic tensions.
The lack of gold and silver resulted from the dwindling production of
noble metals. Notably, the silver extractions of the Americas dwindled
after 1650. Stashing increased in those violent times. Finally, gold and
silver leaked out again, as in antiquity, toward India and China with
the resuming maritime trade around Africa. Trade with these countries,
still not substantially interested in European production, was balanced
with gold and silver. The lack of coins was pronounced. It generated
the fall of prices, or deflation, and accentuated the economic recession.
From the price data, historians have confirmed that there was a
deflation from 1650 until 1730.

Less recession and deflation in the Netherlands
and in Great- Britain
To dodge the deflation of the seventeenth century, the governments
couldn’t simply debase their coins, as Rome did. At that time, the
people were quick to assaying suspicious coins with new technologies.
The only remaining solution was to attract gold and silver at home.
Two countries achieved this end. They were the Netherlands, still
called the United Provinces before 1795, and Great Britain. Both
countries absorbed silver and gold by trade. Their trade and banks were
thriving, albeit without compensating the trade collapse with Spain.
Thus, the Netherlands and Great Britain resisted deflation better than
the other European countries. This fact was remarkable considering the
demographic growth, which was always voracious for currency, and
which was higher in the Netherlands and in Great Britain than in
other countries.
The economic policy of the Netherlands and Great Britain was
inspired by the new school of liberalism opposing mercantilism.
Liberalism originated from the Renaissance and especially from the
Reform, whose most prominent thinkers, Luther and Calvin, deeply
influenced mentalities. Liberalism broke down the medieval model of
authority. Liberalism diffused throughout society, including in the
economy. It loosened the ban on interest on loans, condemning it only
when it was in excess. It attenuated the traditional religious restrictions
imposed on trade. Liberalism welcomed the financial tools born with
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the Renaissance in Italy. Finally, it fostered financial innovations in
Northern Europe.

A new financial concept: the corporation
New forms of trade and financial practices spread with the
Renaissance. Italian merchants and their advanced banking structure
radiated over Europe. Their bills of exchange disseminated over
Northern Europe. But, maritime trade demanded other financial tools,
because boats had tacked from coastal traffic to intercontinental
voyages. In the late fifteenth century, the Portuguese sailed around
Africa to reach the Far East in order to circumvent the Turks who
controlled the roads of silk and spices since they conquered
Constantinople in 1453. Later, Christopher Columbus tried to reach
Asia by the West and discovered instead an uncharted continent,
which extended trade over the Atlantic.
In the sixteenth century, “corporations” were legally defined in
order to sustain large projects such as sailing around the world to
India. Corporations were “juridical” persons. Thus, they had a legal
personality – distinct from “natural” persons in the flesh, a date of
birth (the creation date of the corporation), a legal residence (the
headquarters of the corporation), duties, liabilities, lawsuit possibilities,
and properties or assets. Those assets were initially a sum of coins
received from the owner of the corporation. It represented the “stock”
or the “capital” of the corporation. With these assets, the corporation
could start buying, hiring, fabricating and selling.
Setting up a corporation had two main benefits. First, the owner of
a corporation could sell the entire business by simply selling the stocks
of the corporation. Second, a bankruptcy of a corporation limited its
owner’s loss to the capital itself. The owner wasn’t personally wiped out
and punished for his endeavor and his risk-taking. Such clemency
inspired the legislative essence of corporations. The liquidated
corporation would disappear by a heartless written cross on its name,
and its assets were split amid creditors, providers and other holders of
unpaid debts, and only the leftover, if any, was returned to the
corporation’s owner.
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New financial markets and birth of capitalism
To increase its capital, the corporation could collect money by selling
“shares” or “stocks” or “equities”, which were a title of joint ownership
of the corporation. The corporation was then a “joint stock company”
controlled by the “shareholders” or “stockholders”. They decided how
to run the company by a simple majority in pro rata of the number of
shares. They also split between them the profit of the corporation, or
the “earnings per share”. Often shareholders of the corporation
approved a partial distribution of the profits to preserve funds for new
activities without resorting to a bank loan with heavy interest. The
remaining fraction of earnings per share distributed to the shareholders
was the “dividend”.

Emerging capitalism in the 16th century. Stock markets helped to finance projects
deemed too risky by banks. In 1531, the first building ever dedicated to host a stock
market was erected in Antwerp (nowadays in Belgium). It is represented in this
engraving of 1858 just before a fire burned down this original building.
Illustration 57: [7]

To facilitate the sale of “shares” or “stocks”, “stock exchanges” were
created. Stock exchanges were private companies that organized
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markets to sell and buy shares within their walls. In the stock
exchange, new joint stock companies met with potential investors,
instead of raising funds through inefficient door-to-door sales. With
the money raised by selling shares, corporations could expand their
business.
The selling price of a share was estimated on the base of earnings
per share expected in the coming years. If a share promised to pay
10 coins per year, the market conceded to buy it at 100 coins if it
expected a profit of 10% per year (the share is said to have a “priceearnings ratio” of 10). The profit per share was not just the dividend,
but could be the actual profit redistributed or not. It could also
consider the potential profit after restructuring announcement. It
could even anticipate a takeover by another larger corporation buying a
majority of shares of the smaller corporation.
The final prices were fixed by a system of quotation similar to
normal bidding, but with many sellers and many buyers. This system
of quotation invented in the late Middle Ages was adopted by the
stock exchanges to avoid comparing prices in each corner of the
market. Instead, sellers and buyers of a share agreed once a day on a
transaction price to satisfy a maximum of buyers and sellers. This
operation was repeated daily and gave the “share quotation” day after
day at the stock exchange.
In the early seventeenth century, stock exchanges started to trade
bonds issued by corporations and even by the Treasury of regional or
national governments. Stock exchanges expanded as “bond markets”.
The stock exchange of Amsterdam was one of the first to trade bonds
on its floor. In these bond markets, new bonds could be sold to raise
cash. As well, older bonds could be resold by their owners, who were in
need of immediate cash and who couldn’t wait for the end of the
bond’s term and its full repayment with interest by its issuer.
These previous bond issues were weighted on the basis of the annual
interest payment and final amount paid at the end of the term. The
sale price was fixed in comparison to the fluctuating interest rate
offered on the same day, which could be affected by good or bad news
about the risk factor of the bond issuer. Therefore, a bond could be
resold under or over its nominal issuing value, in function of the
speculations on the future amounts of the bond’s repayment. That is
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why the term “yield”, i.e., the effective interest rate compared to the
quotation price of the bond, has always been more commonly used for
bonds instead of the term “interest rate”. For example, due to worries
about the long-term solvency of the bond issuer, a bond of 100 coins
paying 5% nominal interest could only be resold around 95 coins if
the buyer demanded 10% interest, which would translate in a yield of
10% in order to obtain 105 coins after one year. Remarkably, the price
of a bond always went in the opposite direction of the variation of the
daily interest rate.
Shares, bonds and stock exchanges helped to collect funds to
finance new ideas and long-term projects. Later, the nonrefundable
shares or the bonds could serve as a guarantee or collateral to obtain an
additional bank loan.
Corporations, shares and stock exchanges came to supplement the
role of banks, insurances and bonds. The panoply of such financial
means entrusted by individuals to corporations composed the
“capital”. “Capitalism” was born in the sixteenth century, even if its
roots went down to bank loans.

Rise of Amsterdam and London
In Northern Europe, these new capitalist means manipulated by
financial people, mainly Jews, Protestants and other banished
Europeans, attracted coins from abroad to finance trade expansion. In
the sixteenth century, the town of this revival was Antwerp. In the
seventeenth century, Amsterdam displaced Antwerp after the Treaty of
Westphalia in 1648, when the Northern Netherlands obtained their
independence from Spain, while the Southern Netherlands, or
Flanders, remained under control of the Habsburgs. At the same time,
this newly independent nation, the United Provinces, later called the
Netherlands, organized the maritime blockade of Antwerp, which
relegated the city to a secondary economic role.
In the early seventeenth century, the United Provinces spectacularly
developed. In particular, the Bank of Amsterdam was innovative. This
state bank achieved unifying coinage in circulation with quality coins
that made Amsterdam famous as center of exchange. It empowered the
Bank to accumulate deposits of coins and convert them into loans for
Dutch municipalities, or for constructing the fleets of the Companies
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of the Indies. The other part of the funding of these Companies came
from raising capital through the stock exchange, which was attracting
the coins that accumulated in Amsterdam due to a tax-free mood on
influx and outflow of currency through the borders of the country.
This Dutch liberalism had its limits. Monopolies protected financial
and industrial establishments from internal competition. For this
reason, the Dutch economy stagnated without broadening its
industrial base. In the late seventeenth century, the Netherlands was in
decline. Once again, the syndrome of the fall of the Roman Empire
can be diagnosed.
In the second half of the seventeenth century, London came to rival
Amsterdam with its stock exchange, banks and financial know-how. To
attract ingots and coins from abroad, the mint of the Crown of
England abolished seigniorage in 1666. They declared “free minting”
with the mint only charging the bare cost of restrike of precious
metals. But, unlike the Netherlands, Great Britain was to overcome the
curse of the fall of Rome. Great Britain was to extend bank loans to
finance new industries, despite the lack of silver and gold coins. Such
industries mass-produced textiles, glass, paper, clocks and metals. The
audacious British model of financing will now be explained from the
seventeenth century until the rise of a new kind of revolution: the
Industrial Revolution of the eighteenth century.
Nicolaes Ruts commissioned Rembrandt to
paint his portrait in
1631, as every affluent
man wished to do. But,
he was not a noble,
neither an industrial
magnate. He was a rich
fur merchant buying
from Russia – thanks to
the numerous coins of
Amsterdam’s
financial
system – and reselling in
Europe.
Illustration 58: [13]
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Appearance of the banknote in England
in the seventeenth century

Birth of English banks
London banking was born around 1640, when King Charles I openly
aspired to seize gold deposits left in the Tower of London. Anxious
merchants transferred their deposits to the goldsmith-moneychangers
of London. The movement accelerated during the civil war that
exploded in 1642; goldsmith-moneychangers took the jewels and coins
from their regular clients as deposits.
With those deposits, goldsmith-moneychangers became bankers
who offered possibilities of loans in coins. These new bankers certainly
preferred to grant loans into accounts of clients who used checks or
transfers between accounts without withdrawing coins. This practice
left more coins in the bank for more loans. To increase volumes of
deposits equal to more loans, banks began to remunerate deposits with
interest after 1660. Interest on loans covered the interest on deposits,
as well as administrative expenses, safes’ costs, and turned a copious
profit.

Charles I of England (on this fourpence or groat) had Catholic
sympathies and advocated for the divine right of kings. The English
people reacted with half a century of civil wars, the Bill of Rights,
and last but not least, the monetary creation shifting in the hands of
the new financial “City of London”.
Illustration 59: [7]
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Appearance of banknotes
A receipt from the bank testified a deposit, or a loan of coins granted
and left in the safe. For security reasons, coins were often left in the
safe in exchange of a nominative receipt. With such practices, clients
avoided carrying coins in their pockets, and occasionally endorsed the
receipt for payments. In fact, Englishmen just imitated the Italian or
Dutch practices.
English banks simplified the receipt a step further. A receipt labeled
exclusively with the bank’s name was given, instead of labeled with the
name of the account holder. With this receipt said “to the bearer”, the
modern “banknote” was born. The banknote was exchangeable in
coins at the bank stipulated on the note. There was no more need to
endorse it, because only the bank’s name mattered. The banknote
passed from person to person until the sum of coins written on the
note was claimed at the bank having issued the note. In 1668, the first
banknote was accepted in England as payment instead of coins. In
1704, the legality of these paper notes was ratified in England, which
established the foundations of banknotes in the early eighteenth
century. Still, in the England of the early eighteenth century, only
merchants, bankers and the government could benefit from the
services of the banks and their banknotes. Popular classes were
excluded by the banking structure. Most people only handled coins,
especially token coins.
Banknotes were labeled in silver weight, as most coins, and were
“convertible” in silver coins or in gold coins through the bimetallic
ratio. The label of the unit of banknotes was often the “pound
sterling”, rather than the “shilling”; the shilling’s value was too low for
merchants who handled banknotes. Numbers stipulated on banknotes
were rounded to hundreds, tens or a single unit of pounds sterling,
which could combine to replace inadequate banknotes of, for example,
637 pounds sterling.
For their part, coins were struck and labeled as shillings, not as
bulky pounds sterling of silver. Pounds sterling were mostly used in
accounting, until banknotes visualized pounds sterling for the first
time.
A shilling was worth a 1/20 of a pound sterling, and a silver penny
was worth 1/12 of a shilling, with the penny being the English
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translation of the silver denier of Charlemagne. The silver “sixpence” of
6 pennies and the silver half-crown of 30 pennies circulated likewise.
Coins of lower value were copper alloy token coins such as the halfpenny or “halfpence”. Finally, the principal gold coin was the
“Guinea”, which fluctuated around 20 shillings as dictated by any
adjustment of the bimetallic ratio. The name of “Guinea” came from
the African origin of the gold at that time.
All the coins were of a high fineness known as “sterling” that was of
92.5% for silver and 91.6% (22/24 or 22 carats) for gold. It should be
noted that, since Elizabeth I in 1601, 62 shillings were worth precisely
one pound of sterling silver in weight measured in the “troy” system
used for precious metals. One “troy” pound weighs 12 “troy” ounces or
5,760 grains (± 373 grams), while the traditional “avoirdupois” pound
is 16 “avoirdupois” ounces or 7,000 grains (± 453 grams). Therefore,
one shilling was worth 1/62 of 373 grams of sterling (92.5%) silver, or
5.6 grams of pure silver. Of course, gold coins were linked to silver
coins by the bimetallic legal ratio. With a ratio of 1:15, a pound
sterling was worth 112 grams of pure silver or 7.46 grams of pure gold.

Issues of banknotes restrained by convertibility
In the eighteenth century, banknote usage spread. The people accepted
those printed banknotes payable to the bearer, because they pointed to
a renowned bank with stamps and signatures. Unlike a bill of
exchange, a banknote did not depend on a bank account of a
mysterious customer paying by endorsing a bank receipt. Trusting the
bank, the seller could later exchange the banknotes for precious coins,
without concern about the liquidity of the bank account of the buyer
who paid with the banknote, and even without legal tender character
for banknotes at that time.
With these new practices, payments in banknotes extended outside
of the circle of trusted and solvent acquaintances, and banks attracted
new clients. These clients were the ones who accepted the flat paper
banknotes, and who opened a new deposit account without converting
the banknotes into coins, especially for high sums in bulky coins.
Technically, banknotes were issued through loans, which were
progressively granted, not in coins, but in banknotes. And, loans in
banknotes were equivalent to crediting in account without coin
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withdrawal. With banknote acceptance, loan volumes granted by
banks could increase. Moreover, the competition between banks rich
with coins… and banknotes, encouraged lending with lighter interest
charges.
Banks limited quantities of banknotes loaned to their clients, even if
borrowers were satisfied receiving loans in banknotes that would be
welcomed to make payments. Banks knew that these banknotes used
in payment could return fast to the bank for conversion into coins.
Banks could possibly curb the conversion of banknotes into coins by
enticing banknotes to be deposited in the bank. But, every deposit
account holder believed to have coins in the bank whether he had
deposited coins or banknotes. Banks had to ensure the withdrawal of
each depositor that could claim his coins anytime. For this purpose,
banks lent only in proportion to coins in deposit in their safes. Banks
had to preserve a sufficient level of “required reserves” in gold or silver
coins to cover deposit withdrawals and conversion of banknotes. Banks
were to ensure the silver or “gold-convertibility” of its banknotes.
In the early eighteenth century, the various forms of paper money
(personal receipts and banknotes) already exceeded the quantity of
coins in circulation. The English banking structure had stoked money
circulation without gold or silver. Banknotes and token coins had
alleviated the lack of silver and gold, and therefore deflation. As already
specified, England suffered less from deflation than most countries.

First bank runs
In Europe, the first issue of banknotes happened in Sweden in 1661.
The banker in question multiplied loans visible through banknotes. A
few years later, he couldn’t repurchase his banknotes with silver and
gold coins, and went bankrupt. The first try, the first failure. Perhaps
the Swedish banker escaped the death penalty, unlike coin forgers,
because the judge didn’t consider his banknotes as false coins. Still, this
banker stagnated in jail for the rest of his life.
Around 1710, only two British bankers had survived since 1640
and the early times of banknotes. All the other banks had gone under
due to the lack of coins in their vault, which should have allowed
withdrawals by depositors, or conversions of banknotes that expressly
mentioned “pay to the bearer on demand” in coins. The failed banks
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had granted too many loans, which had been withdrawn in banknotes,
themselves converted to too many coins. Bad loans not being paid
back on the due date squeezed even more the coin reserves, until
bankruptcy became inevitable.
Sometimes, rumors of bankruptcy had spurred a sudden spike of
coin withdrawals or banknote conversions. It was a “bank run” with
people storming in to yank their deposits of coins or to claim the
conversion of their banknotes in gold or silver. Bank runs appeared in
the seventeenth century, when banking was becoming a common
practice in the society unlike in medieval times. Bank runs were
without pity. They could spill over into other banks and bankrupt
anyone, even sound banks that had loaned to creditworthy clients.
Obviously, a bank run could bring a bank down as soon as the bank
had granted its first loan. This was true after the first loan had been
granted by the bank and withdrawn in coins, as the vault didn’t
contain the totality of coins in deposits. The threat persisted even if the
loan was granted and withdrawn in banknotes, because the banknotes
meant a conversion equivalent to a withdrawal of coins from the vault.
Maybe, the banknotes could have come back into a new deposit
account after their use in payment, but the new deposit was considered
like coins by the account holder, who could participate in the bank run
at any time. In conclusion, deposit accounts always outnumbered coins
in the safe of a credit institution, as soon as the first coin was lent or
the first banknote was issued. The bank run, the suspension of
payments and the bankruptcy could follow at any instant.
Banks were concerned to stave off bank runs and quiet rumors of
bad loans. Banks refused to service bad clients who were unlikely to
repay regularly. Banks always asked for numerous guarantees before
granting a loan.
In the case of low gold and silver reserves, banks increased interest
rates to encourage deposits and to discourage loans. These interest rates
could reach 20% during a bank run and necessity to rebuild the
reserves of silver and gold coins by attracting deposits and dissuading
loans.
Despite the sporadic crises, banknotes germinated. The need for
currency was a strong incentive. Better a banknote in payment than no
sale at all.
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100 dalers silvermynt, banknote issue by the Stockholms Banco, 1666. For
such a banknote, unlike a bill of exchange, the signature of the bank
account holder isn’t required. Here it is replaced by the bankers’ signatures
and other printed details against counterfeiting.
Illustration 60: [13]

Convertibility of banknotes solely in gold coins
after the “Great Recoinage”
In the late seventeenth century, coins were altered after a long period of
clipping by dishonest souls and a dry spell of restrikes by the
authorities. Hanging counterfeiters hadn’t frightened other forgers to
enrich themselves illegally. As always, silver coins were the most deteriorated by day-to-day handling and being the focus of counterfeiters,
while gold coins – increasingly preserved in banks – were intact.
In 1689, another war broke out between England and France of
Louis XIV. The English army and especially the navy needed
presentable silver and gold coins to ensure provisioning on the
European continent. Thus, the English Parliament voted for a
generalized restrike of coins. The “Great Recoinage” started in 1696
and was completed in 1699. This time, the restrike was brought to bear
with the power press. It was supplemented by the mechanized marking
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on the rim of coins to testify the absence of clipping. Different rim
patterns have systematically marked coins since that time. Rim marks
were obtained by pressing the coin against a grooved marking wheel to
form a “reeded edge”. The marking could press letters into the edge for
an “incused edge”. Finally, an “upsetting mill” machine could press the
edge of a blank to enhance the rim on both faces and allow marking
the edge of the faces.

Unlike coins of the 17th century, such at the thaler on top, the blanks from
the 18th century were struck in two phases: striking and edge marking, as
on the George II shilling and on the Maria Theresa thaler. Later came the
raising of blank’s rim before the strike in order to enhance edge details such
as a chain of dots, as on the gold half-sovereign at the bottom.
Illustration 61: [7]

The operation revalued silver coins, or rather it brought them back
to their legal weight. Long debates had led to this decision, which
ruled out a debasement of deteriorated silver coins at the level of their
average silver weight. The eminent philosopher John Locke himself
argued in favor of a revaluation. Also, another silver reduction would
have antagonized the English people who were wary of monetary
abuses that had taken place since Henry VIII and Elizabeth I.
Circulating coins, deteriorated or not, were to be exchanged for new
coins legally equivalent. The quantity of silver in the new coins was to
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be realigned with the current legal weight, therefore to the face value.
The Treasury financed the purchase of the missing metal with a new
tax based on the number of windows in a building, which was
supposed to be proportional to wealth.
The revaluation indirectly modified the bimetallic ratio. By law, the
official bimetallic ratio was still near 1:16. In the reality of the streets of
London and the European continent, the ratio was close to 1:15 since
1680 when silver demand increased from countries such as the Far East
or Brazil. To adapt, each country had modified its coins and therefore
its ratio. Otherwise, overvalued silver coins were exported to the Far
East or Brazil, unless clipped as in England. Moneychangers have
always leveled the discrepancies between national bimetallic ratios.
With the Great Recoinage, all of Europe suddenly sold its gold to
England to obtain 16 ounces of silver for one ounce of gold. The profit
was an ounce of silver per ounce of gold exchanged. Gold flowed from
every country to England, and in the opposite direction, silver
disappeared from England. The anomaly was rectified in 1717 by
fixing the gold Guinea coin at 21 shillings of silver instead of 20. This
modification set the ratio close to 1:15. This measure was faster and
cheaper than another restrike of gold coins to lighter standards. The
master of the mint of England was at that time the illustrious Isaac
Newton.
The overvalued ratio involuntarily clarified the currency circulation
in England. Gold coins dislodged silver coins from English ground,
with banks ensuring the convertibility of banknotes essentially in gold
coins. Following this casual gold over-estimation, only gold convertibility – omitting silver – of British banknotes would be enacted in the
nineteenth century. It will be the renowned “Gold Standard”. This
monetary watershed will be described later.
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Most of the English silver coins disappeared from Britain until the bimetallic ratio was
rectified in 1717. Later, silver barely came back. It stayed in continental Europe that
was trading with Spain, enriched with silver from Bolivia and Mexico. Rather, England
traded with allied Portugal, rich with gold from Brazil. It resulted in a shortage of low
value coins – such as this George II silver shilling from 1758. To alleviate the coin
shortage, the Royal Mint struck half and quarter gold guinea, silver sixpence, silver
threepence and token coins. And, despite the numerous fake coins of the 18 th century, the
people accepted the new coins, as well as they accepted the new banknotes.
Illustration 62: [7]

Other changes for British currency
The Royal Mint had suspended the strikes of token coins from 1648 to
1672. The Royal Mint had declared itself unable to produce sophisticated token coins that were impossible to counterfeit. The Royal
Mint feared to lose its silver or gold stocks from converting a profusion
of undetectable fake token coins into precious coins.
To fill the void, thousands of private corporations struck private
token coins. These token coins were convertible by these same
corporations, on the model of the convertible banknote system.
In 1672, the Royal Mint finally resumed the strike of token coins
making full use of the mechanization progress for an acceptable quality
of coinage. Notably, those token coins were untouched by the Great
Recoinage of 1696.
Around 1707, the Mints of Scotland and England unified their
coinage. It happened when Scotland united with England to create
“Great Britain” and to end the ceaseless wars of Scottish independence.
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For its submission, Scotland accepted a huge sum of silver coins. At the
time, Scotland was in dire need after going broke in a failed attempt to
colonized Panama (Darien scheme). Since then, the monetary systems
of Scotland and England have been bound by the same standards of
coin weights in pounds sterling. A pound sterling from Scotland was
worth a pound sterling from England. Even in the twenty-first century,
the “pounds sterling” indicate the currency union of Scotland and
England.
By the early 1700s, Great Britain was well on its way from a
bimetallic system in silver and gold coins to a system of banknotes and
token coins convertible exclusively into gold coins at bank counters.
And, Great Britain had arrived at mono-metallism almost involuntarily.

Loan multiplication and the Industrial
Revolution in the eighteenth century

Loans with guarantors in Scotland
In Scotland of the eighteenth century, coin scarcity was more
pronounced than elsewhere. Banks had few deposits in coins. Such a
lack of deposits to ensure silver or gold reserves squeezed volumes of
loans. Banks only granted loans to the rich who were sure to repay and
who held solid assets in guarantee or collateral. This restrictive access to
loans forced the Scots to mull over their banking system.
Around 1730, the Scottish banks found ways to foster lending by
capitalizing on the rising usage of paper banknotes. Scottish banks
issued inventive rules to grant loans. From then on, interest charges
were to be paid only in proportion to the amount that was actually
withdrawn, which was a fraction of the total loan. By this measure,
withdrawals of banknotes were limited to immediate needs for
liquidity. With fewer banknotes in circulation, conversions into coins
decreased, and reserves in coins obviously increased.
The banks added another rule. Any potential borrower, even
penniless, could obtain a loan if he was sponsored by two guarantors
who were deemed creditworthy by the bank. The bank ensured loan
repayment with those wealthy guarantors. With this system of loans
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with guarantors, the supplier could build up sales, because he could be
the guarantor of his customer. He could help his customer to borrow
in banknotes, synonymous with scriptural money. He was certainly
more dedicated to his customer than the bank. The cautious bank still
demanded a second guarantor, who could perhaps open a deposit
account of gold coins at the bank.
With his loan granted, the happy customer cashed in the banknotes
received from the bank while the seller-guarantor took the payment in
banknotes from the customer-borrower. Rather than not selling in
coins, one might as well sell something paid in banknotes while
assuming partly the responsibility of the debt. With such loans, the
customer-borrower acquired matter to work, produce, sell and repay
his debts. To sell, the borrower sponsored for his part his own
customers, also avoiding the lack of coins. He accepted payments in
paper banknotes with which he could pay back his loan with interest.
Banknote usage brought new clients to the bank. The incomes of
banks increased from interest on judiciously granted loans. The interest
was perhaps paid in banknotes, but banknote usage spread to make
purchases. Eventually, the banker wasn’t richer in gold coins, but he
grew richer in goods paid in banknotes. There was the real wealth, not
the illusion of inert gold coins! Wealth always came from work, never
from gold coins that could only buy tangible assets produced by hard
work.

The Industrial Revolution financed by the rise of capitalism
For the first time in history, the loan with guarantors of the eighteenth
century made bank loans available to clients rich only in technical
knowledge. Loans were granted to skilled Scottish people, when they
were previously reserved for merchants and governments. This system
was rapidly imitated by their English neighbors. The multiplication of
loans in account or in banknotes supplemented corporations’ capital.
Capitalism was fortified with loans, and it could finally transform
small workshops into large factories with the British people and their
banks financing new ideas. More funds were available for the purchase
of machines, the construction of buildings, and the payment for the
workers’ wages to expand a project. Of course, such development had a
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major influence on the economy, even if it had happened
unconsciously.
In the seventeenth century, ingenious technologies emerged in
Europe, especially since inventions could be patented. In the
eighteenth century, everything was in place to ratchet up quantitatively
and qualitatively in industry and agriculture. The most emblematic
progress was the steam engine channeling the power of steam to rotate
pumps, mills, textile machinery and an uninterrupted succession of
innovations that increased productivity. Industry transformed
agriculture as well with stronger types of steel for deeper plowshares or
longer scythes that replaced short sickles. Throughout the eighteenth
century, peasants and craftsmen sold their increasing production to
each other, empowered by the series of technological improvements.
Lastly, in the eighteenth century, a challenging ideology influenced
decision-makers. It was the liberalism, which promoted liberty and
equality. Liberalism was itself closely linked to the birth of the parliamentary system from the “Bill of rights” in 1689 when Empiricism
and Enlightenment were burgeoning. In the wake of political
liberalism, economic liberalism of the Enlightenment challenged the
mercantilism of the Renaissance. The “laissez-faire” attitude of
economic liberalism gained ground. Competition within a free market
was progressing at the expense of mercantilist monopolies and
subsidies.
The synthesis of financial developments and technological creativity
freed by defiant liberalism was the Industrial Revolution. It started in
Scotland and England around 1750. Among explanations for the spark
of the Industrial Revolution, monetary and banking developments are
not to be underestimated. In fact, underdeveloped financing and
monetary tools would explain the stagnation of industry on the
European continent, despite similar technological knowledge and
rising liberalism. The European continent was in fact to wait until the
nineteenth century to start its Industrial Revolution with the adoption
of the British financial model.
The benefits of the Industrial Revolution were contested. Certainly,
Great Britain had more income, but the population of the eighteenth
century grew by 80% (thanks in part to better knowledge with crop
rotations, domestic hygiene, smallpox inoculation, or to the effects of
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the industrial revolution on agriculture and food production).
Unfortunately, this abrupt population rise swelled the ranks of the
industrial proletariat, which didn’t enjoy its fair share of the output of
the Industrial Revolution.
The Newcomen engine of the Industrial
Revolution. In the 18th century, only
Britain spread such technology by
financing it with “pieces of paper”.
The European continent and its
archaic financial and monetary system
was unable to keep up with the pace of
Britain, despite having technological
ideas and coal mines.
Illustration 63: [13]

Multiplication of paper money without inflation
In the Great Britain of the eighteenth century, the multiplication of
loans in accounts or in banknotes meant the creation of scriptural
money. This currency of paper substantially supplemented metal coins.
Was there a risk of inflation as for the Roman Empire? Not this time,
because a counterpart in goods accompanied the increase in money
supply. Loans were granted to invest, but not to spend. Each
investment was intended to produce new goods or to be more efficient
in producing existing goods by saving coal, raw materials and the
workforce per unit produced. Monetary creation stayed proportional
to the increase of goods and services. Monetary creation by loan
multiplication wasn’t inflationary, and rare episodes of inflation
followed. Only profits or wages increased because production costs per
unit shrank and sale prices remained stable. It was a situation
comparable to the early Roman Empire, when the coin strikes kept up
with the economic output favored by the expansion of trade
supporting specialization and progress. Then, the coin multiplication
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stayed in proportion to the production of goods; a fact that left prices
stable.
There was still some inflation from 1730 to 1775, but it marked the
European continent as much as Great Britain. That inflation coincided
with the influx of noble metals. In the eighteenth century, gold input
was three times higher than in the sixteenth century. Between 1720
and 1790, the global gold stock doubled with deposits discovered in
Brazil and the Ural Mountains in Russia. For its part, silver production
increased with the extraction by mercury amalgamation, which could
rely on a steady production of mercury from the mines of Spain and
Slovenia. Mines also made the most of the Newcomen’s steam engine
to pump the rainwater flooding the shafts, in order to dig all year long.

Thaler of Maria Theresia, the “dollar” of the 18 th century. This fine silver coin was
recognized and accepted even in the Arab world. After the death of the empress in 1780,
Joseph II permitted the Mint of Austria to continue striking this coin to satisfy the
demand from the Middle East.

Diameter= 40mm, thickness= 2.4mm.
Above: Five arabesques on the rims of different thalers of post-1784 strikes (authorized to
foreign Mints). These details allowed their identification. In order: Brussels, London,
Paris, Vienna post-1900 and pre-1900.
Illustration 64: [7]

All over Europe, the inflation after 1730 rather meant a commercial
and economic revival. The swelling flows of silver and gold into the
continent were certainly welcome with the population on the rise. The
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needs for silver and gold coins for mercantilist hoarding were again
satisfied.
In the eighteenth century, the recovery on the European continent
happened at a slower pace than in Great Britain, as the countries of the
European continent didn’t feel the need to copy the British example.
They were perhaps satisfied with their sufficient coin circulation. Some
experiments of banknotes also proved disastrous, as explained in the
next chapter. The European continent remained dangerously
dependent on silver and gold coins. When deflation returned after
1780, the European continent was to suffer more than Great Britain
from this dependence. This fact will be detailed in the next pages.

Scriptural money outnumbers coins
In the early eighteenth century, paper banknotes constrained
withdrawals of coin deposits. With more coins in deposit, bankers
granted more loans in banknotes. Loans in account withdrawn in
banknotes were replacing loans in coins. Banknotes were not systematically converted into coins, because they returned in a bank account
after the payment. A smaller reserve was needed to handle deposit
withdrawals and banknote conversions into coins. Thus, loan volumes
could generously increase.
At one point in the eighteenth century, the loan volumes exceeded
the deposit volumes in coins. Coins left in deposit were lent a second
time into loan accounts. Loans in accounts or in banknotes started to
outnumber the volume of coins. At last, banks were creating scriptural
money by writing entries in clients’ accounts and by issuing paper
banknotes.
Within the course of the eighteenth century, the exact date when
the volume of loans exceeded the volume of deposits is difficult to
pinpoint. In other words, historians lack data to verify when scriptural
money appeared precisely.
In the late eighteenth century, the situation in London became
more established. In 1776, Adam Smith observed it and historians
confirmed it: loan volumes granted by banks were higher than volumes
of gold and silver coins in circulation or in deposit. Loan figures were
such that the volume of scriptural money created by banks equaled the
volume of coins struck by the mint. At that point, there was a
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banknote for each coin in bank, which attenuated deflation. Then,
there was a second banknote that bankers had issued discreetly. This
second banknote was pure scriptural money. For the first time in
history, money was multiplied, not exclusively by the government and
its mines, but by the market of private individuals who borrowed from
banks. Where alchemists had failed, bankers and their clients
succeeded: changing valueless lead or paper into gold. Banks and
banknote issues were a remarkable transfer of power, marking an
authentic revolution. Indeed, the private banks could lend to whom
they liked, nobles or commoners, merchants or engineers, arsenals or
newspapers, defenders or opponents of the Crown.

The Bank of England and its banknotes
in the eighteenth century

The Bank of England created to fund the government
At the end of the seventeenth century, England was at war with the
France of Louis XIV. This war had already ignited the Great Recoinage
to provide quality coins for the army and the navy.
The Treasury of the Crown had trouble selling its bonds to secure a
loan to cover the huge war expenditure that far exceeded tax incomes.
Since 1672, people were cautious, mindful of the crisis of the royal
loans under King Charles II. This king had dragged his feet honoring
his debts when bankers refused him extra loans. This royal history still
worried the people considering a recurring sale of Treasury bonds.
In 1694, the government of England circumvented sales of bonds
by creating a semi-private bank for its own needs. This bank was given
royal privileges in exchange for faithful services to the government. The
acknowledged ambition of this bank, named the “Bank of England” or
the “BoE”, was to finance the government, copying the model of the
Bank of Amsterdam.
A public subscription was launched to collect the capital for the
creation of the BoE. Sales of shares paid in coins composed the capital.
King William and Queen Mary subscribed to the capital as did many
private individuals. The success of the subscription astonished
observers. Despite the risks, banks were very profitable, and the BoE
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was almost like any other bank with its safe, its counters, its clients, its
loan or deposit accounts. Moreover, the government was behind this
bank, a fact that perhaps could reassure some. Lastly, there was at the
time a speculative boom to buy shares of private corporations, and the
BoE was a corporation among others.
The newly created BoE could grant an original type of loan to the
government: a perpetual loan. The Bank granted to the Treasury a
perpetual loan in coins from its capital obtained by subscription. After
all, the BoE was a corporation with its shares sold to the public, which
were not refunded as long as the company was continuing its activities.
If in need of liquidity, a private shareholder could resell his shares at
the London stock exchange to buyers willing to pay a price in relation
to the expected dividends per share. Without any loan principal to pay
back, the Treasury only paid interest. Such a perpetual loan spared the
people from heavy taxation to pay back the normal loan’s principal. To
cover the interest of this perpetual loan, only an extra taxation on boat
tonnage and on alcohol was to endow the Treasury.

The popular banknotes of the BoE
The BoE collected coins in deposits and granted loans in accounts
withdrawn in its own banknotes, which were convertible into coins at
its counters. Some perceived the BoE as an intolerable and unfair
competition to private banks. People dissatisfied with this attack on
personal freedom wanted to bankrupt the BoE. They spread rumors of
lack of coins in deposit in an attempt to destabilize the BoE. They tried
to corner the BoE with a concentrated withdrawal of coins, as in 1696,
when the stock quotation of the BoE plummeted amid nervous
investors.
To strengthen the BoE, a few advantages were granted to its
banknotes. First, the death penalty was applicable for counterfeiting
banknotes of the BoE as they were for coins from the Royal Mint.
Second, the Bank accumulated a reserve in gold after 1722 to
guarantee its solvency. Third, a monopoly on banknote issuing was
conceded to the Bank, but it was largely circumvented by private
banks.
As time went by, the popularity of the banknotes of the BoE
surpassed that of other banknotes. Clients accepted them in place of
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gold coins when withdrawing their deposit at a private bank.
Eventually, most private banks opened a loan account at the BoE. For
private banks, reserves to handle deposit withdrawals and conversion of
their private banknotes were partly made up of banknotes of the BoE.
In a few decades, the conversion of private banknotes into coins was
superseded by the conversion into banknotes of the BoE. For private
banks, reserves of pounds sterling to cover deposit withdrawals and
banknote conversions were counted in BoE banknotes as much as in
precious coins.
Progressively, clients demanded to withdraw their loans in BoE
banknotes instead of banknotes of the private bank. So, issues of
private banknotes dwindled. Yet, it was only in 1844 that the BoE was
garnered the exclusive right to issue banknotes, except for those banks
that were previously founded. From then on, the number of private
banks having a prior right to issue banknotes declined. Finally, the last
license for an English private bank to issue banknotes was canceled
after a bank merge in 1921.

Newton honored on a modern banknote of the BoE. It wasn’t his first link with the
currency, as he had been Master of the Mint for 27 years. This made Newton an
economist, on top of his other activities as a scientist, a philosopher, a theologian. A
curious mind, not confined to a single field.
Illustration 65: [7]
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BoE under supervision
The BoE continued to ensure gold convertibility of its own banknotes.
By this simple fact, banknote issues were under public control through
swift gold conversion of banknotes, and the BoE couldn’t flood the
Treasury by printing as many banknotes as it wanted, because the mint
couldn’t match the pace by coining enough silver or gold bullion.
Mining remained necessary to provide enough gold and silver to
ensure the convertibility of BoE banknotes, even if conversions were
hindered by the absence of branches of the BoE outside London. Gold
withdrawals were then limited by the distance to London and the
counters of the BoE. Only private banks were present outside London.
It resulted in a monetary system composed in “layers”: private
banknotes convertible into banknotes of the BoE, themselves
convertible into gold coins in London. This system partially stopped
deflation that was linked to gold coin scarcity.
Aside from the public control of convertibility, the BoE needed the
approval of the Parliament to lend banknotes to the Treasury. The BoE
promised repeatedly to limit loans to the Treasury. These pious vows
were forgotten more than once, despite the tensions aroused by these
practices.

Regulations on private banknotes
In the eighteenth century, new rules dampened exuberant banknote
issues by banks gambling for fast interest on easy bank loans.
Minimum amounts were imposed on small banknotes, in order to
prevent banks from imprudently granting too many loans while
over-issuing small banknotes of a few shillings, whose requests for coin
conversion were rare. In Scotland, a minimum of one pound was
imposed on banknote amounts. In England, a minimum of five
pounds was enacted for BoE banknotes, while private banks remained
free to issue banknotes of any amount.
The phrase “pay to the bearer on demand” became mandatory,
ending delayed conversion of banknotes with a phrase such as “pay to
the bearer in a few months”. Such delayed conversions had precipitated
banks to over-issue their banknotes for risky loans.
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Except for these measures, all other practices were tolerated and
sometimes legally confirmed for payments and contracts.

The BoE stabilizing private banks
For insolvent private banks, the BoE became the lender of last resort.
Under certain conditions, the BoE granted loans in its own banknotes,
to calm the nervous clients of a faltering bank. Several constraints were
to be agreed upon in order to obtain such emergency loans. The first
was a sufficient level of gold reserves for the BoE. The second was the
honesty of the private bank on the verge of failing. As with any
creditor, the BoE demanded honesty from its clients, which included
private banks. Henceforth, the BoE was in charge of stabilizing the
banking structure.

The first recorded speculative bubble wasn’t the “South Sea Company”
case in 1720. It was the famous “tulip mania” in 1637 in the United
Provinces (now the Netherlands). At the time, the quotation of
contracts on luxury flower bulbs soared to unrealistic prices driven by
the hope to buy and resell with profit. Did they say “never again”?
Illustration 66: [7]

The government conceded this stabilization service as a compensation to private banks created after 1720. Unlike older banks, they
had to abide by a strangling regulation for corporations, which harshly
limited them to six shareholders.
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This restriction had been voted on after a traumatizing speculative
bubble in 1720. That year, the stock exchange quotation of “South Sea
Company” shares peaked unrealistically before deflating steeply. The
dive of the share’s quotation ruined many investors and shook the
entire economy. Legislators wanted to avoid any repetition of
thousands of shareholders of a single corporation going broke together,
and the number of shareholders was restricted.
New banks were held back from raising capital with that restriction
on issuing shares. The compressed capital debilitated the activities of
these banks. This shortsighted law restricting the number of
shareholders was only eased in 1826 for banks in the area of London,
and was finally repealed nationwide in 1865 for reasons explained in
the next chapters.
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Historical Correlation

Industrial Revolution and banknotes
Historians have studied money supply created by banks. Their
conclusions showed the fundamental ability of banks to finance the
Industrial Revolution. This Industrial Revolution could not have
happened without the Financial Revolution in Great Britain.
Already in the eighteenth century, some thinkers clearly analyzed
the situation. Countries during this century, less violent and infused
with the Enlightenment, weren’t trying to accumulate gold, in order to
pay for mercenaries in case of an invasion. Abuses of mercantilism,
such as unjustified monopolies or a senseless accumulation of gold,
were criticized. Commodities started to be perceived as the true wealth,
replacing illusory silver and gold coins. Both famous philosophers
Berkeley and Hume noticed that real prosperity resides in material
goods, such as food and lands, not in the distorted value of symbolic
silver and gold coins. Hume’s analysis was that quantities of money in
circulation had to be proportional to quantities of available goods in
order to avoid imbalances marked by inflation. In France, Quesnay
and the physiocrats called for an economic policy freed from mercantilism. Quesnay was a doctor fascinated by blood circulation and
nature’s healing powers. From his observations, he reasoned that a
“natural order” existed, which made the mercantilist interventionism
pointless. Quesnay is considered the father of economics, who broke
out of an exclusive philological view of society. Later, Adam Smith
more convincingly presented mercantilist institutions as a means to
preserve the privileges of the rich. According to Smith, it was necessary
to let markets freely determine prices and wages rather than
monopolies granted by governments, as it has been since the taxationredistribution economy of antiquity. Competition, called “the invisible
hand” by Smith, would organize the “open market”. Adam Smith was
also analyzing capital accumulation in private hands as a required step
to enable a wide competition to shake up productivity. The
government shouldn’t monopolize or seek accumulation of silver and
gold coins, as with the mercantilist model. Mercantilism deprived
factories of capital, underfunding the manufacture of true wealth in
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tangible goods. Smith’s analysis was that banks could help with capital
accumulation. His works approached the scriptural aspect of money
and he advised the use of paper money in place of gold and silver to
alleviate coin scarcity.
The philosopher David Hume was a
friend of the economist Adam Smith.
They were both from Edinburgh, heart
of the Scottish Enlightenment and of
the finance of the Industrial
Revolution. This economic success
helped strengthening the peace between
Scotland and England in the new
nation of Great Britain.
Illustration 67: [13]

In the twenty-first century, many historians who were not well
versed in economics had false explanations about the origins of the
Industrial Revolution. It is time to debunk such popular beliefs. Great
Britain did not bankroll its Industrial Revolution with the money of
gold and silver plundered from other continents. On the contrary, the
scarcity of silver and gold currency encouraged British financial
innovations that ultimately accelerated the economic activity. Yes, gold
coins earned through the colonies would have been preferred over
paper banknotes, but paper banknotes were accepted if there was no
alternative. In other words, gold or silver coins from colonies were not
required for trading with a currency. Such was the case in Scotland
even more than in England. And, it is in Scotland that the Industrial
Revolution started, according to most historians.
If the Industrial Revolution had been only linked to the
exploitation of the colonies, it would have unfolded in Spain that
imported up to 300 tons of silver per year during the 16 th century. For
its part, England had much fewer colonies than Spain. They were all in
the Americas in the 18th century, with 13 of them soon declaring their
independence as the USA for a question of taxes without parliamentary representation. It's only in 1763 that England received
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Canada and most of the trading ports of India from France. These were
Great Britain's compensation after the Seven Years' War. Yet, around
1750, the Industrial Revolution had already started in Scotland, the
cradle of the Industrial Revolution, which had only joined the trade
with the English colonies late in the game, i.e., after its Treaty of
Union with England. Only later, in the 19th century, Great Britain
colonized India before the rest of the Empire, with its thriving
industries strengthening its armies and its Royal Navy. Altogether, the
historical facts don’t fit well with the origin of the Industrial
Revolution springing exclusively from in the exploitation of colonies.

The industrial revolution was a turning point for the better more
than it was for the worse. Nations were wealthier, although the
benefits weren’t shared equally. Certainly, women have improved
their life compared to pre-industrial times, when they were gleaning
in the fields, having many children or dying during childbirth.
Going back to a life without mass-produced high-tech health and
provisioning would only be bearable... for men in perfect health.
Illustration 68: [13]

~
Last observation, but not least: Great Britain thwarted the curse of
the Roman Empire’s Fall. With the example of British industrialization, it can be understood how Rome could have crossed the line
into an industrial era, instead of stagnating or sinking into decadence.
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Instead, Rome jumped from an irritating deflation to a grinding
inflation because Rome spent rather than invested its multiplied coins
for the exclusive profit of emperors. Rome had reached a development
comparable to the seventeenth or the eighteenth century, before dying
out in the darkness of the Middle Ages. Thirteen centuries after the fall
of Rome, Great Britain crossed the line of the nineteenth century at
full steam. It did it with the mix of the Enlightenment, of ingenious
machines, of investments financed by monetary creation in the hands
of private individuals and their banks, and of bank loans and
banknotes releasing the power of the British people from the yoke of
deflation in coins. Altogether, it was the Industrial Revolution starting
in Great Britain. Meanwhile overseas, other Western nations couldn’t
follow the British front-runner and failed to develop their monetary
system, even if they tried...

